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This thesis is a memoir of the women in my family and their relationship to 

motherhood, both adoptive and biological. The primary source of this work is 

memory and is contextualized within the Caribbean culture. The process of 

interpreting these memories relies on narrative, cultural, and life history theory that 

disarticulate ideas of motherhood found in North America from those in the 

Caribbean. The beginning chapters are a personal memoir of motherhood while the 

end chapters are analyses of the theoretical foundations of what I have explored. In 

the last chapter, I reflect upon the personal process of writing memoir. There is no 

equivalent study of the perception of the adoptive mother versus the biological 

mother in the Caribbean. These stories of my family contribute to our understanding 

of motherhood in the lives of women of color in the Americas, many of which have 

been missing from history's larger narrative. 
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Ventnor Gardens: The Beginning –The House of Women

The woman who gave birth to me was a liar and not meant to be my mother. She 

lied because she couldn’t face the terrible truth of her life; none of us could. When we each 

learned her truth, we all turned away. We could, but she had to bear it. She lied so that she 

could live. 

I was delivered to the woman that would be my mother when I was three-months-

old, on the floor of a 1969 white Austin Mini. It was 1971, and child safety seats were not 

yet law. The woman driving me, Helen, felt I would be safest on the floor. That way, if she 

stopped quickly, I wouldn’t shoot off the seat, smack against the dashboard, and end up on 

the floor anyway. She was taking me to her mother who would, hopefully, take care of me 

for a while.  

The girl I was born to, Elena, was on the cusp of womanhood. She was seventeen 

and fresh from an unwed mother’s home on the island of Trinidad. The home was a place 

were well-off unwed women and girls were sent to have their babies outside of the glare of 

civilized society. Trinidad is the southern most Caribbean island. It is a mere four hundred 

and seventy miles off the South America coast, almost a part of Venezuela. I was born 

there and was supposed to stay there and be adopted. Elena was supposed to return to her 

native Barbados, the closest island north and east, without me, but in an act of adolescent 

bravado, she brought me back with her. My adoption papers were lost. I was placed in her 

arms as if it were the most natural thing, as if I was supposed to be there. She mistook these 
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few moments of peace for a sign of things to come.  

Two and a half months after I was born, Elena brought me with her on the plane 

ride home to Barbados, for company, to have someone to love and to love her back. She 

was sure the future would work out because it had to.  Barbados is one of the smallest and 

the easternmost island in the Caribbean. It is tiny even by island standards being only 

twenty miles long and fourteen miles wide. It was a former British colony, newly 

independent but fiercely adhering to British sensibilities of class and society.  So much so 

the country is known as Little Britain. Elena’s family was from the upper class. Her adopted 

father’s brother was the Governor General of Barbados and he himself was a prominent 

business man. At the time she became pregnant most children in Barbados were born out 

of wedlock but she wasn’t most people. She was an upper class girl, and her pregnancy 

was considered a disaster that made her look like a whore and her parents like failures. She 

was sent away so this problem would be dealt with out of sight. But then she brought the 

problem, me, back with her on the plane.  

Elena’s adoptive father sat with her at the airport for an hour, horrified that I was 

in tow and afraid to make his way home to his wife. We slept one night at home in her bed. 

The next morning, the child welfare people appeared for both of us. Her adoptive mother, 

Winnie, called them to get rid of us and the shame we represented.  

Elena was placed in the home of a middle aged woman named Mildred who was 

looking for help around the house. Alone and cast out, the reality of caring for me was 

harsh and was nothing like she imagined. I was noisy and demanding, and she was not 

prepared. She was not patient to begin with, and she complained to her caseworker Helen 

that I was too much for her. Helen ignored her, hoping that she would settle in and become 
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maternal, but she did not. Elena continued to struggle and whinge. She asked Helen to find 

someplace for me, any place. On our small island there were few options for a baby who 

cried too much. Helen mentioned an imaginary home for infants to scare her, but Elena 

was beyond scaring. She only wanted a bit of peace; she was sleep deprived and barely 

hanging on.  Helen knew that placing a baby would be almost impossible, and she had no 

options. In desperation, she thought of her own mother, who loved small children and might 

take me, or she might not.  Helen would try. Her mother wanted want to see me, and if she 

liked the looks of me then she would keep me until something else could be arranged. 

Driving with me on the floor of the car, Helen was worried. Her mother was 

particular; she was fussy and everything had to be her way.  But no one knew what her 

way was, exactly; she made it up as she went along. To Helen I was a perfectly acceptable 

baby; I was cute, and not too black, which was important, and I had a few sprigs of black 

curls on my head. Elena said I cried too much but Helen didn’t think I cried anymore than 

was expected. But anything could rub her mother the wrong way. If she thought I was too 

bald, or had a strange smell, or looked cross eyed, or anything in between, she very well 

might reject me. I needed some luck and I hadn’t had much so far in my short life.   

Helen brought me to her mother’s door and placed me in her arms.  

Her mother looked me over for a moment and finally said, “Oh, she is a nice little 

baby,” in her singsong voice. She looked over me quickly, unwrapping my blanket. I was 

in a thin and worn white cotton top decorated with little multicolored animals.  A hand-

me-downs from the unwed mother’s home.   

“She’s gonna need some clothes. Helen, what did you bring? The shops are closed. 

We will have to make do.”  
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With that I was accepted and Helen became my sister. Helen was surprised her mother 

made a decision so quickly and didn’t complain about something or the other as she was 

prone to do. The mother was rocking me in the arms. 

“Her mother says she cries a lot” Helen reminded her. 

She sucked her teeth, “How old dat girl?” 

“She’s seventeen.” Helen said. 

She sucked her teeth again. “She don’t know nuttin’ about babies. She’s too young. 

Daughter wat you brought for this child?”   

“She has a diaper bag. I didn’t know you would take her right away.” 

“Well bring it in den. What did you think I was gonna go wid dis child? You want 

me to keep her so I am keeping her. Bring in dat diaper bag please and stop foolin. Dat will 

have to do until tomorrow. Come child, let’s meet Granny.”  

Helen’s mother turned and took me down the hall to meet her mother. Helen brought in my 

bag from the car and went to her own room; her duty was done. 

 My new mother’s name was Clara Armstrong. She was a forty-six-year-old, 

financially independent woman. She called herself a housewife, but that was not right as 

there was no husband; he had been banished years before. She lived with her two daughters, 

Helen, twenty, Masie, eighteen, and her sixty-nine-year old mother May. There should 

have been another child. He was might have been a son or she might have ben a daughter, 

but that life was lost along with Clara’s womb. This child would have been five now. She 

never talked about what had happened. Clara’s mind closed over on it, shutting in the loss, 

but sometimes these things crawl out. 

 That first day, Masie took two pictures of me with her Kodak instamatic camera. In 
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both, I am brown skinned and placed on Clara’s white sheeted bed. In the first one, I am 

laying on my stomach, looking over my shoulder, my mouth slightly open perched on a 

disorienting sea of white. In the second picture I am laughing, skinning1 my face up with 

joy. Mummy Clara made an 8x10 copy of the picture where I was looking over my shoulder 

calmly, but Masie and I both liked the other picture better. 

The Beauty 

 Clara and I were the same shade of brown. Like her, I had dark brown eyes and 

almost black hair. But unlike her, I was regular looking; she was beautiful. She didn’t look 

like her mother, May, she looked like her father and his family. They all had large eyes, 

large noses, and small mouths. But they too were normal looking.  She was unusual, her 

features were a little different this way and that way that made her exquisite. People caught 

their breath when they saw her. They called her a beauty. Her natural daughters looked like 

her, both with large eyes, Helen’s light brown and Masie’s dark brown like mine. But they 

were not beauties. They were regular looking like the rest of us. 

 Granny May was regular looking too but she was unlike all of us in another way. 

She was very light skinned with long wavy brownish-grey hair and blue eyes. People called 

her high color, which meant that she looked white but she was Colored. Granny never 

bothered with that, and neither did I. It didn’t matter how different she looked from me, 

she simply became my Granny. 

Mixed race people like Granny and Mummy Clara were called Colored in 

Barbados. Colored women occupied a special place in Barbadian society; they were 

                                                

1 Skinning up you face is a Barbadian colloquialism meaning to screw up your face in joy or anger. 
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considered some of the most beautiful women in the world. Granny and Clara had the 

additional power of being financially independent. They did what they wanted to do when 

they wanted to do it. They comfortably occupied the Colored upper class. But unlike most 

women like themselves, they were without men and did not see the need for any. They had 

their own money and that was all men seemed to be good for. 

 The morning after I arrived, Helen was tired and struggled getting ready for work. 

She was in a bad mood. As expected, I was hollering all night. Clara was also worn-out. 

She jiggled me on her knee while sitting at the kitchen table.  

She told Helen, “You better take this child back. I am not used to any hollering 

babies.” Clara laughed. She was exhausted, but happy. Helen turned and cut her eyes2 at 

her mother. She felt harassed and was in no mood to joke. Clara sucked her teeth.  

“Girl you better carry yourself! You know better dan to cut your eyes at me. You 

lucky I am too tired to cuff you in your mouth.”  

Clara laughed again. She was known for her sharp tongue, but her laughter was 

unexpected. Normally, she was overly serious and didn’t tolerate any perceived slight. 

Helen thought her mother might have been delirious.  

Clara called after Helen as she walked to the car, “Wat is wrong wid you people? 

This child needs glucose water. Milk don’t ‘gree wid her. You should know dat from how 

I raised you. You young women don’t know nuttin.”  

Clara continued to laugh. Helen turned her back, got in the car and left for work. Her mother 

was talking crazy. 

                                                

2 To cut eyes is a Caribbean colloquialism for a gesture of contempt shown by closing one’s eyes while 
turning sharply away. Clara used it as a general term for a look on someone’s face she didn’t like.	
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 Clara was still sitting at the table when her maid Paula walked in. Paula was more 

a friend than a maid, but that was something Clara would never admit. Clara viewed herself 

as an upper class woman, and saw Paula as low class. This difference in class prevented 

Clara from considering Paula a friend, but it didn’t stop her from treating Paula like one. 

Paula had come on the bus. When she walked through the kitchen Clara held me up to her.  

“Look woman! We got a baby.”  

“Let me see her.” Paula reached for me and Clara passed me over and got up from 

the table.  

“Good! Keep her so I can get us some tea. Let’s drink quick. We got to get 

to de stores and get dis child some glucose water and some clothes. Milk don’t ‘gree 

wid her. She was hollering all night.”  

Paula sat down with me in one arm and her hand bag was still wrapped around the 

other.  

“Is dis de baby Helen was talking bout?” Paula asked.  

“Yeah.”  

Paula looked closely at me, “She’s sweet, but so little. How old?”  

“I am not sure. I’ll ask Helen tonight, but we better get her some glucose water or 

she’s gonna starve to death and I gonna strangle her.” Clara laughed again.  

She didn’t make any sense but that didn’t matter. This is how my ideal childhood began in 

the house of women.  

There was never any paperwork for me when I came to live with Clara. I simply 

came to live with her for a while, a while that stretched into years, and then became forever. 

Clara said that she couldn’t have kept me if Paula was not with her. That is how she referred 
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to Paula working for her, with her. She never said that she employed Paula or that Paula 

worked for her. Paula was with her. She needed Paula’s help with the labor intensive 

business of continually cleaning and laundering my cloth diapers and finding me when I 

had wandered off—something I did very well.  

Within a week I was sleeping in a white crib set up in Mummy Clara’s room. A 

month later a fancy blue metal stroller arrived; Clara ordered a special one. Masie took a 

picture of me perched in the stroller looking puzzled. I was now four months old, and 

noticeably heavier and lighter skinned than when I had arrived. With Cara, I spent most of 

my time inside and away from the sun.  

I looked just like Elena in this picture.  Elena was a red girl. That meant she was 

light skinned like Granny but she still had black features. Granny could pass for a white 

woman; Elena couldn’t. As I grew older I also grew darker. I still looked like Elena but 

only around the edges. You had to catch me at the right angle to see Elena in my face. I 

grew to look more like Clara than anyone else. That was the kind of magic only Clara could 

muster.   

Clara 

Mummy Clara was formidable. She drew herself up like a dancer from the tip of 

her toes to the top of her head and held herself taut, with even the skin on her face stretched 

across her bones arching. She filled my eyes with her beauty and size; she was not a big 

woman, but she was solid. She never had to ask anyone to open jars for her; she opened 

jars for me and Paula. From a distance there was something unfriendly about her face, but 

closer up she had a softness. She was intimidating, but people immediately respected her. 

Everyone wanted to please her. She was difficult to describe because she was not what 
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people expected. She didn’t fit into one category. She was regal; some people called her 

haughty. Her nose was always tilted up; she had airs. But she always did what needed to 

be done around the house without asking for help. She had two brothers and male friends 

who she could call for help. But she never did; she did most things herself. She may have 

looked like royalty, but that’s not how she behaved. There is a picture of her mowing the 

lawn barefooted. She was mowing the lawn because it needed to be mowed. Her real talent 

was in handling people. She never manipulated; people wanted to please her because of 

how she was. She always got her way; she was born this way. Granny said you couldn’t do 

anything with her.  

Things changed a lot after I came to live at Ventnor Gardens. Mummy was like the 

hub of a wheel, and things—people and circumstances—turned around her. Within six 

months Helen moved to New York City in the United States to go to college. Masie started 

college too, locally, and was gone frequently. As a Barbadian citizen Masie attended 

college on the island for free. Helen was on scholarship studying Public Administration; 

Masie was studying to be a teacher.  

The money that sustained our little household came from a sweet-smelling man that 

appeared at our garden gate every month. He would hand Mummy an envelope and she 

would hand him back a slip of paper that she had written on. At first, to me, his appearances 

were mysterious. I was not sure why he came to see us. He looked and smelled like 

Mummy’s brother Uncle Ralph, with dark skin and black wavy hair. When I was a little 

older, Mummy had me walk with her when she went to meet him. She never invited him 

into the house; they just met over the gate and exchanged their bits of paper. One Christmas 

he brought her a beautiful gold necklace.  
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She was impressed with it. “He’s from Guyana.” She told me. “They do beautiful 

gold der.” 

Eventually I came to understand that he was bringing us the rent for Mummy and 

Granny’s property in town, in Bridgetown, on Cheapside. On the ground floor there was a 

bar and on the second floor were offices. The building was really Granny’s, but the family 

considered it both of theirs because Mummy took in and organized the money. I never 

learned his name. 

The Pictures 

When Masie was home, she treated me like a doll. She liked to dress me up and 

take pictures of me. She would pose me in the garden, having me sit up on the wall and 

telling me to cross my legs. She also loved to have me hold onto things in these pictures. 

She would put me in one of the frilly dresses that Helen had sent from America, and have 

me hold onto the short stunted tree in our front yard or the wall. It didn’t matter what it 

was, as long as I was holding on to something. When Paula’s son came by to show off his 

new bike, she stood me by the bike and had me hang on it. She would tell me to smile but 

sometimes I didn’t feel like it and I would pose sullen faced. There are just a few un-posed 

pictures of me acting normally, like a child. In one I am sitting on Masie’s bed. She had 

twisted all of my hair onto the top of my head into one big curl and I was laughing. In 

another, I was tumbling on the grass. These photos were rare.  

I slept in the white crib until I was old enough to crawl out. I would get into bed 

with Mummy and lay close to her. She would complain at me, but she would always let 

me sleep with her. When she went to bed she put on a fine black net over her hair. This 

was one of the few times I could touch her hair. It was so soft, it made me feel as if I was 
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in a dream. One night when I was sleeping next to her I dreamed I was in the front yard by 

one of the stunted trees. It was warm and wonderful and I started to pee. I should have 

known I was dreaming because I hated to pee outside. Still sleeping, I urinated warm and 

wet in Mummy’s bed where we were both sleeping. She woke up damp, soiled and furious. 

She cleaned the bed and sheets and said she was banning me from her bed, but she said 

nothing when I slid up on her the next night. 

Granny 

I spent a lot of time with Granny. She was the only one in the house who was not 

busy and always had time for me. Mummy called Granny senile, which meant she would 

forget a lot and misplace things. When I was a baby she helped with me, changing my 

diapers, soothing me when I was crying, and feeding me. But when I was a few years old 

she started to make a lot of mistakes. Mummy would get so angry, which no one wanted. 

The main rule in the house was not to make Mummy mad. Her anger was like a tsunami; 

it was deep and wide, an onslaught that you never wanted to see, hear, or be caught in. She 

could quarrel and argue for eight hours straight; it didn’t matter if anyone was listening to 

her. 

Once, right before Mummy was going out, she couldn’t find her keys. Granny had 

moved them and couldn’t remember where she had put them. Granny, Paula, and I 

desperately looked for those keys. Mummy was half-looking but mostly quarreling at 

Granny. Her words were sharp and swirled around us. She went on and on and wouldn’t 

stop.  

“How could you be so stupid? How were dose keys botherin’ you?” 

We were caught in the storm of her anger as we looked. I balled my fists in frustration. I 
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wanted to protect Granny. She was standing there in her pink dress unable to remember. 

The only thing that would save her, all of us, was finding the keys, and we couldn’t find 

them. It was Mummy who finally found the keys in the refrigerator. She opened the fridge 

door in frustration and there they were.  

“Stupid!” she snapped and went out the door. 

Because of incidents like this, Granny mostly stayed in her room. Mummy loved 

her and took good care of her, but she would get so angry when Granny made mistakes. I 

spent a lot of time with Granny. When we were together in her room we tried to stay out 

of everyone’s way, Mummy’s way really. Granny taught me how to sweep the floor with 

a mop and would make me sugar water: brown sugar mixed with water. Mummy didn’t 

like her to make sweet water for me and would fuss at her, but she would sneak and make 

it for me anyway and I would happily take it. 

Masie took a lot of pictures of me and Granny in the Garden. Granny holding me 

by the Pawpaw tree, me and Granny against the wall of bougainvilleas in the back garden. 

In these pictures Granny is holding me close and smiling. These are the only pictures I have 

from my childhood of someone holding me close, with love. There are a few pictures of 

me and Mummy Clara looking stiff and uncomfortable. Granny wasn’t afraid to show her 

love. Mummy was different, she loved me but showed it in her own ways, which weren’t 

obvious.  

Granny and I were as thick as thieves. I was a child, she acted like one, and we were 

both constantly getting on Mummy’s nerves. When we were together we could be 

ourselves and not worry about getting into trouble. It was OK that we didn’t know what 

we were doing most of the time. I had no idea that Granny my sweet companion was 
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responsible for our financial independence.  When we played together there was no sign of 

the accomplished businesswoman who had guaranteed our future. Her business acumen 

had long since disappeared, and she had returned to the innocence of childhood. There was 

so much I did not understand at the time, of course. I was blissfully unaware of how 

tentative my life was and how the coming winds of change would sweep through and shake 

my foundation. 

Drives 

There was one thing about Granny that I didn’t like. She loved to go on car drives 

and I hated them. Mummy, Granny, and I would go driving every Sunday for a few hours. 

We drove around in the same white Austin Mini in which I was first delivered. Like most 

upper middle class people in Barbados, Mummy owned a car.  

When I was very little, Mummy would dress me up for show in one of my best 

dresses with frilly socks, black patent leather Mary Jane shoes, and toys to keep me 

occupied. I especially liked a toy shaped like a TV where I would turn the button and the 

picture would change. Mummy would always bring that one for me. But then, I started to 

throw my toys out of the car window in frustration and boredom. On one drive, I threw all 

of my toys out. Mummy discovered what I had done when we got back at the house and 

was furious. She yelled at me and I thought, – well, don’t take me on those drives then –. 

The next time we went on a drive she didn’t give me anything to play with, so I threw my 

shoes and socks out the window. The next time we went driving I went without shoes, 

socks, or toys.  

It was horrible on these drives when I had to pee. I wouldn’t tell Mummy until I 

was bursting and I could barely hold it. I was trying to put off the inevitable. She would 
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pull over to the side of the road, someplace out of the way. She would open the back door 

and keep it open to shield me. I was supposed to pull my underwear down, squat, and pee 

in the dirt. I hated to feel the wind on my backside, and sometimes the warm pee would hit 

my foot or leg, which was disgusting. I knew no one could see me, but it was embarrassing, 

horrifying, and nasty. Sometimes Mummy would hand me a cup or a can that she had 

brought, and I was supposed to pee in that. After I had peed in the cup, I emptied it out and 

put the cup on the floor of the car. All the way home I would stare at the cup and think how 

nasty it was. Unfazed, when we got home she would retrieve the cup, wash it out, and save 

it for the next time we went on a drive.   

Mercifully, I started to fall asleep on these awful drives. I knew our drive was over 

when I felt myself being held aloft, half asleep, and moving in Mummy’s arms. She was 

not particularly affectionate, but this was our moment. This simple intermittent act of her 

carrying me solidified the love between us. Clara seemed stern and unrelenting, but we 

bonded closely in our own ways. 

The small moments of affection between me and Mummy contrasted with our 

normal interactions, which was me doing something I shouldn’t do and her getting mad, 

yelling, or punishing me. The first time I remember making her mad I was two-years-old I 

and running hard with fear in the front yard. Clara was running after me to spank me with 

her slipper. I was determined to get away; I am not sure to where, just away. As I rounded 

the corner of the patio and I knew I would slow down on my short toddler legs and she 

would catch me. I knew she was going to catch me but I ran as if she wouldn’t. Sure enough, 

as soon as I turned that corner I felt her hands on me, grabbing me. She started spanking 

and I hollered at the top of my lungs. She probably thought I was screaming from the 
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spanking but I was hollering out of the rage and frustration of being caught. A few days 

later, I was playing in the den with my toys all over the floor and Mummy came in; I didn’t 

pay her any attention. She was livid at the mess I had made. 

“You nasty little thing. Look at this mess. You don’t respect anything and you don’t 

care your tings.” 

I was frozen with fear. I wanted to clean up but I didn’t know how. Granny might know 

but I didn’t want to get her into trouble. I sat horrified as Mummy yelled and cleaned up 

around me. I was biding my time until I could run to Granny.  

My Bracelet 

 Our house sat on a half-acre of land that faced south in Christ Church parish on the 

southern part of the island. We only lived about a mile up the hill from the beach. Daily, 

the beaches were teeming with British and Canadian tourists. Americans were rare; they 

had not yet discovered our little island. The Americans would find us twenty years later 

when Barbados became a popular stop for cruise ships. At that time, we were so close to 

the beach but you never saw a tourist in our neighborhood, unless they were lost. There 

was nothing interesting for tourists in our area. We just lived there.  

Our house was on the corner of our neighborhood road, Ventnor Gardens and a 

busy main street. The front yard was surrounded by a low white wall. This wall was 

interrupted by the large black and white gate in front of the garage and a smaller black gate 

to the east. In the yard was grass, two short trees that refused to grow, croton plants along 

the wall, and a pawpaw tree in the south east corner. The yard wrapped around to the west 

and ended at a tall wall covered in bougainvilleas. It was the was between us and a neighbor 

but I never paid attention to what was on the other side.  
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On the front side of the house there was a large porch framed by a white wrought 

iron railing and full of matching white wrought iron patio furniture. On the west that side 

of the house there was another patio; a small one that was disused, dirty, forgotten, and 

lonely. No one went over there but me. It was as if Mummy had completely forgotten it 

existed. It was the only corner in our house that was dirty. The wind would blow soil onto 

the white tiles and make swirling patterns. Besides this patio, our house was immaculate. 

Why this patio was disused and forgotten was a mystery. 

 The east side garden had grass, two small palm trees, and several banana trees 

growing close together. Mummy complained that there were pipes underground that kept 

her palms and the trees in the front from growing.  

“Look at dese banana trees,” she said. “Look how well they dey are growing. It doone 

make no sense.”  

In the back garden she had sectioned off an area with wood and made a concrete walkway. 

The plants back there grew verdant and close. She had planted some bird of paradise plants, 

which I thought were some of the most wonderful things in the world. 

 Daily, I was left to my own devices and one morning I came into the kitchen dirty 

from playing in the east garden. I caught Clara’s eye. As usual, she was sitting at the kitchen 

table having a cup of tea. As I walked by she grabbed my arm and asked me,  

“Where is your bracelet?” In Barbados, women and girls wear one or two silver or 

gold bracelets of the same style, with end caps shaped like snake heads. I had been given a 

small gold one that I wore most of the time. I looked down at my wrist and it was gone. I 

opened my mouth to say something, but I was too frightened. It was precious and I had lost 

it.  
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Mummy didn’t wait for me to answer. “Where were you?” She demanded. I pointed 

to the side garden.  

 She got up quickly and snapped at me, “Come on girl!” I followed her, cold with 

shame and fear. Everything was fine when I went out this morning. I was wishing that 

bracelet back on my wrist. Mummy and I scoured the garden. She got the rake and combed 

through the soil beds.  I looked carefully at every inch of grass, expecting at any moment 

to see a shine of gold, but we couldn’t find it. Frustrated, angry, and dirty she went inside 

without a word. I followed. “We will find it Mummy,” I said weakly; that was all I could 

manage.  

She waved her hand at me. “Girl I don’t want to hear you and I don’t want to see 

you. Dat bracelet was gold!”  

And she was off fussing and complaining at me. She would be fussing for hours now; she 

had to be endured. When Paula came the next day she was still fussing.  

“I am sure it will turn up,” Paula tried to comfort her.  

“I know dat but where could it be? Dat garden is not dat big. We should find it!” 

Then she sucked her teeth. “I can’t get this child anything nice.”  

Paula tried to defend me, “She’s so little. She is only three. She didn’t mean to lose 

it.” Mummy didn’t want to hear her and scoffed in disgust. I was sure the bracelet would 

be found, but in all of the years we lived in that house it never surfaced.  

Granny TeTe 

 There was someone else living in the house with us in spirit, if not in body, Granny 

TeTe. TeTe had died twenty years earlier when Mummy and Granny lived at the Deacons 

road house, their house before this one. Mummy often spoke of and to TeTe.  
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She would say, “Granny TeTe wouldn’t like that;” or, “Granny TeTe would have 

put a stop to that;” She would wonder what Granny TeTe would have thought about this 

or that, and she would call on her for help. “Help me with des people TeTe. I am gonna to 

kill somebody.” Mummy had an 8 x 10 framed photo of Granny TeTe on the sideboard 

next to mine. It was a picture of a picture. The picture was cut around her shape and sitting 

on a rough fabric. Someone had taken a picture of this picture and made another picture. 

Granny TeTe looked a lot like Granny, but older. Her eyes were more sunken in. In the 

picture she was sitting on a good dinning chair, in a flower dress, holding a black purse in 

her lap, with good shoes on. Mummy had a purse like that, black and shiny. Mummy talked 

about Granny TeTe so much it seemed like she was there with us and was answering back, 

I just couldn’t hear. Mummy kept TeTe alive by talking about her.  That is what I finally 

came to understand. TeTe and the Deacons Road house belonged together and Mummy 

was good at keeping both of them with us.  

In the Decons Road house Mummy, Granny and TeTe lived together. Uncle Ralph 

and Mummy’s other brother, Uncle Tonic, came for dinner every Sunday. And there were 

dogs in the house. Mummy loved dogs; she said so, even if we didn’t have dogs now. There 

was still a sign hanging on the small garden gate “Beware of Dogs.” Mummy said we didn’t 

have dogs because it hurt her too much when they died.  

The Bus 

I went missing in the house often; I would to curl up and go to sleep in hidden 

places like kitchen cupboards or in the sideboard. Out of sight, the household would go 

frantic looking for me and I would turn up someplace ridiculous and in one of the last 

places that anyone would have looked. I also had a habit of going out the gates of the garden 
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and onto the sidewalk by the street. Mummy gave instructions that the gates in the garden 

should always to be locked to keep me put. One afternoon when Mummy was getting 

dressed to go out and she couldn’t find me. She was in a bra, girdle, and a slip. She was 

almost completely covered to her knees, but considered herself in her underwear. She 

couldn’t find me in the house; I was not in any of my usual ridiculous places and she ran 

out into the garden to look. One of the gates was ajar, a sign of my escape.  She rushed out 

of the gate, onto the sidewalk and saw me there on the sidewalk, walking towards the main 

road with a bus roaring around the corner. She ran and picked me up before I got to the 

road.  

When she would retell this story, she would laugh and repeat that she was in her 

slip and bra when she ran out; this part was important. She only told this story to people 

who knew her and would understand that although she was almost completely covered, she 

considered herself undressed. They would understand how extraordinary it was that she 

would run outside undressed. First of all, she didn’t run anywhere. She didn’t even walk 

quickly. She was always immaculately dressed and perfectly poised. She would never be 

caught in public in anything less than her best. Yet, she ran out, undressed, to save me. I 

was a pain the ass but I was precious. She would embarrass herself for me. She thought 

was worth the trouble. This was only the first time she saved me. Time and time again in 

our lives she rescued me with her formidable will. 

Magic Pawpaw 

 Granny taught me the secret of a pawpaw tree. She took me to the one that was 

growing in the Southwest corner of our garden. The pawpaw tree has leaves as big as two 

hands put together. She broke off a stalk which was green and flexible, and then she pulled 
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off the leaves. She placed one in my hand and had me look down the length of its stem. It 

was hollow. She broke off another one, so that we had two. Then she took me inside to the 

kitchen sink and she showed me how to mix water and dishwashing liquid in the right 

proportion. I wondered what she was doing and how it all went together. She took me 

outside again and stirred the dishwashing mixture with her stalk. Then she blew through 

the stalk and soap bubbles floated into the air. They were big, buoyant, and swirled with 

transparent multicolored ribbons. They lasted for a few seconds and then bust with a pop. 

Granny handed me the liquid to try. I stirred my stalk like she had and blew carefully. A 

wonderfully large bubble rose into the air filled with my breath. I watched it float away.  I 

learned quickly that if you blew too hard you didn’t make a bubble, it popped. Granny 

wanted the bubble liquid back so she could make some bubbles too. I didn’t want to give 

it back to her; I wanted to keep all the beautiful bubbles to myself. I was being greedy and 

selfish. I blew an extra bubble and then I gave the liquid to Granny because I loved her.  

Mummy was pleased to see us. “Oh you are blowing bubbles,” she said. We were 

keeping busy and out of the way, so we were doing well. I showed her my stalk.  

“Clever, you made a pawpaw straw. I made those too when I was little”  

“Oh Mummy” I told her, “You were never little.” “Of course I was little you silly 

girl. How do you think Granny could be my mum if I wasn’t little?” I hadn’t thought of 

that, but it didn’t seem possible that Mummy could have been like me once: small, 

venerable, and silly. I would have to think about it some more.  

Crushing Glass 

 As much as Mummy got irritated with me, I did plenty to keep her irritated. She 

said I was a giant pain in her tail. It was true, I had a lot of bad habits. At Christmastime I 
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loved to crush the delicate antique glass ornaments on the Christmas tree in my small hands. 

These ornaments had been collected for over forty years by Granny TeTe, Granny, and 

then Mummy. I knew I shouldn’t, but it was wonderful to feel the thin glass pop into little 

pieces with the slightest pressure. I especially loved to crush the bells with their small glass 

clappers. When Mummy realized what I was doing, she hung these ornaments high on the 

tree so I couldn’t get them. 

Christmas 

When I was four and a half, I received delightful things for Christmas. Helen had 

sent me a raincoat made of clear plastic and a matching umbrella. The umbrella was special; 

it was also made of clear plastic; it curved down and around me, reaching my mid chest. It 

was made for a child and was just my size. The handle was made of yellow plastic in the 

shape of a girl. Mummy told me that Americans were very frivolous making that set for 

children. I ignored her and put on my new raincoat and went to open my umbrella. She 

wouldn’t let me open the umbrella in the house.  

“Dat is bad luck,” she said. “Don’t open dat in dere.” 

So, I went out to the garage and opened my umbrella. I had also gotten a bike, a green one 

with white streamers and training wheels. I paraded up and down in the garage with my 

raincoat and umbrella while Mummy put my training wheels on. When I got on the bike I 

was still wearing the raincoat.  

Mummy scolded me. “No Little Miss! Take dat coat off. You gonna be too hot and 

make yourself sick.”  

I didn’t pay attention to her and asked for my umbrella. She wouldn’t give it to me. I made 

myself content riding up and down the driveway in my raincoat. Mummy started laughing 
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and laughing. She called Granny and Masie out to see me. I could hear her talking about 

me,  

“Look at dat child. She is so own-way. Riding up and down with dat raincoat and 

it is a hot as hell out here. She gonna get sick.”  

After a few minutes I wanted to ride out on the street. Since it was Christmas, our street 

was empty, but Mummy wouldn’t let me.  

“You can only go out if you take that coat off.” I just looked at her. I didn’t want to 

take my wonderful raincoat off. I was already starting to sweat, but I wanted to keep it on. 

We stared at each other for a few moments, but she relented.  

Smiling, she said, “Fine! If you want to sweat your little ass off riding up and down 

in de street. Go head.”  

She opened the gate for me and I rode out. I rode up and down the street and waved at them 

when I went by. They were all laughing when they waved back. I was sweating heavily, 

but I refused to take my coat off. I was filled with joy and sweating didn’t matter.  

About a week later I got a terrible cold. Mummy was gleeful as she rubbed me up 

and down with Vicks Vapor Rub, her cure-all for colds. She rubbed it on my chest, neck, 

back, and under my nose. I hated Vicks. It was viscous, and it stank. Its smell was an assault 

on the senses. It seemed like she put it on extra thick to punish me for not listening to her. 

“I told you, own-way girl. Dat is what you get for not listening.” I turned my head 

away so I wouldn’t smell the nasty fumes. If I could have gotten away from myself with 

that stinky Vicks, I would have. She kept rubbing it, and rubbing it into my skin. When she 

left me, I buried my face in my pillow. It was the only way to survive the stink. She was 

right; I was very sick for a few days, but still it was worth it. 
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Bite Her Back  

Mummy was uncharacteristically tolerant of small children and their shenanigans 

as opposed to how she treated adults. With them, she was notoriously unyielding. When I 

was a baby she invited her friends Uncle Leon and his wife Sandy to come and see me. He 

was not really my uncle but I called all of Mummy’s friends Aunt and Uncle. I bit Leon on 

his hand and Sandy told him to bite me back. My mother was infuriated. She kicked them 

out of her house and never spoke to them again. This was how she treated adults; she was 

unyielding and intolerant. Three years later, when Masie got married, she was angry with 

her older brother Ralph, my actual uncle, and kicked him out of the wedding party. She 

wouldn’t tell me why. You never knew with her. Almost anything could set her off. Uncle 

Ralph may have simply canceled our monthly family dinner too late for her liking. That 

would be enough to set her off. If he wasn’t family she would never have spoken to him 

again but because he was family he was banished from her attention until she felt like 

dealing with him again.  

He had offended her at a very bad time. She wouldn’t let him walk Masie down the 

aisle. In the pictures he was immaculately dressed in a tuxedo, off to the side, and behind 

the wedding party, looking forlorn. He was hoping that she would relent and let him walk 

Masie down the aisle. She did not. I was front and center at the wedding, wearing a pink 

and white dress she had made me. I ruined several pictures biting my invitation while 

everyone else looked forward smiling. In these pictures Mummy was looking down at me, 

poking me and trying to get me to stop biting on the invitation, but I happily continued to 

chew. The one adult she had a softness for was the woman that gave birth to me, Elena. No 

matter what she did or said, Mummy always forgave her like she did me. 
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Even at that age, I knew that Elena was also my mother and that she was floating 

around out there somewhere. Mummy talked about her to remind me she existed. Even 

though, I wasn’t interested. Having an extra mother around somewhere didn’t mean 

anything to me, mainly because I hardly ever saw her. She seemed like a myth. I thought 

it would always be that way. 

Mrs. Sands 

 One evening someone came to our door, which was unusual. It was a young white 

woman who said her name was Mrs. Sands. I was holding my new baby doll that Helen 

had sent for me. Mummy and Paula thought the doll was marvelous because she was 

brown. She was my only brown doll. I was excited by the fact that she had two sets of 

clothes, and I carried her everywhere with me. But they were really thrilled with her, and I 

didn’t quite understand why. Mrs. Sands told us she was opening a pre-school across the 

street in her apartment and invited us to come over and see. Mummy liked her right away 

because she was British. This is the first white person I remember seeing Mummy taking 

to. White people were mysterious and remote. I knew they also lived on the island, but you 

didn’t see them too often. Mummy didn’t like the native white Barbadians. She always said 

they were Bastards and nothing more. When she said this her voice curled in anger and she 

sounded like she was spitting. But she liked British people a lot. I couldn’t tell the 

difference. 

 White Barbadians from England had been in power in Barbados until five years 

before I was born. Mummy hated them because they had wrung the resources out of our 

small island to accumulate wealth for themselves but put as little resources as possible back 

into the island.  They were content to let many of the Black and Colored population die 
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from malnutrition and disease. The year she was born, a high infant mortality rate plagued 

the island. A White member of the government suggested that they should continue 

allowing Black and Colored infants to die as a method of natural selection. Looking back 

I can see that it was no wonder she didn’t like them. 

In any case, the day after Mrs. Sands came to our door, we walked across the street 

to visit to see where there would be a new school. I was dressed in one of my best dresses: 

a blue velvet one with white frilly socks and white Mary Janes shoes with eyelets. I played 

on the floor while Mummy and Mrs. Sands had tea, and I noticed that Mrs. Sands had a 

lamp made from a Gordon’s gin bottle with a few shells on the bottom. I knew the smell 

of gin. It was a very strong sweetish smell with a little bit of sourness underneath. When 

Uncle Ralph came to visit us, he drank gin. His son—my cousin—Alex and I would stalk 

the empty glasses. When no one was looking, we would smell the glasses and sip at the 

leftover liquid. It was mostly water from melted ice with a trace of liquor. It tasted horrible, 

but we loved to sip from those glasses. Looking at the Gordon’s bottle, I thought could 

smell the gin. I couldn’t think why anyone would make a lamp from that bottle. It was such 

an ordinary thing. 

 After a few weeks, I started going to preschool at Mrs. Sands’ in the afternoon. 

Mummy had decided that I was too old for ankle socks. I really wasn’t too old, I was four, 

but I was tall so I looked older. At Masie’s wedding I was three-and-a-half but everyone 

thought I was at least five. Anyways, Mummy got me some white knee socks. The first day 

I went to pre-school. I went with my friend Monique who lived above Mrs. Sands’ place. 

Masie had us stand in the yard and took our picture. I was wearing a green dress with puffy 

sleeves, my new white knee socks, and black patent leather Mary Jane shoes. Monique was 
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wearing a pink dress with ankle socks and Mary Janes. Monique ruined the picture a little 

bit by looking at me. She was supposed to look at Masie, but Masie was more concerned 

with how I was looking. That was the important thing, and that I had remembered to smile. 

 Monique and I sat in a bright back room in Mrs. Sands’ home at a low table. We 

glued things together, drew pictures, learned our numbers and letters, and played a lot. As 

long as we didn’t hurt each other, Mrs. Sands let us play any way we wanted. It was lovely 

to play with each other without being cajoled to play properly.  

Thief 

When Mummy went to the supermarket she would leave me in the car because I 

was a thief. Back then, it was a common practice to leave pesky children in cars during 

errands. But there was a time when I used to go into the store with her. I was banished to 

the car after I was caught stealing plastic sharpeners. While she was shopping I wandered 

away and discovered a fish bowl full of multicolored sharpeners behind a counter on the 

bottom shelf. They were round, translucent, of different colors, and glowed like jewels: 

red, yellow, and blue. To me they were magical. I reached in, grabbed three, and put them 

in my underwear.  When I got home I uncovered my treasures and looked at them. They 

were so beautiful; I was thrilled to have them. I had a red one and a blue one and yellow 

one. I put them in my toy box to keep them safe. I was excited when we went back to that 

store so I could get some more of these treasures. As soon as I could I scooted away and 

reached into the fish bowl for more sharpeners. Before I could touch them, someone 

grabbed my arm and I screamed bloody murder on instinct. The store clerk handed me over 

to my mother and kindly explained that I was reaching for the sharpeners. Although I didn’t 

have any, she automatically knew that I was stealing. I was horrified at being caught and 
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my face burned hot with embarrassment. I was also angry to be kept from my beautiful 

sharpeners. I still had the three at home that I could turn over in my hands and love. That 

was a small comfort. 

From then on, I was relegated to the car when she went food shopping. I would spin 

on my back and kick my legs in the air, waiting and hoping that Mummy would bring me 

some cupcakes or a candy bar. All Barbadian food stores had cakes and cupcakes made by 

women in their kitchens across the island.  I especially loved the chocolate ones with the 

little silver sugar balls. Mummy’s dressmaker also made cakes for the supermarket. I found 

out when I visited and she had the cakes cooling on the counter. I was fascinated that we 

might have bought one of her cakes in the store. I begged for one but they didn’t let me 

have one. I didn’t care anyway; it didn’t have icing yet. 

As bored as I was, in the car I was glad to have a few moments where no one was 

telling me to behave myself and to be still. Mummy said that I had ants in my pants because 

I couldn’t keep still. I was not supposed to move around as much as I did but I couldn’t 

help it. It would be a few more years before I had mastered the art of keeping still. 

Puss May 

 One morning I was playing on the lonely West porch when I heard a small mewing. 

It was a little black cat. I stayed still so she wouldn’t run away, and she crept closer, crying. 

I reached out my hand to touch her but she stayed just out of reach. I went into the kitchen 

and told Paula that there was a cat outside and asked if I could have something to give her. 

I was not sure where Mummy was but I spoke quietly so she wouldn’t hear and chase the 

cat away. Paula gave me a little milk on a small pink saucer. I walked with it carefully and 

set it down for the cat. She licked it all up with her small pink tongue. The next morning, 
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she was back by the lonely porch crying. I tried to tell her to hush so Mummy wouldn’t 

find her and chase her away.  

“Paula won’t be here until ten,” I told her. “It’s only eight.” But she wouldn’t listen 

and mewed and mewed. I went back into the house and waited in the kitchen for Paula. 

Mummy was at the table having her tea. I could clearly hear the cat crying, but Mummy 

didn’t seem to notice. I thought she would jump up at any moment, hear the cat, grab a 

broom and shoo her away, but she didn’t hear. I didn’t want Mummy to see the cat because 

she was so tidy and orderly and the cat was neither of those things. The cat was on the dirty 

lonely porch, making more disorder.   

 Finally, Paula showed up. I waited for her to put her things away and then I slunk 

up close to her. I hadn’t heard the cat for a while and I was not sure if she was still there.  

Paula looked down at me. “Hello Little Miss. Is your cat back?” I nodded, hoping 

that she would realize I wanted some more milk for her.  She called out to my mother “Miss 

Clara, did you know we have a cat?” I glared at Paula. She had ruined it.  

“Oh!” Mummy said. “Really?”  

“Yes.” Paula said. Little Miss wants some milk for her.” I looked at my mother, 

heartbroken, and I was sure she would get the broom, but she did not. She got up from her 

chair and said, “Let’s see what we have.” Mummy gave me two white saucers with roses 

on it. One filled with milk and the other with left-overs. I walked carefully down to the 

porch so as not to spill the milk. Mummy was right behind me. We peeked thought the 

porch door to see if the cat was there. She was, sprawled on the tiles sleeping. I put the 

saucers down next to her and she woke up for her breakfast. Mummy asked me what name 

I was going give her. I hadn’t thought about that.  
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I decided to call her Puss May, after Puss and Boots and my Granny whose first 

name was May. Every morning Puss May came for her breakfast on those white saucers of 

milk and leftovers. Sometimes she was lucky and got fish skin. She loved that. Now she 

would rub on my legs and let me rub her head. Looking at her closely, I noticed she had a 

little patch of white on her chest. I brought Granny down to see her. I told Granny to move 

slowly and be quiet so she wouldn’t frighten her. We peeked around the door at Puss May 

eating her breakfast. She was getting bigger.  

“Isn’t she pretty Granny?”  

“Yes.” Granny agreed. “She is very sweet.” 

Everything was fine, then, until news of the move came. No one told me we were 

moving. They talked around me and it took me a while to understand. I heard Mummy 

talking about the new the house we would have and I asked her if we would have a yard 

for Puss May. 

 She sucked her teeth. “We are not taking that nay nay3 cat.”  

“We have to.” I told her. “Who will take care of her?”  

“Girl please!” that is how she dismissed me. She turned her head and wouldn’t talk 

about it anymore. I ran into Granny’s room and cried. I got onto the bed with her and 

wrapped her arms around me. I was crushed and I cried bitterly.  

“Granny, Mummy does not want to take Puss May to the new house.”  

She patted my back. “I’m sorry little one”  

“We have to take her Granny, she needs me.” I told her. Granny tried to comfort 

                                                

3 A Barbadian colloquialism that means trifling or not important (Allsopp, 1996)	
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me.  

“She is a pretty little cat. Someone will take care of her.”  

“No, Granny,” I said. “But she is mine.”  

“She is not yours, Little Miss. She belongs to her own self.” I was too miserable to 

listen. Mummy came and found me later. She didn’t fuss at me for being the bed with 

Granny and bothering her.  

“Listen,” She said, “Your mother Elena is coming later. I know you are feeling very 

right-way4 now but you better be in a decent mood when she comes.”  

“I doone care.” I said. “I doone even know who she is!” 

She waved her finger at me to threaten me, but I didn’t care. I was too heartbroken over 

Puss May. 

 I knew Elena was also my mother; I called her Mummy too. She appeared 

periodically and would bring me little gifts. She didn’t come around enough for me to really 

remember her. My image of her was vague and shifted. I didn’t want to see her. I could 

only think of Puss May, alone and lost without me. Mummy ordering me to be in a better 

mood broke me open. As much as I was trying to clamp down on myself, my body shook 

with out-of-control sobs. I dug my nose into Granny’s sleeve and wailed in my 

wretchedness. To me, this was the worst moment of my life. I had no idea this was nothing 

compared to what was coming. 

Mummy snapped at me, “Doose are crocodile tears. You don’t even want to feed 

dat cat when it is time.” She sucked her teeth, turned on her heel and walked out of the 

                                                

4 Right-way was my mother’s own term for feeling like you were right.  
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room. I cried and heaved until my eyes were dry. I calmed myself down and waited for my 

other mother to come. Meanwhile I laid against Granny and breathed in her smell of ivory 

soap and liniments.  
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Rendezvous Gardens: Water as Thick as Blood

The Window 

Mummy said, “Blood is thicker than water,” all the time. I didn’t have to ask if she 

was including me. I knew she was. I was family and I became her blood because she said 

so. The years between my fifth and seventh birthdays were unusual; we moved three times. 

Our time in the Ventnor Gardens house was over. This house was relegated to the past 

along with the Deacons Road house.  I felt secure knowing Mummy was in charge. She 

was stability and authority itself; I felt safe in her shadow. As a child, I had no idea how 

tentative my world was. If not for her protection, I would be vulnerable and adrift. She was 

not an official foster parent. She simply showed up when needed, presented my paperwork 

and announced herself as my mother. It didn’t matter that another woman was listed on my 

birth certificate. If she needed to clarify, she would say that she was my adoptive mother, 

but that was never necessary. No one questioned her. Our island was small enough that 

many people knew that she was mothering to another woman’s child. I was lucky she was 

taking care of me and paying for everything I needed. But at the time I was oblivious.  

Living at the Ventor Gardens house was ideal.  I thought life would continue like 

that forever. I had no idea why we moved. Nothing was explained. When we moved our 

fortunes changed. Nothing was ever the same and tragedy followed us.  

Mummy me and Granny, moved into a house with my sister Masie, her husband 

Adrian, and her new little son, my cousin Jude. A larger house was being built somewhere 
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else that could accommodate all of us. Our new house was east of Ventnor Garden’s in the 

Christ Church parish in a neighborhood was called Rendezvous Gardens. This is was 

Masie’s neighborhood; she and Adrian had lived in house close by. Masie had found this 

new house for us and Mummy hated it from the moment we moved. 

The house was too small and crowded with all of us in there and Mummy was 

permanently cross. Paula did not come by anymore; she had moved to Canada. I missed 

her and Puss May but I had my two-year-old cousin Jude, to amuse me. My mother and I 

were in a back bedroom together. Granny had her own room, and my sister, her husband, 

and Jude were in the front bedroom. Mummy, Granny, and I were in that house for just a 

few months. Mummy’s patience frayed when she had to put a clothes drying rack in our 

bedroom. We did not have a clothes line outside and Mummy couldn’t stand having it in 

her room. To her, it was pure confusion and dead common5. She decided to move to a new 

house. I only remember the Rendezvous house because I did a terrible thing and I got away 

with it.  

Jude and I were playing in the side yard. It was a yard that was short on grass and 

long on rocks. At five, I was the ring leader. We were getting a lot of pleasure from 

throwing rocks at the neighbor’s house. We would periodically try to hit the rocks with a 

wire hanger like a bat, with no success. We were both shocked when one of our throws 

was followed by the sound of breaking glass; we had broken one of second story windows 

next door. I pressed myself up against the concrete wall that divided the houses and dragged 

my cousin with me. I thought if we were pressed against the wall we couldn’t be seen. I 

                                                

5 Common, based on a British definition, means low class and vulgar. My mother added the word dead to 
common to mean the lowest class (Allsopp, 1996). 
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was terrified, not only of my neighbors but of Mummy. What she would do when she found 

out? Hugging the wall, I hustled my cousin along and we ran inside through the back 

kitchen door. I was sure we had been seen. I waited with dread for the unknown neighbor 

to come by, and for my mother to yell at me—or worse. I was sure I would get the hardest 

spanking of my life, but nothing happened. It was the first and only time I had gotten away 

with anything. 

Our new neighborhood was called Chancery Lane. We were having a house built 

there that was big enough for all of us, Mummy’s family and Masie’s. It was a 

neighborhood that was just being built up. Mummy decided to temporarily move over 

there, to a house that was close to our new house that was being built. That area was 

considered remote, far southeast of the island near the airport. There were just a few houses 

in that area; our house was one of the first, and we rented another new house nearby. When 

Mummy was driving me and Granny to our new rented house, I was looking out the 

window as usual. I saw a woman walking on the side of the road with a large jug water 

balanced on her head. I knew she had come from the neighborhood stand pipe6 and was 

taking the water back to her house because she did not have water piped to her home. I had 

only seen women carrying water in the rural north of the island when we were driving. She 

was out of place down in the south where we lived.  

I pointed at the woman. “Mummy look at dat woman carrying dat water? How 

come she doin dat?” 

“Cause she doone have no water in her house you silly thing.” 

                                                

6 Stand pipes were neighborhood taps were people who did not have water running to their houses could 
collect water. (Gmelch, 1997) 
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“We gonna have water? I neva seen nobody carrying water down here.” 

“Of course we gonna have water. You know me as someone not to have water in 

her house? You doone know me. I would neva live in a house widout water. Dat woman 

can’t afford it. You don’t know who you talking to girl.” 

I listened to her rant and rave for a bit at my imaginary insult. She would stop when 

we got to our new house. She was very happy and excited about that. 

Our rented house was a block away from the one being built; it was big and roomy. 

Mummy and I were in one room, Granny was in another, and there was a spare room in 

case anyone came to stay with us. I loved this house because it had a big grass covered 

yard for me to explore and run around in. For the first time we had fish in a small ten-gallon 

tank filled with plants. The fish were called guppies and they were beautiful. They had 

shinny blue and silver scales and the males had lacy tails of different colors; orange, 

yellows, blues, and reds. I loved to watch their bodies flashing as they swam around. They 

reproduced quickly, so soon there were tens of them swimming in their watery world.  

When Mummy was changing the water one day, a few of them slipped down the 

drain; I was horrified. I ran out in the yard to the concrete covered septic tank, and stood 

over it hoping that they were still alive under there. How would they get out? How would 

they eat? How would they survive? Mummy did not care about the lost fish, which 

confused and saddened me. They were so beautiful and they were lost through something 

she did. How could she not care? As long as we lived at that house I thought of those fish 

in the darkness of the tank, their simmering beauty lost in the black. 

It was in that kitchen that I told Mummy I didn’t like peanut butter. I told her as she 

made me a peanut butter sandwich. She looked at me, ignored me, and gave me the 
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sandwich. I ate it obediently but I didn’t like how it made my mouth feel and I told her so.  

“It feels like cotton in my mouth.” I told her. 

She sucked her teeth and told me I was too fussy. I also told her that I would never eat hot 

sauce, a yellow sauce with small red pepper flakes that was present on every Barbadian 

table. Mummy herself, sprinkled it on every meal. She laughed and told me I would get 

over that.  

“Every good Bajan loves hot sauce.” She said 

“I won’t.” I told her, and I didn’t. 

The Face in the Window 

 One Saturday Mummy drove me into Bridgetown.  She was going shopping at Cave 

Shepard, the main department store on the island. She was going to buy me some dresses 

for church. Up until then, she had made most of my dresses. Helen had sent some nice ones 

from America, but she wasn’t them down any more and Mummy said I was getting too big 

for her to make my dresses. We drove on the main road by the beach. We drove through 

Ostins, the nearest large town, then and Worthing, Hastings, and by the Garrison Horse 

race track. I was sitting in the front passenger seat; I liked to keep my eyes on the ocean. I 

couldn’t always, because the road ebbed away from the coast. Once when I was driving 

with Masie I saw three men struggling to bring a dead hammerhead shark into shore from 

their boat. I was surprised how big it was. 

 Driving with Mummy right before we came into town I noticed something I had 

not before. In the second floor of a white building there was an image of a brown face in 

the glass. No one was there; the face was in the glass itself. I caught my breath. 

“Mummy dere is face in dat window!” 
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She was unfazed and didn’t even look up. “Yes little one.” 

“Why is dat face in de window?” 

“I tink someone was looking out and lighting stuck de window at de same time. She 

didn’t act as if the face was special.  Maybe she had seen it too many times. To me at was 

marvelous and a sign of things unknown.  

Whenever we went into town I would say, “Look Mummy at de face in de window,” 

like it was the first time I had seen it.  

I did that until she made me stop. “Girl I know dere is a face in dat window. Hush, 

stop making me miserable.” I was not deterred. I looked up in marvel at the face every time 

we drove by but I held my tongue. 

 Another Saturday when we were driving by the face, I asked Mummy, “Why you 

don’t bother wid dat face?” 

“Listen girl,” She told me. “Dere are unknown tings in dis world I know. I doone 

have to look at it every five minutes to know its der. When I was young, I went to St. 

Nicholas Abbey with my friends and a ghost touched me on the shoulder.” 

I was so excited; I didn’t now what question to ask first, “What friends Mum?”  

“I doone remember dat. I had lots of friends.” 

“How old were you?” 

“I must have been in secondary school.”  

“How did it feel? The ghost hand?” 

She didn’t answer that. She told me how it happened. “Everyone knows there is a 

ghost in a certain room in St. Nicholas’.” 

“Which room one Mummy?” 
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“I can’t remember. It’s upstairs. Everyone knows which room.” 

Well if everyone knows, how come you can’t remember I thought? But I didn’t dare say 

that. 

I was surprised, she kept talking; usually she was done by now; She didn’t like to go into 

details or talk too long.  

“Dat ghost was nuttin; Little Miss, you should have seen de table walk down de 

stairs.” 

“Wat table?” I wanted to know 

“I went to party one time and der was an Obeah7 woman der. She made de table 

walk down de stairs.” 

I couldn’t believe what she was saying. How could a table walk down stairs? So I 

asked her. “What ya mean de table walked down de stairs? How dat happen? Did de table 

bend its knees?” 

I thought these were all reasonable questions but she got irritated. 

“Wat kidda foolish questions you asking me Girl? Tables doone have knees. Wat 

ya mean how de table walked down de stairs? De table walked down the stairs!”  

Then she was done talking about that. 

“We goin to get something to eat but done be beggin fer desert you doone eat it.” 

From then on as often as she could stand it I asked her about the table. I tried to wait for a 

few months and then I would ask again. 

“Mummy did de table really walk down the stairs?” 

                                                

7 Obeah is African based practice in which practitioners cast spells. Obeah is common in the English 
Speaking Caribbean. Voodoo is a similar practice and found in the French Caribbean. (Gale, 2018) 
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“Yes, de table really walked down the stairs. You done mess wid does Obeah 

people. Dey can do tings we can’t imagine.” She told me Obeah people made Duppies8, 

like Zombies in Hati. The Obeah person would cast a spell and a person would get sick and 

appear to die. Then the Obeah person would bring them back and they would be a slave, 

out of it and not know what was going on. 

“Dey had to stop dat foolishness doe. Dey did dat when travelling on dis Island was 

hard and people couldn’t see der relatives in different parts dat were Duppies. But when 

people started travelin around and wud see deir people as Duppies it was Bacchanal9. I 

done care wat kidda Obeah person you are. If somebody coming at you with a cutlass you 

dead.  Obeah aint dat fast.” She laughed heartily, but I thought it was terrible people, killing 

people with cutlasses and making duppies out of people.  

Sometimes strange things happened on the island. These strange occurrences were 

reported in the paper, like when the coffins started to move around by themselves in a 

church vault.  

Mummy would say “Dey better get a Obeah person over der to see what’s 

happening. Somebody done curse dem.” 

I never knowingly saw an Obeah person. I wouldn’t know where to find them but Mummy 

knew. Thankfully we never had to call an Obeah person to rescue us from ill will. 

 I loved going to the Cave Shepard department store downtown in Bridgetown, the 

capital. Normally we went for Mummy’s clothes. Mummy would take her time shopping, 

                                                

8 Mummy used the word Dubbie to mean Zombie. She may have used the wrong word. Dubbie is listed in 
the English Caribbean Dictionary as a colloquial word for a ghost (Allsopp, 1996).  
9 In Barbados the term Bacchanal means all hell is breaking loose (Allsopp, 1996). 
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carefully looking at everything and holding it up to herself. This time it was for me. As I 

was growing, she wasn’t sure what size I was and she made me try on a lot of things. We 

got three dresses, one blue, one flowered with brown trim, and one yellow. They all had 

ruffles; Mummy loved ruffles. 

 She also got me some new shoes, a black and a brown pair of Mary Janes. I was 

looking at a strappy beige pair with a little heel. 

Mummy grabbed them out of my hand, “You can forget about dose Little Miss. 

You might tink you are grown but you are not.”  

 After we were finished shopping we went upstairs to the cafeteria. I could pick what 

I wanted to eat and she wouldn’t fuss at me. She thought everything there was good. I 

always picked the same thing, fried chicken and macaroni and cheese. She usually picked 

something different, sometimes fried chicken, sometimes roast chicken or stewed fish. She 

would have that with rice and peas or mashed potatoes. We would have mauby or sorrel10 

to drink or sometimes Pepsi. Mummy knew how to make both Mauby and Sorrel; you had 

to boil bark for Mauby and flowers for sorrel. She did a good job, but her batches always 

tasted different. I liked the one at Cave Shepard better; they always tasted the same every 

time, but I would never tell her that. 

 Mummy was ladylike in everything she did, except how she ate. She chewed with 

her mouth open. She especially liked to suck on bones and would chew up chicken bones 

into piles of bone dust.  

                                                

10 Mauby and Sorrel are locally made drinks common to the Caribbean. Sorrel is made from boiling 
Hibiscus flowers. And Mauby is made from boiling a tree bark. Mauby was first brewed by the indigenous 
people of the Caribbean (Shepherd, 1999). 
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She said, “De marrow is de best part.” 

I asked her, “Mummy why you chew does bone like dat? It doone hurt your teeth?” 

She told me, “Girl how I am chewing isn’t bothering you. So doone bother me.”  

The Fall 

November 30th 1978 was a terrible night. It was independence night and we were 

driving into town to see the fireworks. Mummy, Granny, and I were coming down the four 

steps of our porch to our car, the white mini. Mummy and I were already down the steps. 

Granny was coming down slowly, holding on to the rail, and then she fell. The night 

became blurred and confusing. Granny started to come down the stairs, then she tumbled. 

Instead of going to the fireworks we went to the hospital. Mummy and I helped to carry 

her to the car. Granny had broken her hip. Mummy didn’t turn on the porch light because 

there were only four steps.  

“Why didn’t I turn the light on?” Mummy admonished herself forever after that 

night. 

Granny was bed ridden during her recovery and walked with a walker after. I sat 

with her as usual, and I would bring in her meals.  

Mummy seemed angry at her. “She should have grabbed the rail when she was 

coming down,” she told her. But she was heartbroken about the light. “I should have turned 

on the light,” she would say.  She felt guilty, so she lashed out and we all got caught in her 

wake. She would snap at me for no reason. “Girl, why are you under my feet. Find 

something to do!” 

Her anger did not bother Granny. Why didn’t I turn the light on?” She repeated.  

“It’s ok,” Granny would say back to make her feel better but I didn’t work. The 
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feeling in our house changed. Granny seemed very fragile and Mummy was on the edge. 

Granny’s mortality was naked before us. I hated that she was hurt but it did not occur to 

me I could lose her. 

Mummy’s friend from America, Beulah, came to visit when Granny was 

recovering. No one wanted her there, and it was a very bad time to visit, but Mummy could 

not withdraw her invitation once she offered it. That was the Barbadian way, insufferable 

politeness. She arrived and we suffered through her visit; Mummy and I were cross and 

snappy. Mummy let me be borderline rude, which was shocking. She was polite through 

gritted teeth. Granny was good natured as always. Our visitor seemed oblivious and to be 

enjoying herself, which was a good thing; we did not want our upset to rub off on her, but 

at the same time, we could not stand her happiness. It reminded us of how miserable we 

were. 

Christmas Candles 

When our new house was almost ready, Mummy and I went to Mr. Wade to have 

a mahogany dinning table made. Mr. Wade’s wood workshop was close to my school. It 

was small and messy, filled with wood shavings. It was December, close to Christmas, and 

after we went to Mr. Wade’s we drove into Bridgetown. His shop was close to town. We 

drove by a grassy hill that was filled with a flowering plant with tall yellow flowers with 

Christmas candles. They bloomed each year on untended land at Christmastime. I loved to 

see them. How could something so beautiful grow wild? They seemed precious and they 

should be cultivated in beautiful gardens but they grew everywhere. I didn’t know why but 

it was my favorite thing about Christmastime. 

Dunks 
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Dunks also came into season in December. Dunks are small fruit about three 

quarters of an inch in diameter. The look like little apples. They grew wild on short thorn 

covered trees. I would go out with plastic bags to collect them. One time when Jude was 

visiting I took him with me to get some. He was three then and I definitely missed bossing 

him around. He was short and struggled in the weeds.  

“Watch does weeds.” I told him” 

“Dey too tall fer me.” He protested. He could talk now which was annoying. 

“Just pick what you can boy.”  

He did and he had a little bag of fruit. Mine was three times as big; I had experience picking 

and I was taller. 

When we went home, Mummy made such a fuss over his fruit. 

“Dese taste so good Jude. You did so well.” 

I rolled my eyes. Those dunks were from the same tree mine were. 

“I can see does eyes Little Miss. Doone be Nasty. I am trying to make dis little child 

feel nice. You have me all de time. He is visiting. I’ll give you something to feel nasty 

bout.” She meant she would spank me. 

I held my face but I was rolling my eyes inside. I didn’t want a spanking but I was still 

feeling nasty. 

The Penis 

I had a lot of freedom in Chancery Lane, during my school holidays I wandered 

around on my own a lot. I spent a lot of time in the yard, creeping around the crawl space 

under the house. I would often to visit our new house while it was being built; I wandered 

around the piles of sand and gravel. Sometimes I would talk to the men working on the 
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house; not for too long, as they did not want to be bothered with a seven-year-old girl. It 

was at the house that I saw my first penis. I didn’t know much about penises. I just knew 

men and boys had them, us girls were not supposed to see them, and they had something 

to do with sex. I didn’t know anything about sex either. I went over to the house with my 

striped purse in hand. I didn’t think the work men would be interested in my purse, but I 

felt very grown up carrying it. I was talking to one of the workmen who was sitting down 

working on our kitchen sink; talking to me was secondary. He had a rip in his pants leg, 

and I saw something strange looking and veiny. He was oblivious to me and carried on 

talking and working. I knew I was not supposed to be seeing that. I finished our 

conversation and went home. That penis didn’t seem so mysterious and frightening, just 

ugly. I had seen it and I had not been interfered with. Mummy had implied that if a girl like 

me saw a penis, you would be interfered with. I wasn’t sure what interfered with mean, but 

it was something bad. I knew men interfered with women and girls. I never told her about 

seeing this penis. She would have considered me lucky, not being bothered by the man.  If 

she found out, she would not let me go over there anymore and I couldn’t have that. 

TV People 

Once, I came out of the shower and Mummy was calling me. I was just in my towel 

and I didn’t want to walk by the TV. If I walked by the TV, the people that lived in there 

would see me. I didn’t want that.  

“I am coming.” I yelled. I hurried to put my pink shorts and white top on. She called 

me again. “I am coming” I called again. 

“Well stop coming and come. Girl I am waiting on you.” 

 I had a serious talk with Granny about the TV people. I told her I didn’t like them 
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watching me.  

“There is no one in the TV Little Miss.” 

“But I can see dem Granny.”  

“Dey aren’t real honey.” 

“How did dey get in the TV den?” 

“I think they are a kind of projection.” She said. That made me feel better; at least 

they weren’t watching me. I was watching them. 

The Flood 

Finally, our new house was ready, and we started to move some furniture over. It 

was a lovely yellow house on a half-acre but it was an unlucky house. Things started to go 

wrong even before we moved in. It was similar to our house in Ventnor gardens but on less 

land. There were three bedrooms, a front porch, a back porch, two bathrooms, a beautiful 

wood parquet floor in the living room, a large kitchen, and a garage. Unlike our old house 

it had an inside laundry room and no den. There was a built-in bookcase and desk in the 

middle bedroom where Granny would stay. Mummy was pleased with this bookcase; she 

helped to design it. The parquet floor was so pretty. The small pieces of wood laid against 

each other with contrasting gains to create simple but beautiful patterns. Our new dining 

table and chairs from Mr. Wade were also over there. It was a full sized dining table with 

six regular chairs without arms and two chairs with arms that sat at either end of the table; 

these chairs were for the heads of the table. There seemed to be two heads of the table, 

which didn’t make any sense. There were also extra leaves that could be inserted in case 

we needed a giant table. I am not sure why we would need a table that big, maybe if the 

Queen came by. Our sideboard was also there, along with my record player and records. 
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Two days before we were to move in, the house flooded. A pipe under the living room 

floor burst, lifting up and ruining the Parquet floor. The little wood tiles became loose and 

floated free. My mother was beside herself upset. Someone would have to pay to have 

things dried out and redone. She could get the money off of the builders, but that would 

take a while. She would have to pay to get it fixed and then fight with them. I was also 

really upset about the floor, the beautiful floor, and my records were ruined. I didn’t 

understand why my records were on the floor; that was stupid. 

Granny’s Window 

Granny never full recovered. She hobbled around when she needed to with her 

walker. She only left our rented house once when drove in our car to new Chancery lane 

house. Once in our new house, she never left and almost never left her room. I continued 

spend a lot of time with her. Her room was smaller than her old one. One wall was the built 

in bookcase and a desk which made the room feel small. We made do. She had a nice 

window that I would crawl over her and look out. I would tell her what I saw. If the trees 

were blowing in the breeze, if it was cloudy or sunny. Granny and I would sit for hours 

looking out of the window, and sometimes we would both fall asleep and have a nap. 

Mummy stopped nagging me about bothering Granny.  

Mummy said, “You two are like two peas in a pod. You can’t get a blade of grass 

between you.” I didn’t know what that meant, but it sounded nice. 
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Chancery Lane: Elena Returns 

Our New House  

When Masie moved into the new house with her husband and son, as usual, she 

wanted to take pictures immediately. She ordered me and Jude outside. Mummy dressed 

me up in a purple skirt with lace at the bottom and a green shirt; I refused to put on shoes. 

I was seven now, so I could refuse to do things. Mummy brushed my hair and made sure 

my braids were straight. Masie brushed and parted Jude’s hair on the side and put him on 

his red and white tricycle that used to be mine. I stood next to him and waited for Masie to 

be ready; she was fiddling with the camera. Jude was content on the tricycle but I was 

getting restless.  

“Masie!” I called out to her. 

“Hold on.” She said. “I’m loading the film.” 

“Hurry it up! Come on!” I whined at her. I never would have complained to 

Mummy like this. She wouldn’t stand for it.  

Mummy would say, “Children should be seen and not heard” and she would call 

me disrespectful. But Masie was my sister although she was a big woman with a child of 

her own. So she did not get the same respect from me. She, like me, she was a pain in the 

ass in her own way. 

 Impatient, I shifted from side to side then scratched under my arm. At that moment 

I saw her camera flash. She had taken the picture of me while I was scratching under my 
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arm. I was furious. 

“Ok.” She said and started to walk towards us. 

“Masie, I wasn’t ready. I was scratching.” I told her 

She laughed. “I thought you were posing. 

“No, I was scratching. How could you take dat picture? Take another picture.” 

“Dat was a cute picture,” she said. I am not going to take another one. 

“Dat was a terrible picture. I was scratching,” I said. 

She ignored me and took Jude into the house. I was angry with Masie all the rest of 

that day. Every time I see that picture I can still feel the fury I felt at that moment. But I 

could see what she was saying; I did look like I was posing. 

 Masie had gone back to work as a teacher. I could never remember where she was 

teaching; she changed schools a lot. I overheard Adrian saying students did not like her. I 

could see that, because although I loved her, she was annoying.  

Adrian was a doctor. He went to work every morning in their car, a mustard colored 

Datsun. Masie and I were home for the Christmas Holidays. She was home but mostly left 

Jude to play with me. I mostly tried to see what I could make him do. He would do whatever 

I asked him to; he was so little. I knew I shouldn’t but it amused me to have him running 

around doing things.  

Jude 

I would say to him, “Go run by Granny’s room, look in and run back to me.” He 

did what I said and came running back. What he was not good at was playing. He would 

lose focus and say he was bored. I tried to get him to play dolls with me. I gave him a baby 

doll but he would throw her on the floor and go stomping off. I thought he would get better 
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when he was older but he didn’t. When he went off by himself I would call out loudly to 

Mummy or Masie that Jude was wandering around so they should look for him. Usually 

they did not. He was lucky he survived our babysitting. I see why Mummy valued Paula 

so much; children were hard to keep track off. 

Dolls 

I played a lot under the dinning table with my dolls. I had a British fashion doll that 

was tall and skinny; she was white with brown hair. Her name was Sindy. Her eyes were 

painted so she was looking at the side all the time. I had my brown baby doll and a bigger 

white baby doll that used to belong to my Helen and Masie. I thought that the white baby 

doll looked like Helen; they were both fair skinned with short brown hair. I would make 

books for my dolls. I cut up paper and borrowed Masie’s stapler, and stapled the little 

papers together with one staple. The dolls were friends and would read together. I told 

Mummy I needed another Sindy doll so my main doll could have a real friend. The other 

dolls were babies and I was just pretending. She would not get another doll for me. She 

said that I had enough dolls so I had to make do. I also took them outside for picnics. 

Mummy was growing string beans in a little garden outside. The dolls and I nestled 

between the plants and pretended we were in a forest with the light shining through the 

leaves. 

I would take the dolls into Granny’s rooms and tell her of our doll adventures. I 

showed her the little books I made. They were blank. I explained I had to pretend there was 

writing on them. Granny always listened very carefully. She was interested in everything I 

got up to. 

Granny got her food on a special tray with a red translucent bottom. Mummy would 
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walk behind me with Granny’s drinks, tea in the morning, tea and milk at lunch and tea 

and water for dinner. She would put the drink on the tray at the last minute to make sure I 

did not spill them. I would sit with Granny while she ate and talk to her until she was done. 

Then I would take the tray back to the kitchen. I never remember Granny coming out of 

that room, but she must have because the bathroom was down the hall. She must have 

gotten up and shuffled on her walker down the hall, but I don’t remember seeing her. 

Looking back, I think I choose not to remember. I hated seeing her struggling in the walker, 

but I could not help her. I had to leave her alone while she walked. If I tried to pull the 

walker to help I could cause her to fall and we couldn’t risk that. Mummy said if she fell 

again it might kill her. 

The Fright 

 I loved to be in Mummy’s and my room. The room was circled by four windows, 

and the windows would be open during the day; the green curtains would flutter in the 

breeze. Mummy made those curtains. I would lie on the bed and watch the curtains roll in 

the wind. While I was looking at the curtains I saw things floating in my eyes, clear things, 

long things, round things. I learned later that these were cells in my eyes. They seemed 

magical and mysterious, and were my secret. I did not ever tell Granny.  

I was not supposed to jump on the bed, but I really liked to. I would make sure 

Mummy was in another part of the house and then I would start jumping. I did not jump 

for that long because I did not want to get caught. One afternoon I was jumping. I could 

see myself jumping in the mirror flashing in and out of view. I heard a loud noise outside, 

I screamed, frightened. I almost jumped out of my skin. I stopped jumping and listened. 

What was outside? I heard Masie laughing outside the window.  
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I walked over to the window and yelled at her.  

“Masie dat’s not nice. I almost had a fit.” 

She was laughing too hard to answer me. She came inside and told Mummy and Adrian 

she yelled boo and scared me half to death. They all started laughing at me. I was trying to 

tell them I could have had a seizure and died. They didn’t pay any attention. They were too 

busy laughing. So I ran to Granny who was not laughing. Masie had not told her yet. Masie, 

Adrian, and Jude did not bother with Granny much. To them it was like she was not there. 

To me she was my world. I started the day off by running to her and went to kiss her 

goodnight right before I went to bed, even if she was sleeping. She was my best friend.  

“They are laughing at me.” I told her.  

“Let them laugh.” she said. “Laugh with them.” 

“No I couldn’t I’m too mad.”  

“Don’t be mad Love. It’s not worth it.” 

I tried to take Granny’s advice but I was too mad. She never got angry and I always got 

angry. I was like Mummy in this way. 

Outside 

 I loved to run around outside barefooted. My feet got hard that way so I could walk 

over almost anything. Mummy had the bright idea of planting crab grass in the yard. It 

looked pretty but it was too pokey to sit on. The builders told her a lot of American golf 

courses had crab grass. For some reason that sounded good to her so she had this horrible 

grass planted at our house. That is why I had my doll picnics in the dirt of her vegetable 

patch because the grass was impossible to sit on. 

We had a hose on the south side of the house that I used to water the vegetables 
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when I was feeling helpful. I didn’t have chores; I just helped when I felt like it. The hose 

was green and heavy and I had to pull it a ways over to the vegetables and sometimes it 

would get kinks in it, which was annoying. I loved to drink water out of this hose; it tasted 

so good. I was not sure why it was the best water I had ever tasted. I was out there all the 

time drinking the water out of the hose. I told Granny about me drinking from the hose.  

“Do you tink I’ll get sick?” I asked her.  

“No Little Miss you’ll be fine.” 

Underoos 

Helen sent me some underoos, underwear that looked like the costumes the 

superheroes wore. I had a Bat Girl set, panties and a little bralette. Bat girl wasn’t really 

popular but I didn’t mind. I was very pleased with the bralette. I didn’t have breasts yet but 

it was fun to think that I might soon.  Mummy said I was budding but I didn’t notice 

anything. I wore my bralette with shorts inside the house all the time. I went outside to play 

in the yard like that Mummy screamed at me to get back inside. 

“How you gonna go outside like dat. Der is a man dat lives next door.” 

“Oh, Mummy no one wants to see what I have. I am eight years old.” 

“You come back in here and put a shirt on. You doone know men.” 

I thought she was being ridiculous but I put a shirt on like she asked. We knew the man 

that lived next door; it was Mrs. Zefrin’s son, Anthony. Mrs. Zefrin’s went to our church. 

Anthony was in his twenties and had an amazing car, a black Trans Am with a gold bird 

painted on the hood. When I told my friends about his Trans Am they were excited by 

association. Trans Ams were rare on the island. I didn’t think he would worry with me, a 

scrawny eight-year-old. But maybe Mummy knew something I didn’t. 
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Elena Returns 

Masie and I went to Bridgetown one Saturday. She told me pointedly we were not 

going to Cave Shepard’s to get food, but I was still hopeful. I followed her around while 

she went to different shops. She got new brown shoes and went to a hardware store to get 

some pots. I asked her to go to Cave Shepard anyway. I figured she might change her mind. 

But she didn’t; we didn’t go. She took me to the toy store so I could look at the dolls. I was 

coveting a mini doll with an Afro. A lot of my friends at school had them. Some of them 

had several of these mini dolls. I had my bigger Sindy doll. There were no Black or Brown 

Sindies but I did not care about that. She had nice outfits that I could change and I loved 

her. These other dolls were only five inches tall. They were pretty, all their joints moved. 

I wanted one, but Mummy would not buy it for me. She told me not to be greedy. Masie 

let me look for a few minutes at the dolls and then we left for home. We drove home in her 

and Adrian’s car. This was our only car now. Mummy had sold her white Austin and we 

all shared the Datsun. 

When we came home Mummy was not in the kitchen where she normally was. 

Masie when off to look for Jude and I went into our room to look for Mummy. I was startled 

to see Elena sitting on our bed, swinging her legs.  

Mummy was sitting at her dresser. “Your mother is here.” She said. 

I could see that. I had not seen Elena in a long time, at least a year. She was holding 

Mummy’s silver handled mirror and turning it over in her hands. I did not think that was a 

good idea; Mummy didn’t want anyone touching that mirror. Mummy did not say anything 

to her, which was odd.  

 Standing there, I realized I had two mothers. None of my friends had two mothers. 
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Mummy and Elena did not occupy the same space. Mummy Clara was my real mother. 

She took care of me, made my food, cut the ends off of my sandwiches, yelled at me when 

I needed yelling at, spanked me when she thought she should. I knew Elena had given birth 

to me but she was more like an aunt. She showed up every once and a while. 

 Mummy suggested I show Elena some of my paintings. I had just gotten a paint 

box and I was making a lot of paintings. I took Elena out on the back porch and spread my 

paintings out on the round glass table for her. She suggested maybe we could paint together. 

That sounded good so I went and got some water for the paints and Mummy brought some 

water for us to drink.  

“I have to drawn something first. So we can paint it,” I said. So I started drawing a 

bird flying over some hills.  

“You have a brother,” she said. 

“Oh,” I said. I didn’t know what to say and I was not sure what she meant. 

“A brother from where?” I asked 

“He’s my son,” she said. “Would you like to see a picture?” she asked. 

I nodded. 

She pulled a picture out of a fat little baby in a walker. 

“He’s fat,” I said. 

“Well he’s not fat now he’s older than in this picture.” 

“How old is he?” 

“He’s three and a half the same age as Jude.” 

“Oh,” I said again. “He’s a nice looking baby.” I tried to make up for my fat 

comment. 
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“Yes, he’s handsome. He looks like his father. His father’s name is Luke.” 

“What’s he called?” I asked. 

“Paul,” she said. 

“That’s a nice name.” I offered. 

“Would you like to meet him?” 

“Sure,” I said. I had lost interest. I was trying to focus on what colors my bird should 

be. 

“How do you feel having a brother?” 

I didn’t feel anyway about it. “Seems nice,” I said to be polite. 

 I did not meet Paul for years. Elena started to come and take me out some weekends.  

I stayed overnight in her small apartment a few times but there was no sign of Paul or his 

father. I did not know where Paul was, and I didn’t ask. I hoped he had not died before I 

met him. For my eighth birthday Elena gave me a black battery powered calculator with 

orange buttons. I loved it and thought it was wonderful. When I got home I showed it to 

Mummy. I turned it on and showed her how it worked. I told her she could use it for her 

figuring. She kept little notebooks with her beautiful loopy handwriting full of numbers. 

She would figure out her bills and how much she spent. She told me no, that I should keep 

the calculator nice and someplace special. I asked her if I could keep it on her dresser with 

her mirrored tray, her perfumes, her silver brush, and her hand-held mirror. She told me no 

but she found a drawer where I could put it. There was a cloth bundle in that drawer that 

was soft when I touched it.  

“What’s dis?” I asked her. 

“Dat’s my hair from when I cut it.” 
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“Why you still have dat?” 

“I dunno,” she laughed 

I laughed too. 

I said, “You better watch out. I gonna take dat hair to de Obeah woman and make 

a new version of you.” I was imitating her now. She would have said something like that. 

“Girl, you need to carry yourself. I would skin you alive.” We laughed together. I 

was happy I was able to joke with her without making her mad. That did not happen too 

often. 

 We lived on in that house, and that Christmas Mummy bought me a new Sindy doll; 

she was a figure skating Sindy that came with a medal and a pink outfit. I had seen figure 

skating on TV. This Sindy was white too, and she had brown hair again. Really, she looked 

exactly like my old Sindy; they just had different clothes. I also got pastel colored 

underwear with the different days of the week on each one. I was excited about both gifts. 

I loved to dig through our closets and look at everything. I especially liked to look 

in built in cabinets above our closets.  All our old unused things were stored there; I loved 

to look through these things. I found an old picture album with black and white pictures. 

Whenever Mummy was in the mood I would ask her about them. There were a lot from the 

Decon’s Road house. When I looked at them I thought, -That is where she was talking 

about.- There were pictures of Masie when she was young. She was very thin with long 

black braided hair. She was considered the pretty one. Helen was tall and heavyset. She 

had a pretty face but she didn’t care about how she looked the way Mummy wanted her to 

care. Helen didn’t like taking pictures; there were not many of her in the album. 

My favorite was the tall doll; she was girl sized, three feet tall. She was white like 
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my baby doll but she had girl proportions. She looked like a real girl. I would put her in 

the rocking chair and talk to her. Mummy kept putting her up in the tall cabinets so I 

couldn’t take her down but she didn’t put the doll very far. I was always able to pile some 

boxes on a chair and get her down again. Mummy didn’t want me playing with her. Like 

my baby doll, she used to belong to Helen and then Masie. Mummy said I ruined the other 

baby doll by marking up her face with eyeliner. That was true, but that didn’t mean to ruin 

her. I loved her. I was so little I didn’t remember marking up her face. I tried to explain 

that to Mummy but she just kept saying that I didn’t care for my things and she wanted to 

keep the doll nice.  

“So, stay away from the doll.” She told me.  

I couldn’t because I loved that tall doll. So, I kept taking her down and getting yelled at. I 

made sure to keep her nice like Mummy wanted but she still yelled. 

When Adrian and Masie weren’t home and Mummy was washing clothes, I went 

sneaking though Adrian and Masie’s closets. Masie didn’t have anything good. Adrian had 

a stack of magazines with naked women on top of his closet. I didn’t understand why he 

had those, but they were hidden so that was his own business. In his regular closet he had 

a briefcase. I opened it, and inside was his passport, birth certificate, and a white envelope. 

Inside the envelope there was money. It wasn’t Barbadian money; it was all green, not 

colorful like ours. I took a bill out and looked at it. I was American money. I studied it 

closely; it was boring. I liked our money better. 

The next time I was with Elena I told her about the tall doll and how much I loved 

her, and the album and the money. She took interest when I told her about the money. She 

wanted to know how much was in there. I told her I didn’t know. She told me I should go 
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back and check. I refused. I told her I would get caught. I was lucky I hadn’t gotten caught 

the first time I was snooping. She wouldn’t stop talking about the money and asking me 

about it. So, I agreed to look so she would stop nagging at me but I didn’t do what she said. 

I didn’t bother that money. 

The next time I saw her I had forgotten about it but she hadn’t. She was angry that 

I hadn’t counted it; she told me I lied to her because I said I would count it. She was getting 

so intense about the money. I didn’t know what to do. I couldn’t tell Mummy. Elena made 

the rest of my time with her miserable. When I went back home I decided to count the 

money. I knew I should leave the money alone; it wasn’t mine but I didn’t want to be a liar.   

When I snuck back into Adrian and Masie’s room I felt guilty. It wasn’t like my 

usual snooping, which was fun. This felt bad; my heart was beating hard, and I felt cold 

inside. I hurried, opened the briefcase and counted the money; there were ten bills. When 

I emerged from their room, I felt lucky to be alive. I went and had a nap with Granny to 

celebrate not having a heart attack. 

The next time I saw Elena I told her there were ten bills. I figured the whole money 

business was done. She got very excited and told me I should take one of the bills and bring 

it to her.  

I refused. “Der is no way I am doing dat.”  

She told me she could do all wonderful things with the money. We could go out to a nice 

lunch, and she could buy me all kinds of things. Like when she wanted me to count the 

money, she wouldn’t let up talking at me. She said she needed it and I had to get it for her. 

She was so desperate for it I believed she needed it. She only wanted one bill. Again, I 

didn’t know what to do. I went home miserable. 
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I stayed miserable. I would wake up in the night with my stomach cold thinking 

about the money. I didn’t want to talk, or play. I only wanted to be with Granny. I felt safe 

with her. I couldn’t tell her what Elena wanted me to do; it was too terrible. The week 

following, I didn’t hear anything about Elena coming to get me so I relaxed a bit. I played 

with my dolls under the dinning table but I wouldn’t go outside. 

Mummy wanted to know, “Wat happened to you? You always outside playing de fool. Wat 

happen?” 

“Nuttin,” I told her. That is all I would say. 

The next week she said Elena was coming to get me on Saturday. I told her I didn’t want 

to go. 

“Don’t be stupid.” Mummy said. “She is coming. You gonna go wid her and have a nice 

time. dat is dat.”  

Now I had to think about the stupid money again. 

Day after day I stayed in the room with Granny. 

Mummy again wanted to know what was wrong with me. 

I told her I was sick so she would leave me alone. 

“Well you better come otta der. I can’t have you makin Granny sick.” 

“I’m not goin.” I said. 

“Leave de child.” Granny pleaded with her and she left us alone. 

When Friday came I knew I would have to take the money or deal with Elena’s 

mouth. I had to take it when Adrian and Masie were gone. I made myself get out of 

Granny’s room when it hit three o’ clock. Masie would be back home at five. I went and 

looked where Mummy was. She was out in the back watering her plants. I went into Adrian 
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and Masie’s room and opened that briefcase again, opened the envelope and took one of 

the hundred dollar bills. I stuffed it in my underwear. That was the only place I could think 

to hide it. I couldn’t move fast enough. It was like I was caught in molasses and I was 

making so much noise. I was sure Mummy would come down the hall at any minute and 

catch me, but she didn’t. It seemed, every time I moved the money crinkled loudly in my 

underwear. I put everything back where I found it and retuned to Granny. I stayed with her 

and we both feel asleep. Mummy picked me up and brought me into my own bed. I could 

feel her moving me but I didn’t want to wake up. Mercifully, I slept through the night.  

Elena was coming to get me in the morning so I woke up. I had my usual breakfast, 

eggs and toast, and got ready. While I took a shower, I hid the money by the toilet until I 

could put it in my fresh underwear. I didn’t want to see Elena but I wanted to get rid of the 

money. She came on the bus. Our house was at the end of the line so we would take the 

same bus back to town after it turned around. 

As soon as we sat in the bus she asked me if I had the money. 

“Yes.” I told her. 

“Where is it?” 

“It’s in my underwear.”  

She laughed, “Aren’t you smart.” She said. 

“Where else would I have put it?” I wanted to know. 

I gave her the money at her apartment. After that I had nothing to say. She told me we 

could go to Bridgetown and get something to eat. I didn’t want to. She got angry at me and 

told me I was being sullen and stupid. I didn’t care. I only wanted to go home to my Granny. 

I was counting the hours until I didn’t have to be with her anymore. 
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 I got home in enough time to give Granny her dinner. When I saw her face she was 

one of the most beautiful things I had ever seen. I sat and told her that I was in a bad mood 

that day but I wasn’t sick any more. She told me she was glad and poked at her food. 

Mummy had made liver and we all hated liver. Granny skinned up her face. But Mummy 

said it was good for us. I didn’t eat dinner but wasn’t hungry. I was happy to be safe with 

Granny again. 

 I waited for the other shoe to drop and for something to happen about the missing 

money. I thought Adrian would complain that someone was going through his things but 

nothing happened. I refused to see Elena. Mummy was fussing at me and said she was 

calling but I didn’t care; I wouldn’t go and I wouldn’t talk to her. 

 Jude and I were in the bedroom. He was four now and thought he was big stuff. He 

was standing on my bed telling me that he was taller than me. 

“How can you be taller dan me you little fool. You standin on somethin.” 

He was about to answer me when we heard a big confusion down the hall; people were 

yelling. 

Jude and I peeked around the door to see what was happening. Adrian was angry and 

yelling at Masie. He was pointing his hands right in her face. Mummy was trying to calm 

him down. He must have gone crazy; he was usually so calm. 

“Woman, you betta stay ottta my stuff! I can’t believe you!” 

Masie answered but her answer was so soft we couldn’t hear. 

He stepped towards Masie and raised his hand like he would hit her. I was scared and held 

Jude close. Mummy caught his hand midair. She stepped between them, picked Adrian up 

under his arms and moved him away from Masie. She stepped close to him, finger in his 
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face and said, “Not in my house.” 

 I held my breath. Supposed he hit Mummy? I would have run down there with my 

eight-year-old self and defend her.  His shoulders slumped and he walked into his room 

and closed the door. Masie fell against Mummy and cried. Mummy led her into the living 

room, and out of our sight. 

 What had just happened in our house? What happened to Adrian? He was kind and 

gentle person. And what did Mummy do? I knew she was strong but men were supposed 

to be stronger than women. How could she lift him up like that? I brought Jude back into 

my room. He said he wanted his Mummy. I hugged him and told him to pretend I was his 

Mum. He was upset and sniffing. He had just seen his parents fighting a sight none of us 

had seen before. 

“Dat’s ok Jude.” I told him, “Everyone loves you best. Dats why you get on my nerves so 

bad.” 

It wasn’t true but I was trying to distract him. He drove me crazy but I loved him. I didn’t 

want him to see Masie crying. That would hurt him a lot. 

“Everyone loves me.” He repeated. 

I kept Jude in the room and we played until it was time for dinner. I was scared to come 

out of the room but the house was quiet. I held Jude’s hand and we walked into the kitchen. 

Mummy had our food on the table as usual. We sat and ate. It was stewed fish, mashed 

potatoes, and peas.  

“Dis is my favorite, Mummy,” I said. 

“I know,” she said. You like mashed potatoes cause you too lazy to chew.” 

“I am not,” I said. 
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Jude said he didn’t want the fish. 

“Dat’s OK child.” Mummy sounded so sad. Usually she would have fussed at him and said 

he would grow up scrawny or something like that, but she didn’t this time. 

 I did not say anything; I stayed quiet and out of the way until the next morning. 

After Adrian went to work and Masie stayed in her room. I sat down next to Mummy in 

the kitchen. She was at the table drinking coffee. I asked for a coffee too. Sometimes she 

let me sip hers but didn’t let me have my own. This morning she made me a coffee – half 

coffee, half evaporated milk and lots of sugar. It was delicious. 

“What happened to Adrian? Why was he so mad?” I asked her. 

She sighed “Stupid man! He tinks Masie took money from him. He must be drunk. She 

doone need to take any money from him. She is my daughter. I have plenty money for her. 

Damned fool!” 

The money! I was sick. He was mad about the money. I was the thief. Look what I had 

done to my family. I told Mummy I didn’t want the coffee anymore. 

“Girl you better drink dat coffee. I am not wasting my coffee on you.” 

I drank the coffee but it wasn’t delicious any more. I went into bed with Granny. I was sick 

again but only I knew why. 

I was sad and upset and then I was mad. Look what had happed with Elena’s greediness. I 

would tell her off. I told Mummy she could come and get me. I would fix her good. Like 

my real Mummy, my mouth had no cover. 

 On Saturday Mummy was driving to Bridgetown and dropped me by Elena’s 

apartment. She would pick me up on her way back home.  

“Ok Missy, what will we do today?” Elena asked. She was very cheerful but I was in no 
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mood.  

“Dat money cause plenty trouble in my house.” I told her. 

“Wat happened?” She wanted to know. 

“Adrian was so mad he almost hit Masie.” 

Elena laughed. “Serves dem right. Dey tink dey so high and mighty.” 

She was laughing! How could she? 

My ears were hot, “I dunno who you tink you are. Dat was not right. You are wussless11!” 

“Don’t talk to me like dat. You are my daughter and I will knock you into next week.” 

“I am not your daughter. Don’t touch me. Don’t you know daughters live with deir 

Mothers. Mummy Clara is my Mother. You might have give birth to me but you are nasty.” 

I stomped out of the house and sat on the steps to wait for Mummy Clara even though I 

knew it would be hours. 

I was out there for about 15 minutes and then Elena came to get me.  

“What you doing out here?” She asked 

“I am waiting for my mother.” 

“Come inside.” She said, “You can watch a video.” 

She was quiet and she seemed hurt by what I said but I didn’t care. I took the money but I 

did because she was so greedy for it. It was both our faults. I had betrayed my family, 

everything was upset, and she was laughing. When Mummy came to pick me up, I told her, 

“No more Elena, ever.” 

“You can’t do dat. She’s your Mother.” 

                                                

11 Wussless is a Barbadian colloquialism that means worthless (Allsopp, 1996).  
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“No she is not.” I said. “Aren’t you my Mummy?” 

“Of course I am.” She answered. 

“Well den, no more Elena. She is nasty and wussless.” 

“Little one wat happened? Wat did she do?” 

I wouldn’t say. I could not speak the words. 

“Well Miss,” She said after I was quiet for a while. “Elena has had a hard life. She might 

not always know how to behave but she’s trying. I am sure. 

– Trying hard to be wussless. – I thought. 

Mummy started to talk about some woman in England.  

“Margaret Thatcher, she’s a milk snatcher.” She said, as we climbed Ostins Hill in the car. 

“Margaret Thatcher the milk snatcher.” She repeated and then she laughed. I didn’t laugh. 

I wasn’t in the mood.
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America: Away from Granny

After the Christmas holidays, Mummy told me I would start taking the bus to 

school, with just one car it was too hard to get me to school. I was scared but excited. Masie 

and Adrian would drop me at the Ostins terminal and I would get on the right bus for 

school. I got two dollars a day for the bus. I liked the idea of having some money under my 

control. Mummy gave me two silver dollars every day. Silver dollars were my favorite 

coin. I kept trying to figure out how I could keep a dollar, but then I wouldn’t get to school, 

so I had to give them all away. 

 The first time Adrian and Masie dropped me off alone at the Ostins bus station, I 

was scared but determined. I was looking for the B11 Bus Merriville line. It was so 

confusing; people and buses were everywhere. I found my right bus and got on. I gave the 

conductor lady my dollar and she gave me a little square white ticket with red numbers. I 

hated to give up my dollar but I also loved these tickets. I would keep them in my school 

books. I asked the lady if this was the Merryville bus. She said it was. I sat down and waited 

for the bus to leave. When it was coming up to my stop I was so nervous that I would miss 

my correct stop, so I pulled the cord early. They conductor lady saw my uniform and 

realized I was getting off at the wrong stop. 

She said. “No love, not dis one. It’s de next one. I’ll pull de cord for you” 

With her help I got off at the right place. I felt very grown up coming to school by myself.  

After that first day it was a breeze taking the bus. I liked to sit and look out of the 
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window. Sometimes I wouldn’t get a seat, and I would have to stand and hold on. We all 

knew bus drivers drove like they were crazy; they whipped the giant busses around corners 

and roared down the streets as if they were bicycles. When Mummy and I were on the bus 

together we would watch the tourists staring out the windows and not holding on. When 

the bus zipped around the next corner they would pitch off their feet, into the seats, and 

onto the people sitting there.  We would laugh discreetly; it wouldn’t be polite to openly 

laugh at them. As Barbadians, we were very polite. Even the people that the tourists fell on 

smiled and were good natured. Tourists fell onto us in the bus all the time, so we were used 

to it.  

 Mummy thought it would be a good idea for me to go to America to visit Helen in 

the Summer holidays. I didn’t think that was a good idea at all. I didn’t remember Helen 

and I would be without Granny and Mummy. But Mummy was determined and you 

couldn’t do anything with her once she decided. I told Granny about visiting America. She 

said that it sounded nice.  

“It’s not nice Granny, I’ll be away from you.” 

“Our love will keep up together, even far apart,” Granny said and I believed her. 

 My school term zoomed by and the dreaded trip loomed. Mummy was cheery as 

she packed my clothes in the big yellow suitcase I would take.  

“These are your best clothes,” she said. “We want you looking nice in America.”  

The week before I left, I spent as much time with Granny as I could so I could soak her in. 

“I’ll be back Granny.” I said. 

“I know little one.” and she pulled me close. 

Mummy drove me to the airport. I was trying to imagine what the airline seats would look 
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like. I thought they would be like the back seat in a big car with a long seat belt all the way 

across.  

 The airport was up the hill from our house but we had to drive a long way around 

to get there. I took in a breath to steady myself. I had to talk to Mummy about Granny; I 

had to make sure she would listen. 

“Mummy,” I started. I paused, unsure. 

“Wat child?” 

“Mummy,” I started again. “’Bout Granny, you have to be sure and go in and talk 

to her every day.” Of course, she started fussing. 

“You tink I dunno how to talk to my mother?” 

“Mummy, “Interrupted her. “Dis is serious. I need you to listen. Granny needs 

someone to love her and listen to her and talk to her. I am de only body dat bothers with 

Granny.” 

“You tink I doone love my mother Girl, you must be drunk.” Normally with her 

arguing I would have stopped talking but I had to get her to listen.  

“Mummy, everybody knows you love Granny. Dis isn’t ‘bout you. Dis is ‘bout 

Granny. You need to listen.” She was quiet.“Remember to talk to Granny and tell her what 

is happening outside. She likes dat and tell her I love her every day.” 

“Ok Miss, I gonna let you tell me ‘bout dis cause I know you love your Granny.” 

I was going on the plane to New York by myself. Mummy held me close and kissed my 

head.  

“I gonna miss you, you own-way thing.” She said 

  “Why you hold me like dat? Somthin gonna happen to me?” I was scared; she never 
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hugged me like that and she almost never kissed me. 

“Go along you little fool. Nuttin happening to you.” 

The stewardess pinned a note to my clothes that meant I was traveling alone and 

also gave me a pin with wings. The seats were much different than I had imagined. They 

all had arms and seat belts. I don’t remember the flight because I slept most of the way 

there. When we landed the stewardess came to get me first with my bags and led me off 

the plane. I was trying hard to remember what Helen looked like - heavyset, with short hair 

and green eyes. I knew what she looked like from pictures but I was very nervous and 

afraid I would miss her at the airport, and then I would be alone in this big country. 

The stewardess held my hand and walked me out of the terminal. I looked at all the 

faces waiting; I didn’t see her. I heard my nickname being called out, “Missy!” I looked 

around and there she was. She looked exactly like her pictures from Masie’s wedding. I 

wouldn’t be lost in America. She was with a friend whose name was Sara. I could tell the 

air was different here. For one thing there was no breeze like we had on the island. The air 

was heavy, stale, and musty. 

 Helen and Sara took me to the apartment building where they lived. It was a huge 

dowdy concrete behemoth in Brooklyn. I didn’t know what to think of it; it was the biggest 

building I had ever seen. The elevator was filthy, marked up by graffiti and it smelled of 

pee. I was horrified but remained quiet to be polite. Their apartment was tiny but tidy. Sara 

had an eleven-year old-son, Adam, that also lived there. No one told me anything about an 

eleven-year-old boy. I was starting to dislike boys so I was annoyed he was there but I 

knew better than to say anything.  

 It was about seven o’ clock in the evening when we reached the apartment, and it 
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was still light outside with no sign of the sun going down. I asked Sara how come the sun 

was still up. She told me they had daylight savings time, which meant the sun was up until 

at least eight PM. I didn’t know what she was talking about; that was so strange. In 

Barbados our time didn’t change. 

 I was immediately afraid of Helen, and liked Sara better. Helen was giving off an 

energy of coiled malice, like a dog that could attack you at any time. She was very cold, 

the kind of cold that gave you goosebumps, the kind of cold you didn’t want to be around. 

She was different than Mummy. Mummy looked very stern but she was soft underneath. 

Granny said Mummy’s bark was bigger than her bite; I thought that was a good way to 

describe her. Helen on the other hand was not sincere; there was a darkness lurking in her 

I didn’t want to see. 

 The first night they put me in Adam’s room. His room had a window that looked 

out onto the street. That summer all the girls had a toy that was a string and two balls that 

knocked together. That night I heard the noise of endless girls knocking their toys together 

on the street. I thought, - Why doesn’t someone but these children to sleep?-  I barely slept 

that night. The next night they put me on the couch, far away from the windows. I slept 

much better. 

 The next day we called Mummy. Helen lied on me and told Mummy I was 

complaining and miserable. She didn’t mention that the street was so noisy and I had 

trouble sleeping. I wanted to roll my eyes so badly but I didn’t. I was very glad to get on 

the phone to Mummy. 

“How you child?” 

“I’m good. How’s Granny?” 
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“She is fine.” 

“Can I talk to her?”  

“No Miss she is sleeping.” 

“I want to talk to Granny.” 

“I’m not waking her up for you. I’ll call back in few days.” 

“OK.” I said. 

“How’s Helen?” I made a noise like I was groaning. 

“Lord, she’s is Miserable.” 

“You coulda told me dat.” 

“She’s your sister,” Mummy said. She wasn’t a sister like Masie. Masie and I yelled 

at each other and she teased me. We were close sisters. Helen wasn’t like that. 

I made another unhappy noise. 

“Well make the best of if.” Mummy was trying to be cheerful. 

“Mummy your voice sound real sweet on the phone.” I knew her voice well but it 

had a lovely melodious quality through the phone. 

“I miss you too you terrible thing. The house is so quiet without your foolishness.” 

She thought I was telling her that I missed her when I told her about her voice. I did miss 

her but I was really telling her how pretty her voice sounded. 

 Sara took me to what they called Summer camp at a church around the corner from 

their house, Holy Rosary church. I thought that Summer camp was stupid. It was like you 

were in school. They had you doing little crafts and playing sports. The adults wanted to 

be in control of you all the time; they didn’t leave you alone. I was used to having some 

time on my own but I did my best and cut up the paper they wanted me to cut up and stuck 
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it where they wanted me to stick it with glue.  

 Mummy called back and put Granny on the phone. 

“Hello Miss” Granny said. 

“Hi Granny, you good?” 

“Yes I am good.” 

“Is Mummy sitting with you and talking to you?” 

“Yes she is.” 

“Tell the truth Granny. You always say everything is OK. Is she siting with you 

every day?” 

“Yes, little one. She is being as good as gold.” 

“OK den Granny. Remember I love you and I’m coming home soon.” 

“OK child, your Granny loves you.” 

I was happy knowing Granny was good. I drudged through my weeks in this blasted 

America. I hated all of it and I couldn’t wait to go home. 

 The third Thursday I was there, Helen asked me to come into the kitchen and sit 

down at the table; she wanted to talk to me. I sat down and waited for her to talk. She said 

Granny had died and she was going back for the funeral but I would stay in New York and 

finish my vacation. I was just looking at her; she was talking nonsense. My Granny couldn’t 

die. She was playing a mean, stupid joke on me. I said nothing and kept looking at her. 

“Did you heard what I said?” She asked. 

“Yes,” I said. “Don’t be mean Helen. Granny is not dead. She can’t die.” 

“She’s dead you stupid girl and I am going back…” I didn’t hear what she said after 

that. I was silent but the tears rolled down my face.  
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“I have to go home,” I said. 

“I told you you are not going home.” 

“I have to go home,” I interrupted her. 

She started yelling and fussing at me. I ignored her. I walked past her and went into Adam’s 

room. I laid on his bed and cried and cried. She followed me yelling, telling me I was 

ungrateful, stupid, and selfish.  

I called out, “I want to talk to Mummy.” Helen was mean, attacking me like that when I 

found out Granny died, but her meanness could not stand against Mummy. From what I 

could tell, no force in this world could stand against Mummy. I would get home and she 

could keep her nastiness. I stayed in that bed and cried myself tearless. I refused to get up 

until I talked to Mummy. 

 Helen didn’t want to call Mummy but Mummy ended up calling herself. She called 

late that night to see about me. 

“Mummy?” I cried  

“Yes child, we’ve lost our Granny.” 

“Wat happened?” 

“She knew she was going. She took her wedding ring off and died in her sleep.” 

“No Mum.” 

“We’ll will be alright.” 

“I need to come home.” 

“No Child. Der is too much confusion here. You stay der.” 

“No Mummy, I have to come home.” 

Helen took the phone from me. “You see how she is?” 
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I went back to Adam’s room and cried some more.  

 Helen went back to Barbados and I was glad to not see her face; I didn’t like her. 

Sara was kind to me, and so was Adam, but I was miserable. I did what everyone wanted 

me to do: I went to the Summer camp; I cut things up; I ate their terrible food; and I waited 

to go home. Helen came back but I didn’t talk to her much. I talked very little in general. I 

was too upset. She harassed me and called me names but I didn’t care. I was counting the 

days to get out of this terrible place. Finally, the day for me to return came; Helen and Sara 

took me back to the airport.  

“I hope you had a nice time,” Helen said cheerfully. She must have been crazy to say that. 

Sara hugged me. 

I could not wait for the stewardess to pin my wings on and the note that I was 

travelling alone. I was free and going home. The airport people let Mummy into the security 

area to help me go through customs. I hugged her close when I saw her. She and I were not 

big huggers but she hugged me back. I didn’t say anything until we went back to the car. 

“How was your trip little one? Did you have fun?” She asked. 

I erupted. “How you gonna ask me dat? My Granny died. How I gonna have fun? 

How could you do dat to me and leave me der? I needed to come home for my Granny!” 

“You better watch yourself Little Miss,” she warned me. 

“I am not gonna watch myself. You and Helen were nasty. Like Granny didn’t mean 

anything to me. Dat was terrible. I can’t forgive you.” 

I had never talked to Mummy like that. I expected a slap at any minute, but I was so upset 

and hurt I couldn’t stop myself. 

Quietly she said, “We were trying to shield you.” 
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“You didn’t shield me from nuttin.” I mumbled. We were quiet the rest of the way home.  

 In the house I headed straight for Granny’s room.  

“Where is Granny’s pink dress? I demanded. Mummy got it out of the closet for me. I took 

it from her, crawled up into Granny’s bed and cried. The dress still smelled of her. I cried 

and I wailed her name, “Granny!? How could you leave me? Granny!” 

Mummy left me alone until I fell asleep then she put me in my bed. 

 The next day I was feeling less angry. I was still heartbroken. I asked to see where 

Granny was buried. Mummy drove be down by Bridgetown to St. Leonard’s cemetery. She 

was buried in our family plot next to Granny Tete. It was in a pretty part of the cemetery 

under a lot of trees. I was pleased that she was in such a pretty place. 

“Can we come visit her so I can talk to her?” 

“Girl, Granny ain’t here. She’s all around. She can hear you. You doone need de 

cemetery. She comin to all her family in dreams. She gonna come to you and tell you to 

behave your wussless self. Talking me like I am a dirty girl in de street. You must be 

drunk.” 

I was trying to think of something so say back but I was all out of anger. 

“Dats OK child. I know you lost your Granny and dats hard. I tink she waited until 

you were gone to go. Tink bout it child. You would have been de one to find her dead. She 

didn’t want dat for you. She waited. She was tryin to protect you.” 

 I hadn’t thought about that. Mummy was right if she died in the night I would have been 

the one to find her in the morning.  

“You tink somebody could do dat Mummy. Pick de time when dey die?” 

“If someone is determined enough dey can do most anyting.” She said. I didn’t 
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forgive Mummy and Helen for not letting me come home but I forgave Granny for dying 

 I was scared about Granny coming to me in my dreams. Mummy told me not to 

follow her or I would die too. I didn’t want to die. I repeated to myself, – don’t follow 

Granny. – Finally, she came; I was the last person in the family she came to. In my dream 

Granny was wearing a Big Bird consume with her face sticking out. I told her she looked 

ridiculous.  

“You alright little one?” 

“Yes, Granny I’m fine. 

“You and Clara stop fighting so much. She is hard but she is a good woman.” 

“OK Granny.” 

“I love you be a good girl.” 

“OK, I love you too.” The dream was simple and I wasn’t scared. I told Mummy 

the next day. 

“Granny was in a Big Bird costume. How come?” 

“She knew you were scared. She was tryin not to frighten you.” 

That sounded good to me. Mummy didn’t make a fuss about the dream or ask what Granny 

said. She said that was Granny’s and my business. Mummy made me coffee now in the 

morning with my eggs. I was sipping it. 

“For a nine-year-old you very own-way. You have been so miserable lately, so to 

prevent me from killing you I am getting you a kitten.” 

“Oh dats nice.” I said 

“You better take care of dis cat. I am not a nurse maid to cats.” 

“OK den. I will.” 
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“You betta or I gonna cuff you up and down dis street.” She wouldn’t but she liked 

to say things like dat. I wondered what color my cat would be. Mummy and I lived on but 

we both missed Granny terribly.
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After Granny: Paul

The Kitten 

 I named my kitten Mitzy. She was white on her feet and her stomach, had black 

and white tabby stripes on her head, back, and tail. Mummy brought her home in the car in 

a box. She said she had to stop the car and close up the box because Mitzy kept jumping 

out of the box, running around the car, and making her miserable. Mitzy was so tiny. I 

couldn’t believe it was safe for her to be away from her mother. Mummy told me I was 

responsible for her. I thought she still needed a Mum so I decided to be best cat mother I 

could. She was six weeks old and I was thrilled with her. I was supposed to keep her in the 

laundry room where Mummy had made her a litter box with beach sand in a disposable foil 

baking tray. Mitzy was always getting out and running around with her half prancing, half 

jumping run. 

“Mind that cat!” Mummy would yell. I would run after Mitzy, but me chasing her 

made her run faster. Once Mitzy climbed up the dinning room drapes.  

“Girl,” Mummy called. “Come for dis cat!” 

This time Mummy was responsible for Mitzy’s escape. Mitzy ran out when Mummy was 

going in with laundry. The cat ran up the drapes in the living room and clung, frightened, 

at the top.  

“Girl!” Mummy called me again sharply. “Come and get this nay nay cat off my 

drapes.” 
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I came and looked up at Mitzy with her claws dug into the drapes. She was too high for me 

to reach. 

“Mummy dat cat too high fer me. I can’t reach her.” 

“I doone care get her down!” Mummy told me. I went to get Masie for help. Masie 

wasn’t too fussy about the cat but she was taller than me. Masie looked up at the cat, still 

clinging above her head 

“I’m not touching dat cat. She gonna scratch de hell out of me.” 

“Masie.” I pleaded. “Please help.” Masie didn’t want to, “I gonna wait fer Adrian 

to come home and get dat cat down. She ain’t gonna scratch me.” 

Mummy crossed her arms “Dat cat is not gonna be on my drapes fer dat long. All ya’ll 

need to deal with her.”  

“Masie, we need to do somethin.” I was still pleading. 

Masie sighed, “Lord, lemme get the broom.” 

“No Masie! You will hurt her.” 

Masie was fed up, “Girl you better carry yourself. You ask me to help so I gonna 

try.” 

Masie brought the broom and poked at Mitzy. The cat’s grip tightened on the drapes. 

“Be careful Maise.” I told her. 

“Hush girl!” Maise told me. 

She pushed harder at Mitzy. The cat started to loosen her grip but still held on. 

“Masie, don’t hurt her!” I cried out 

“Hush girl! You confusing me!” Masie pushed at Mitzy again. This time the drapes 

started swinging and Mitzy lost her grip. The cat whipped herself around in the air; Masie 
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jumped out of her way; Mitzy hit the floor and scampered off out of sight. Masie started 

laughing. “Wow she went running like a rocket. Almost knocked me over.” 

I laughed too. Mitzy ran so fast she became a grey and white blur. 

`Mummy started to fuss, “Dat cat is ruining my drapes and you two are laughing. 

You are some disgraceful ungrateful girls.”Somehow her fussing with us made us laugh 

harder, which made her madder. 

“You two acting very nasty. I brought both of you into this world and I’ll take you 

out.”  

But we couldn’t stop laughing. Maise went back to her room stifling her laughter. 

Still laughing, I clamped my hand over my mouth and went looking for Mitzy. She was 

under Granny’s rocking chair panting with fight. I picked her up and held her close to my 

chest. She dug her claws into me; she was so scared. I let her scratch me because I knew 

she was frightened. I took her down to Maise’s room. 

“Maise, let us stop here. Cause Mummy’s mad and you know she doone like to see 

no one when she’s mad.” 

“You and dat lil nasty cat gonna stink up my room, but fine, sit der.” 

Normally, I would have had a fast come back, but I held my tongue. Masie had just 

helped me and Mum was mad at both of us. I had avoided Masie since the fight about the 

money. I felt so guilty about what I had done. This was our first moment as sisters since. 

 When Masie and I came into the kitchen for dinner Mummy was cutting her eyes 

at us, still mad. I wanted to laugh again. I looked at Masie and she was stifling a smile. I 

don’t know why we were laughing so much. I had put Mitzy in my bed to keep her out of 

the way. I knew she wouldn’t stay there but I knew that if Mummy saw her she would be 
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furious.  After the drapes incident, Mummy gave up and let Mitzy roam around the house. 

Talking to Granny 

 Mummy talked to Granny a lot. I thought she talked more to her after she died than 

when she was alive. She would say, “Mummy help me wid dis child. I need strength. She 

doone listen to me. You know how she is.” 

I would talk to Granny too. Mummy talked aloud but I talked in my head. Mummy 

said Granny would be able to hear me. I didn’t tell her I was complaining to Granny about 

her. I told Granny about Mitzy. I was sure she would like my cat but I mostly talked about 

Mummy. 

– Granny you know Mum. You know I’m trying. Doone listen to her. – 

Mummy told me to ask Granny for help if I didn’t know what to do. She said 

Granny would help me. She could whisper in my ear when I was sleeping or she would 

come to me in a dream. She would come to me somehow and help me figure out what to 

do.  

 I told Granny about the money business. It felt good to tell her even though she 

didn’t answer. I was sure she heard me. 

Working on Me 

 Mummy and Elena were working on me. Every week Mummy would ask me if I 

wanted to see Elena. I would say no. Elena would call me on the phone. The first few times 

she called I refused to talk to her but Mummy used her considerable influence on me. She 

called me a nasty girl and told me I had to talk to Elena. I could keep refusing but then 

Mummy would be mad at me and I couldn’t stand that. So, I talked to Elena, when she 

called I would mostly listen to her and talk as little as possible. 
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Elena would ask me if I wanted to go to town or have lunch. I would always no. I 

would say, I was busy, or that Mummy needed me, or that Mitzy needed me. If they were 

really nagging at me to go with Elena, I would say I was sick. Mummy would be furious 

at me and tell me I was lying. It hurt my heart that Mummy was mad at me but I wouldn’t 

go. Periodically, Mum would ask me what Elena had done that I didn’t want to see her but 

I couldn’t tell her. 

 Then they started to get me with Paul. Mummy asked me if I didn’t want to see 

Paul, my brother12 who was now four. I was curious about Paul and I wanted to know about 

him. 

“How come I didn’t meet him before den?” I asked. I wanted to know where he 

was when I visited Elena before. No one answered me but they kept mentioning him. When 

Elena called, she asked me if I didn’t want to meet Paul. 

  “Maybe,” I said. I didn’t want to commit. 

Once Mummy and Elena realized I was interested in Paul, they kept talking about 

him. Didn’t I want to meet Paul? Didn’t I want to see Paul? Eventually I said yes.  

Mummy knew I didn’t want to be alone with Elena so she suggested I go with Elena 

to meet Paul at his Grandmother’s house. That sounded OK. The word Grandmother made 

me feel better.  Paul’s Grandmother wouldn’t be like my Granny but knowing a 

Grandmother would be there made me feel safe. 

 

                                                

12 I refer to Paul as my brother. He is technically my half-brother but that term was not used by myself or 
my family. Paul was always referred to as simply, my brother without the denotation of “half.”  My 
adopted mother Clara’s brother Ralph was her hal- brother but she never mentioned this distinction. I only 
learned this fact when conducting genealogical research on the family. 
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Paul 

Elena came to get me the next Saturday. I didn’t say much. I was polite and spoke 

when I was spoken to but that was all I did. I was still mad and I didn’t trust her. I was 

quiet on the bus ride down and I looked out the window like I usually did. Elena didn’t say 

much either and that was fine with me. Paul’s Grandmother lived in Hastings, six miles 

from our house. I had driven past there many times with Mummy on the way to Bridgetown 

but we never stopped there.  When we got off the bus Elena and I walked down a very long 

grass covered driveway. I wanted to know why it was so long, but I remained silent.  

Paul’s grandmother Mrs. Wendell was waiting outside for us on her porch.  

“Dis is her.” She said when she saw me. “What is your name girl?” I thought – How 

could she not know my name? – 

“Missy.” I said. 

“Is dat your real name or a nickname?” 

“It’s a nickname. People also call me Little Miss.” 

“ You got two of the same name girl., Missy and Miss.  Come inside and meet your 

brother” 

Paul was standing by another lady I didn’t know. 

Mrs. Wendell said, “Dis is my daughter Rose and Paul.” 

Rose and Paul looked exactly alike. They both had big eyes, round heads, and short 

hair. She looked like she should be his mother. Paul was looking at me and twisting his 

feet around. Then he ran away. 

 “I want to look at dat child.” I said. 

“Well he doone want to look at you right now. Come girl, sit in de kitchen. I’ll 
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make you a cheese sandwich.” I followed Mrs. Wendell into her kitchen. Elena hadn’t said 

anything. 

“OK, I’ll come back later.” She told Mrs. Wendell. It surprised me that she was 

leaving but I didn’t mind. – Go den – I thought. I was still mad. I guess I was like Mum. 

Granny used to say that she kept people in her mind13 when she was mad. 

 Mrs. Wendell gave me a cheese sandwich and I sat at her kitchen table and ate. 

“How come Paul and Rose look so alike?” I wanted to know. 

“Cause Rose is his Aunt” Mrs. Wendell said. 

“Yeah but she looks like his Mum.” 

“The Wendells all look like each other.” 

“You don’t look like dem.” 

“You are very fresh miss. Dey look like Mr. Wendell, my husband. If you are a 

good girl and cool down on your freshness you might meet him” 

 Paul went running outside. I jumped up from the kitchen table and followed him. I 

wanted look at him. I stayed on the porch, watching him running around in the concrete 

yard in blue shorts, no shoes or shirt. He was smaller than Jude with much more energy. 

Jude didn’t run around like this.  

I opened the door and asked Mrs. Wendell, “Dis child always run around like dat?” 

“Yeah,” she said. “He runs around like a shot.” 

“He’s like my Uncle Tonic.” 

“Child you have an Uncle named Tonic?” 

                                                

13 Keep people in your mind was phrase that meant you stayed mad someone. 
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“Yeah I do.” 

“How come he’s called dat?” 

“Cause when he was little he was like a Tonic. Like dis child running all over de 

place.” 

“What’s his legal name?” 

“I dunno, Tonic.” 

“Child dat man can’t be named Tonic.” I shrugged my shoulders and she stopped 

asking me about it. Tonic was the only name I knew for my Uncle. 

 Elena would come and take me down to Mrs. Wendell’s a few times a month. She 

never stayed long; she dropped me off and left.  I was trying to get Paul to mind me but he 

wouldn’t. He wasn’t like Jude who always paid attention to me and did what I told him to 

do. Paul barely noticed me and that annoyed me but I loved to look at him; he was such a 

good-looking child. And I loved spending time with Mrs. Wendell and Rose. They treated 

me like family. Mrs. Wendell didn’t have a Granddaughter yet, so I became one for her.  

 Rose, Paul, and I would walk down the long driveway, cross the street, and walk 

down a gap14 to the beach. The Wendells lived across the street from the beach. As usual 

Paul would run around like he was crazy at the beach. Rose would watch him—she didn’t 

have to watch me. 

“Dat boy has ants in his pants.” I told her. She agreed with me.  

Sometimes Paul would let me hold his hand when we crossed the street coming and 

going from the beach. But as soon as we were across the street he would pull his had out 

                                                

14 Gap is a narrow street. 
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of mine and run to the house or the beach. When he did that I felt robbed. That handholding 

was the only bit of brother sister business we did. I wanted to hold on to him for a bit 

longer, but he wouldn’t let me. 

 Mummy Clara asked me all the time how things were going. I told her fine. I told 

her Paul didn’t mind me and that drove me crazy, and that Mrs. Wendell and Rose were 

nice to me and Elena was almost never there. 

“Dey are very pretty people Mum.” I said. “Dey all look like each other.” 

“You can always tell a Wendell.” Mummy agreed. “Yes they are a good looking 

family.” 

One Saturday when I went to see Paul Mr. Wendell was also there. Mrs. Wendell 

introduced me. I was quiet and shy. I held out my hand to shake his. 

“Dis is Little Miss, Pauls’s sister.” 

He said, “Nice to meet you,” and didn’t bother with me an more. He carried on with 

his own business. He went outside and was working in the yard. He was a tall man and 

Mrs. Wendell was right, everyone looked liked him. He was round-headed, big eyed and 

handsome. I felt awkward around men I didn’t know. The only men I was used to were 

Adrian and Mummy’s brothers, Uncle Ralph and Uncle Tonic. We went to Uncle Ralph 

every few months for Sunday lunch. Uncle Tonic appeared a few times a year. I was 

intimidated by Mr. Wendell; he was bigger than the other men I knew. I hid from Mr. 

Wendell but I would peek and look at him because he was responsible for all those good-

looking Wendells.  

 Mrs. Wendell and Rose made me mad one time. I was sitting in the kitchen eating 

my lunch. Mrs. Wendell was telling me something about Elena being my mother. I told her 
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Elena wasn’t my mother. 

“Who your mother den. She gave birth to you?” 

“Mummy Clara is my mother.” 

“She ain’t your mother girl. Doone be crazy.” 

“She is my mother dat’s why I live with her.” 

“She’s stuck up anyway dat Armstrong woman.” She and Rose started laughing. 

I stood up from the table. “She is not,” I said. I cut my eyes at them. I wasn’t going 

to hear anything bad about my Mummy. “She never said nothing bad about y’all,” I shamed 

them. 

“Oh Little miss is getting mad.” Mrs. Wendell said but they stopped laughing. 

I sat back down. I stayed a little mad but I forgave them quickly because they were good 

to me. 

Adopted 

 On a Sunday morning before church Mummy told me she was adopting me. 

“Wat dat mean?” I asked her. 

“It means instead of Elena’s name on your paper work it’ll be mine.” 

“Ok den,” I said. That didn’t seem to make too much difference. Things would stay 

the same for me, only my paperwork would be different. 

“Also you will get a Barbadian passport.” 

“Dat’s good,” I said. Mummy had all our passports stacked in a drawer. Hers, 

Granny’s, and mine were all together. Sometimes I liked to look though all of them. Mine 

was different from theirs. It was from Trinidad and Tobago, where I was born. It was 

smaller, lighter blue with a rough surface. I was happy I would get one like everyone else’s. 
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“Can I change my name?” I asked her. 

“Wat you gonna change it to?” 

“Your name, Armstrong.” 

“Dat aint my name. Dat’s my ex-husbands name.” 

“How come you have it den?” 

“Girl doone confuse me with your foolishness.” 

“I want to change my name,” I repeated. 

“No, dat name is connection to your people.” 

“Wat people? I doone have people. I just have you and Granny.” 

“Girl you have other people. Elena’s people. You can’t forget dem. You need dat 

name in case your people try to find you in dis world or de next.” 

“I can’t forget dem cause I doone know who dey are. Can’t Granny help dem fine 

me?” 

“Girl stop making me miserable. You are not changing your name. Granny has too 

much to do to be fooling with your lost relatives.” 

“Wat Granny doing?” 

“Watching over you pain-in-de-ass backside. Now go find something to do.” 

She got a little mad but I saw the corners of the mouth turn up when she talked about 

Granny; she softened. Thinking about Granny made her happy, and me too. 
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Grahme Hall: The Scorpion

The Scorpion and the Frog 

A scorpion and a frog meet on the bank of a stream and the scorpion asked the frog 

to carry him across on its back. The frog hesitates and asks, "How do I know you 

won't sting me?" The scorpion says, "Because if I do, I will die too. I can’t swim." 

The frog, satisfied, takes the scorpion on his back and starts to swim. Midstream, 

the scorpion stings the frog. As they both starts to sink, knowing they both will 

drown, the frog cried, "Why did you sting me?" The scorpion replied, "I could not 

help it. It’s my nature..." – Aesop 

 

 When Mummy found out that people were born under the sign of Scorpio she 

always said the same thing. “Dey are back biters.”  

I asked her, “Wat you mean by dat?” 

“Dey always gonna bite you in de ass when you least expected it. Dat is der nature.” 

She never took any notice of any other zodiac signs, just Scorpios. 

When we lived at Ventnor Gardens one of the books she read to me before I went 

to sleep was Aesop’s fables. One of my favorite stories was one about the frog and the 

scorpion.  

“Mummy you mean like dat story you used to tell me wid de scorpion?” 

“Yeah.” She said, “dey can’t help it.” 
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America Again 

Mummy decided that she was moving to America, to New York where Helen was, 

and I was not having it. I told her I wasn’t moving and I meant it; so, I didn’t. I didn’t like 

America. I had no intention of liking it. I had my mind set up against the country from 

when I was trapped there and couldn’t come home for Gran live with Elena. That didn’t 

sound too bad. I hadn’t spent time much Elena but she was acting nice and I would get to 

be with Paul, who I was still trying to conquer. I agreed to stay with Elena. 

Masie and I took Mummy to the airport. Mummy hugged me at her gate. 

“Remember.” she said. “If anything ask Granny for help den call me. Granny can come 

faster than me.” 

It didn’t occur to me at the time that she didn’t tell me to call Masie or Adrian or Uncle 

Ralph, just Granny. Masie and I stayed in the waiting area and watched her plane lift into 

the sky. I didn’t like being without her; I felt exposed and vulnerable, but I was not going 

to America. I stayed at the Chancery lane house with Masie, Adrian, and Jude for one 

month. My routine continued as it had before. I took the bus to school, I made my lunch, I 

came home, I did my homework, I went to sleep. I repeated the whole thing during the 

week and played out of the way on the weekend. Without Mummy the house had lost its 

soul. 

Masie had kept all her notebooks from when she was in school; they were neatly 

shelved along with our other books on the built-in bookcase in Granny’s room. In Masie’s 

school books, one page was lined for writing and the facing page was blank for drawings. 

She had taken meticulous notes in her tidy handwriting and made drawings with pencils 

and colored pencils. Her drawings were wonderful and, combined with her writings, her 
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notebooks were marvelous things. She wrote in blue ink. I was still in primary school and 

I wrote in pencil. I was not allowed to write in ink. I was just months away from secondary 

school, when I too would get wonderful notebooks with one page lined and one page blank 

and get to write in pen. 

One night I went out into the laundry room and felt the particularly strange 

sensation of a hundred tiny legs curling around my right foot. I knew what it was 

immediately and screamed bloody murder. I was being bitten by a centipede. Adrian came 

running into the room in his underwear with a cutlass in his hand, the Barbadian all-purpose 

tool. He was wearing blue underwear and I thought  – Where did he get those from? –  I 

shook it off my foot and he chopped it into a hundred tiny pieces. It was dealt with. That 

moment was terrifying and loomed large in my memory. I did not know it was an omen of 

things to come. 

I moved in with Elena, my other mother, her boyfriend Karl, and my brother Paul. 

They were temporarily living in a small two-bedroom apartment on the second floor built 

against a hill. They were building a house about a mile away in a neighborhood called 

Grahme Hall. Elena took me to see the new house. We walked over, cutting through some 

over grown fields. The house looked nice with a good size yard, a garage, and a front porch. 

Mummy and Masie’s house was bigger, but I didn’t mention that. “This will be your room,” 

she told me, showing me a small room on the north side of the house. I had never had my 

own room before. Paul had his own room also. I had only slept with Mummy Clara in the 

same room. Soon, I would be sleeping in my own bedroom next my brother’s. That month 

when I was staying with Masie and Adrian I was technically sleeping by myself in Mummy 

Clara’s room. It used to be our room but when she left it became her room that I was just 
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staying in. I did not count it as my own room any more. It was strange that when Mummy 

Clara lived in the Chancery Lane house it was also my house, but after she left it became 

Masie and Adrian’s house. I knew I could stay there if I wanted but it wasn’t my house any 

longer. 

I was happy to have my own room; it was small, but mine. When we moved in we 

got a tan dog with a black mouth call Selina. She was to be our watch dog. She always 

looked like she was smiling, but she was a good watch dog. She would run along the wall 

and bark furiously at anyone walking by. Karl wanted a guard dog to protect his vehicles. 

He had a large white car which he drove as a cab, and a midsized yellow minivan. He hired 

another man to drive the van. The minivan carried about 20 people and travelled the same 

route as the government buses picking up passengers. He had a special license to operate 

the van. This was how he made money, with the cab and the van. Sometimes Elena went 

out with on the van and took the money for the bus fares, but she didn’t go out too often. 

Karl was planning to get a bigger van since we had room to store them in our new yard. 

The vehicles was what Selina was protecting.  

We got three other dogs. Two small poodles, a black one and a white one. The white 

was a boy; we called him Pierre and he belonged to my brother. The black one, who we 

called Mimi, was a girl; she belonged to me. Elena bought them as tiny fluffy puppies. As 

they grew Pierre’s fur stayed full and fluffy but Mimi’s hair got spare and wiry. I loved 

her, but I made fun of her and said he was only half a poodle because she didn’t have any 

hair. Elena told me to hush and called me ungrateful. I tried to explain that I still loved her 

but she didn’t listen. 

Elena brought home another dog we called Shushki. He was a rust colored 
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doberman. We though he looked Russian so we called him Shushki because that sounded 

Russian. She got him from the vet when she took the little dogs for their shots. She told us 

someone had abandoned him in a field. I thought that was terrible. She thought he would 

be a good watch dog so she brought him home. When we heard him bark we all laughed. 

He didn’t bark like a normal dog. He made a noise that sounded like hubba hubba that 

wasn’t very scary. He was a big scary looking dog and he was very sweet with us, but 

because he was so scary looking he didn’t run around in the yard like Selina. He was 

chained to his house and a pen next to the garage so people could hear him but not see him. 

He wasn’t a very good guard dog. No one was scared of his hubba hubba. 

Paul gave Selena a nickname. He called her “Scramble eggin doggins.”  

I said, “Dat dog doone have anytin to do with eggs. Doone call her that.” He didn’t listen 

and kept calling her Scramble eggin doggins. The little dogs were supposed to stay in the 

house, but they wouldn’t; they kept escaping outside to run around and bark at people with 

Selina. They became a little pack, two little yapping dogs and Selina with her deep bark. 

The unseen Shuski barked is hubba hubba from his pen. He never knew what he was 

barking at. 

 The little dogs slept with me at night; Selina slept outside. Pierre was supposed to 

sleep with Paul but he didn’t want him. I understood that, because sometimes the dogs were 

annoying. If Selina started barking in the night Mimi and Pierre would wake up, start 

barking, and want to go outside. I got in the habit of opening the bottom window by my 

bed and lowering them outside. I broke the window doing this night after night. I didn’t 

tell Elena because I knew she would be mad.  
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 The Eleven-Plus 

Before my last term in primary school, I had to take a test to see what secondary 

school I would be attending. The test was called the eleven-plus. One morning instead of 

going to my regular school I took a different bus and went to another school to take the 

test. I was nervous and sure I would fail. Two years before, when I returned to school from 

my summer holidays I could barely spell anything. I thought it was because I didn’t study 

that summer. My teachers told me to stop being so lazy, but not matter how hard I tried I 

could barely spell. 

 Before the test you selected where you would like to go to school. Secondary 

schools were divided into tiers from the best to worst. The best and first tier schools were 

Harrison College, Queen’s College, and the Lodge. Second tier schools and second best 

were St. Michaels, Foundation School, and Combermere. After that was Collymore, St. 

Agatha, and Leeds; no one wanted to go to these last schools. I Picked Queen’s College 

first, St. Michael’s second, and Collymore third. I knew I would end up at Collymore. The 

morning we were taking the test, they lead all us eleven-year-olds into different classrooms. 

We sat at wooden desks and at nine am sharp they rang a bell and told us to begin the test. 

I was very glad to be sitting there and that I did not get lost on the strange bus route. I still 

had the habit of getting off at the wrong stop when I was nervous, but this morning there 

were so many of us on the bus heading to take the test that the conductress told us where 

to go. I tried my best on the English essay and math parts, but I was sure I would go to 

Collymore. 

The day after I took the test I went back to my primary school, but school was really 

over. For the two remaining weeks we kids did no work. We drew, painted, knitted, 
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crocheted, and my favorite, made pompoms. To make a pompom you cut two donut shapes 

out of cardboard, wound yarn around them, and then cut the yard between the cardboard 

and tied a knot around everything and you had a perfect puff of yarn, a pompom. I liked to 

tie them to my shoes or give them away. Sometimes I wished I lived where it was cold 

because I could tie them to my hat or to my coat. Just seeing them made me smile. 

 At the beginning of the summer holidays Masie called and said that a letter had 

come for me and Mummy to the Chancery lane house. 

“Did you open my letter Masie?” 

“Of course I opened the letter you little fool.” 

“You doone need to be opening my letters.” 

“Hush, dis is about your eleven-plus test. Lemme tell you were you are going to 

school.” 

“OK I said. I held my breath. She was going to say Collymore. 

“You goin to St. Michaels.” 

“Wat?” I didn’t hear what she said. 

“You going to St. Michaels.” She said. 

“Really?” 

“Yeah, y’all need to come get dis letter cause you gonna have to get school uniforms 

and books, tings like dat.” 

“Maise you sure dat it says St. Michaels.” 

“Girl I aint blind. It says St. Michaels. Stop making me miserable.” 

“OK den, we’ll come. Stay good.” 

“Behave. See you.” 
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 I was surprised I got into St. Michaels. I guess I was a little better than I thought. I 

told Elena I was going to St. Michaels. I still called her Mummy but I didn’t mean it. I said 

Mummy so things wouldn’t be awkward. She was pleased and thought I did well. 

“Arent you smart.” she said. 

Winnie 

Elena and I started to visit Winnie, Elena’s adopted mother. She was the same 

woman who had called child welfare on Elena and me and kicked us out of her house when 

I was a baby. Winnie lived in a big white house that used to be a main Plantation House. 

There were eight bedrooms upstairs, two great rooms downstairs, and a dinning room. 

Winnie was less prosperous that she had been most of her life. Her husband, Mr. Williams, 

died and without him there was no money. The house was filled with borders, men renting 

rooms from her. This is how she made money and lived. She had a maid to help her with 

the big house. Winnie might have been a villain in my early life but very grandmotherly to 

me. I called her Aunt Winnie. 

 I started to visit every weekend. I went to Winnie’s and Paul went to his 

grandmother’s. I was free to explore the house and grounds on my own. That was my 

favorite thing to do when I was there. About half an acre around the property was cleared 

and covered in loose white gravel. Beyond that there was thick vegetation, tall trees and 

grass. I was not sure where the property ended. Winnie was vague about it when I asked 

her. There were buildings in the overgrown thicket. I would walk along the paths through 

the vegetation and sometimes I would make my own path.  I would walk back there 

exploring, and each time I tried to go further than I had gone the time before. Once when I 

was exploring by some low pens that I thought could have been pig pens, it started to rain. 
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It rained and rained hard. I was about a quarter of a mile away from the house, but I did 

not rush back. The rain was warm and felt like bathwater. I walked back slowly, letting 

myself get soaked to the bone. Winnie fussed over me when she saw how wet I had gotten. 

She sent me upstairs to change and made me tea. When I came downstairs she insisted I 

drink the tea in front of her, she said to warm me up, but I was already warm and happy. 

Summer 

 I was thrilled when my Summer holidays started. I was sad that I was leaving my 

primary school and my friends, but wanted to be free to explore. I still could not believe I 

was going to St. Michael’s. I turned that fact over in my head every day. It was my small 

miracle. Elena and Karl bought me a ten speed bike that was white with red stripes. As 

soon as I got it home I rode it all around the neighborhood. Elena asked me if Mrs. 

Armstrong had ever given me anything like this bike; Elena called her Mrs. Armstrong. I 

thought that was a weird question.  

“I have a smaller bike at Masie’s.” I said. I didn’t know why she asked me that question.   

 Elena and Karl would fight and fight often. It bothered me a lot because I was not 

used to that. They would physically fight too. When I would hear shouting and scuffling I 

would make sure I knew where Paul was, get him in in room, close his door, go into my 

room and close my door. I couldn’t figure out why they were so miserable with each other. 

In my room I would think of other things. We had learned about atoms in school. If 

everything in the world was made of the same stuff, I wondered where I ended and the 

world began. What was keeping me together? 

 I made a friend down the road. She was a beautiful girl named Marie. She was older 

than me, fourteen and developed. That meant she had an hourglass figure, a small waist 
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and full hips. They boys were mad for her but she didn’t care. She was the sweetest thing 

and we became good friends. We could lay on her bed and dream of the future. She wanted 

to study languages and travel. I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do. My breasts were finally 

coming in but I was still bean pole skinny. She would tell me to do my hair but I didn’t 

want to. Her mother, Pat, was always cooking. She showed me how to brown sugar and 

start to make a sauce. In the summer I rode my bike down to Marie’s house almost every 

day to spent time with her. 

The Fight 

 One Wednesday, Karl was at home working on one the van. This was the first time 

I remember him being home on a weekday. The van was broken down and he needed to 

fix it so he could go back on the road. Elena always told me to lock the main door behind 

me when I came inside; I did that automatically; I always locked that door. That day, I was 

being lazy and I was still in my nightgown in my room reading when I heard shouting and 

scuffling. I rolled my eyes – Lord des people didn’t know how to act – I went out of my 

room to see what was going on. 

 I saw Karl with with his hands on Elena, fighting with her. He was hollering, “Who 

locked that door? Who locked me out of my own house?” 

Before then, I had only heard them fighting from behind my door. I had never seen 

them with their hands on each other. I was enraged. How dare he touch her. Mummy said 

men were not supposed to hit women. And it was me that locked door. Without thinking I 

pitched myself between them and was fighting with Karl to get him off. We were close to 

the sink and I was trying to get myself closer to grab a knife. I was too small and no match 

for him. I needed an advantage. As far as I was concerned, he was going down one way or 
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another. Then, I didn’t know what was happening. I was being hit from behind. Elena was 

beating me. She hit me with her fists and then she started throwing things at me. I stumbled 

away from Karl but she kept hitting me. She hit me with a large lamp that broke over my 

my back.  

I heard the word in my head – Run! – I fumbled with the front door and ran 

barefooted and in my nightgown up the road. I didn’t know where to go. I came across a 

house that was being built on our street. I hid there. The house didn’t have a roof and was 

just bare concrete walls arranged in rooms. What had happened? I was trying to defend 

Elena. Why did she beat me? I had never been hit like that. Mummy had spanked me, but 

not as hard as Elena hit me. She went crazy. I tried to think what to do. I asked Granny for 

help. I cried and begged Granny to help me. I wasn’t going to sleep so she would whisper 

to me so I wasn’t sure how she could reach me. I knew I needed to call Mummy and that I 

had made a mistake staying with Elena. I needed to go home and home was were Mummy 

was. 

 After an hour I peeked out of the house; I didn’t see anyone outside. Bruised and 

bloodied I ran down by Marie’s. She wasn’t home but I asked her mother if I could use the 

phone to call America, collect; it was an emergency. She wouldn’t let me. She told me she 

didn’t want to get involved and I should go home to my mother. She meant Elena, but she 

wasn’t my mother. I wasn’t going back anywhere. I went back and hid in that house and 

tried to think want to do.  

 A few hours later Elena found me. She said she was sorry. That I had surprised her 

and that she didn’t know what she was doing. She said I should come back and everything 

would be alright. Everything was not alright but I went back because I didn’t have a choice. 
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Karl was extra nice and wanted to know if I was OK. I knew they wanted me to say I was 

fine, so I said it. As soon as I could I would call Mummy to send for me. That was my plan. 

Thankfully Paul was visiting his father when this happened so he didn’t see any of it. 

 Elena seemed to know my plan and would not let me near the phone. I was waiting 

to go to Winnie’s to use the phone there, but she wouldn’t let me go. She said she needed 

me at home, which didn’t make any sense. Elena and Karl kept fighting and one night he 

left and didn’t come back. 

The Middle of the Night 

The next night, I was asleep and Elena woke me. I was in a deep sleep, one where 

once you are woken up you don’t not know where you are or even who you are. She told 

me that I needed to get dressed and go and find Karl and bring him back. She was sure she 

knew the bar where he was drinking. If I didn’t bring him back she said that she would 

burn the house down with everyone inside. I was the house with with the dogs. I had no 

intention of being burned up or letting her burn up the dogs. I got dressed and got into a 

cab that she called for me, and went looking for Karl with an exhausted resolve. 

I found Karl; he was in the bar where she said he would be. As soon as he saw me 

he knew what was happening. I repeated what she said, that if he didn’t come she said she 

would burn everything and everybody up. He sent the cab away and drove me home in his 

car. 

“You alright?” He asked. What a stupid question. Of course I wasn’t alright. 

But I said what he wanted. “I’m fine.” 

When we got back to the house Elena was waiting in the yard and she and Karl 

started arguing. I went into the house and got the bag I usually took to Winnie’s. It was 
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already packed because I thought I would be going to her visit soon. I went out the back 

door and put the dogs on their leashes. Selina was in heat and Shushki was pulling and 

acting crazy to get to her. I couldn’t handle him; he was too strong. I had to leave him so 

we could get away. Heartbroken, I put him back in his pen. I walked with the three dogs to 

Winnie’s. I had never been up in the middle of the night like this. There were no cars on 

the road, no one was stirring. I just heard the occasional bark of a dog as we walked. The 

dogs were not used to walking on leashes but they were good and they didn’t pull as I 

hustled them to Winnie’s house. They seemed to realize it was important to follow me and 

to hurry. 

 I decided not to wake Winnie up when we got there. It was still dark. I wasn’t sure 

what time it was but I guessed it was about five o’clock in the morning. I sat at her outside 

table. I wrapped the leashes around my hand, put my head down on the table, and slept 

until daylight. The sun woke me up. I heard noises in the kitchen and I walked in. Winnie 

was in there making tea. I was beyond embarrassed to walk into her kitchen and ask for 

help, but I had to.  

When she saw me she said, “Oh child, what happened?” 

“Elena went crazy. I need to call my mother in America.” 

“Of course Child. I’ll make tea.” 

“What time is it?” 

“It’s six AM Child.”” 

“I have my dogs outside.” I told her so they wouldn’t scare her when she saw them. 

I picked up the phone. The phone was such an ordinary thing, it was cool and smooth in 

my hands. Winnie’s was white. I had been longing for one for weeks. It was the rotary 
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kind. I dialed zero for the operator and told her I wanted to make a collect call to the United 

States. I waited on the line and heard Mummy answer the phone with her melodious voice.  

The operator said, “Collect call from Missy. Do you accept the charges?” 

Mummy said, “Yes.”  

“Little Miss wat happened? You alright?” 

“No, Elena went crazy. You have send fer me as soon as you can.” I said everything 

in one breath so she would hear me. I was afraid the line would cut out and I would lose 

her.  

“Where are you? You safe?” 

“Yes I’m by Winnie’s. Lemme give you de number here.” I called out the Winnie’s 

phone number for her. I’ll be staying here.” 

“Ok Child. Lord have mercy. I’ll figure out a ticket fer you.” 

“So soon as you can Mum.” 

“You good at Winne’s?”  

“Yeah I ‘m good.” 

“OK den I’ll call you tomorrow.” Winnie made me tea and had me sit down with 

her. 

“What happened girl?” 

“Elena went crazy, she said she would burn up me and the dogs. She was fighting 

with that stupid boyfriend Karl.” I stuck to the basics because I didn’t want to talk about it. 

“You can stay here Child.” 

“I know.” Although Winnie had been a villain at the beginning of my story, she 

was there for me when I needed her. Maybe Granny was whispering to Winnie’s ears at 
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night to make sure she took care of me. I knew Winnie would help and I trusted her from 

the time I met her. Strangely, it never occurred to me to call Masie. I didn’t think of her at 

all. It was as if I forgot about her. 

Winnie made me eggs and toast for breakfast like Mummy used to.  

“I can make eggs too.” I said, “Mummy says I make really good eggs.” 

“Dat sounds nice. You can make me eggs tomorrow. Missy, how many dogs you 

got out der? Now I have to cook for dogs. “ 

“Der are three, two small ones and a medium one.” 

“How medium is de medium one. He medium medium or big medium?” 

Winnie made me laugh. “Dat dog is a she. She’s medium medium.” 

“Ok I’m cooking for two small dogs and one medium medium dog. Tell dose dogs 

dey getting rice and fish heads.” 

“Ok I will.” I asked Winnie if I should leave the dogs tied up or let them run around. 

“Let dem run around. Dey stressed out too,” she said. “Dey need to get their energy 

out.” 

I waited till nine AM and then I called down by Mrs. Wendell. Rose answered. 

“Keep Paul down der. Elena went crazy. She wanted to burn me up and de dogs. 

I’m here at Winne’s.” I said that all in one breath. 

“Lord Girl, OK.” 

“Rose you got to help me find a place fer des dogs. I’m going to America. I can’t 

handle dis woman.” 

“Ok Girl I’ll come up der and see dem when I can. Keep good. I’ll tell Paul’s father 

and my Mum wat’s happening.” I felt relived knowing that Paul would be safe. I gave the 
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dogs water and then went upstairs to sleep.  

“If Elena calls doone tell her I’m here Aunt Winnie.” 

“Ok.” She said. It was the first good sleep I had in a long time. I felt safe. 

 Elena didn’t call for days. Mummy called every day for short conversations, to find 

out how I was, and what I was eating. She was very focused on what I ate. She thought 

Winnie was feeding me well. One time she asked to talk to Winnie. Winnie said she 

thanked her for taking care of me. Winnie thought that was really nice and that Mrs. 

Armstrong was a good lady. Mummy bought me a ticket to America in a week and a half’s 

time on a Saturday. She asked if that was soon enough. I told her that would be fine, but 

there was a problem; Elena had my passport and she might not give it to me. 

 Day three at Winnie’s, and Elena still didn’t call. I relaxed a bit and kept busy taking 

care if the dogs and exploring. Under the length of house was a storage area filled with all 

kinds of things discarded from the house over the years. I took my time looking around. It 

helped me pass the time and take my mind off my situation. 

 On the fourth day I was at Winnie’s and Elena called finally called. Winnie forgot 

she was to say I wasn’t there and told her I was there. I was out exploring when she called. 

Elena called back later demanding to speak to me. I talked to her only because I did not 

want to force Winnie to be in the middle of this unpleasantness.  

Elena wanted me to come back but I refused. 

“If you don’t come back I’ll kill myself.” She said. – Goodbye then – I thought but 

I didn’t say that. 

“Doone do that.” I said. My heart was as hard as stone to her. I didn’t care what she 

did. The next day she called back and said if I didn’t come back she would kill Shushki, 
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the dog I had to leave. I couldn’t let anything happen to him. 

“Fine,” I said. “I’m coming back.” And I hung the phone up on her. I called Rose 

and asked her to take me back. 

“You sure?” 

“I need to see about my dog.” I told her. Winnie didn’t want me to go either.  

“You can stay here Girl. Doone go back.” 

“I know. I have to protect my other dog.”  

“Come back if you need to.” 

“I will. When Mummy calls tell her I’m back down der.” Winnie hugged me. 

Rose came to get me and the dogs. I was fussing at her because I was aggravated. 

“Rose you didn’t even try to help me find a place fer des dogs.” She ignored my 

fussing. 

“You sure you wanna go back der. You could stay wid us and Paul” 

“No, I have to take care of dat last dog. No body doone care bout des dogs but me. 

Dey can’t do nuttin but sit der. Dey need someone to look out fer dem.” 

Vyrager 

When we pulled up to Elena’s gate I could see Shushki chained up in the middle of 

the yard in the hot sun. He had no water. His chain was wrapped around a cinder block. 

How long had he been out there like that? I was livid. 

“That bitch” I spat and went to jump out of the car. Rose stopped me by putting her 

hand on my shoulder.  

“You don’t have to go in der Little Miss. Dis might be too much for you. You are 

only eleven. 
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“I doone care. I’ll be fine. Y’all doone know me. I doone cool out. Like my Mummy 

says I am a Vyrager15. Elena won’t touch me. If she tries I’ll march right outta dis house 

again wid all my dogs and walk all de way to Bridgetown if I have to.” I could tell Rose 

was afraid and didn’t want to go inside. I got out of the car with the dogs and had her put 

my bag down by the gate. I hugged Rose and told her I would be fine. 

 I could feel my heart thundering in my chest. I tried to calm myself down but I was 

furious. I walked thought the gate and let the dogs go in the yard. They scampered around 

happy to be home. I unhooked Shushki and led him back around to his pen and his house 

with some shade. I filled up his water bowl and he drank every drop; He was desperate for 

water. What kind of person could do this to a dog? 

 I walked inside and Elena was standing there waiting for me. Everything in the 

house that could be broken was in pieces on the floor, plates, glasses, her treasured 

knickknacks, lamps, everything. The floor was covered in glass and porcelain shards. Her 

wrists were bandaged with two lengths of white cloth; I was sure that was for effect. But I 

didn’t care. 

I started up. “Woman you must be crazy. How dare you do dat to dat dog. What 

kidda nastiness is dat? Something wrong wid you. And I doone care what de hell it is but 

you doone do dat!” 

Strangely she seemed meek. “Doone talk to me like dat,” she said quietly. 

“I gonna talk to you how I got to talk to you. You gone crazy and trying to hurt a 

dog dat is nothin but good to you. Look, you destroyed your own house. I tell you right 

                                                

15 A colloquialism referring a crazy violent person (Caribbean Dictionary www.wiwords.com) 
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now you aint gonna touch me. You touch me and it’s going to be bacchancal16. I will 

never forgive you how you treated Shushki. Dat is pure nastiness. Mrs. Armstong sending 

for me so I won’t have to deal with your foolishness no more.” 

“I’ll always be your mother,” she said. 

I thought she went completely crazy. She didn’t have any idea how to be a mother if her 

life depended on it. I held on to that insult but my tongue was still wild. With her as meek 

as she was I could feel I had the upper hand 

“You gimme my passport right now. I am not putting up wid any foolishness from 

you.” She walked into the bedroom and retrieved my passport from a drawer. I stuck it in 

my underwear right in front of her. Now that I was in my hands, I was not going to lose 

track of it. She gestured to the bed where there was a large reddish stain that I assume I 

was supposed to think was blood. That wasn’t blood. I was a child and I didn’t know much 

but I knew some things and that wasn’t blood. I looked like she had smeared a lot of 

ketchup and other things around. I rolled my eyes, turned, and walked out of the room still 

furious. She was trying her best to manipulate me. For that to work I would have to care 

about her, and I didn’t.  

 I stepped over all the glass and opened the fridge to find something for Shushki to 

eat. I had been gone for five days and I didn’t know if he had eaten. There was nothing in 

that fridge, not one thing. It was as empty as when it was new. She was following me; I 

walked passed her and picked up the phone. I was hoping she had not destroyed the phone 

line. I was relieved to hear a dial tone. I called Mrs. Wendell. Rose wasn’t back from 

                                                

16 A colloquialism meaning all hell breaking loose. 
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dropping me off yet. 

“Mrs. Wendell please tell Rose to bring some food up here for me, des dogs, and 

this stupid woman. Der is nothing in dis house for nobody to eat.” 

“Mrs. Wendell was surprised by the tone in my voice. “You sound very forceful,” 

she said. 

“Well somebody got to figure out dis madness. How’s Paul?” 

“He’s good. Ok, do your best Child, keep good. I’ll send Rose back.” 

“Tell Rose to honk.” I added I put the phone down and when looking for the broom 

and dustpan to start cleaning up. 

“Mrs. Wendell knows?” she asked me. 

“Of course she knows. She is keeping your son. Everyone knows you went crazy 

and are playing the fool.” 

 After that I didn’t look at her. I started to sweep up the mess all over the floor. I 

brought the thirty-gallon garbage can to the back door and emptied out dustpan full after 

dustpan full of broken glass. At first Elena watched me sweeping but then wordlessly went 

into her room. I continued to work and sweep up the expanse of glass.  

 I was working at least two hours when I heard Rose honking. I went out to met her 

by the gate. She was taking plastic bag after plastic bag out of her car. 

“Wat’s all dis?” I asked her. 

“I went and bought you some food and Mum sent you some stew, rice, and fish bits 

for the dogs.” 

“Tanks Rose. Leave it der and I’ll take in in. I know you don’t want to come in.” 

“How is she?” 
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“Crazy. Everything in de house that can be broken is broken and all over de floor. 

She is very mild doe.” 

“Lord Child. You sure you can handle dis?” 

“Who else gonna handle it Rose? Take care of Paul.”  

“Ok Girl call us if you need anythin.” 

I took all the food inside and scooped a big bowl of Mrs. Wendell’s stew and rice 

for Shushki, although the food was meant for me. He wolfed it down. He ate it so fast he 

threw up a little and then he ate what he threw up. Elena reappeared, asking about the food. 

“Dere’s food?” She asked. 

“Yes Mrs. Wendell sent over some.” She started getting some for herself. She had 

to put it in a plastic cup because she had broken all her plates. It didn’t occur to me, like 

Skushki, she might not have eaten for days. I wasn’t hungry. I had too much adrenaline 

pumping in my body. I continued to clean for hours but I was only able to partially clear 

the floor. I touched my passport every once and a while in my underwear to make sure it 

was still here. I wouldn’t part with it until I left this country. When darkness fell I decided 

to go to into my room. I didn’t want to put the lights on and see this place anymore. I was 

exhausted. I brought the small dogs inside and put them in my bed with me.  

Elena was in her room with the door closed and the TV on. I was hyper vigilant. 

Her threat to burn me and the dogs up was in the front of my mind but I had a plan. The 

dogs always slept in the same spot on my bed. If there was trouble, if I smelled smoke, if 

she put hands on me when I was sleeping I would grab the dogs and go out the broken 

bottom window by my bed in one movement. That was my plan. I slept with my back to 

the door with my arms around the dogs so I could easily grab them.  
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 I counted the days until I would leave. It was eight days. It took me three days to 

completely clean the house and throw out everything that was on the floor.  I called Rose 

again and asked her to really look for some place for the dogs. I was worried about leaving 

them. She said she would but I still worried for them. After cleaning up, I spent most of 

my time on the front porch reading. The small dogs stayed out there with me. Selina ran 

around the yard and appeared every once as and a while. I was desperate to go but I didn’t 

want to leave my dogs. They were such good creatures; I would hear Shushki barking his 

funny bark - Hubba Hubba Hubba. I would say what are you barking at Shushki? I wanted 

to keep protect them and take them with me but I couldn’t.  

 Elena shuffled around and seemed to be avoiding me as much as I was avoiding 

her. I could have forgiven her for threatening and messing with me but I couldn’t forgive 

her for Shushki. She had chained him up in the yard to die. I felt that if a person did 

something to an animal that would cause them to suffer and die, if they did that on purpose 

there was something very wrong with that person. Maybe something that couldn’t be fixed. 

There was blackness in her that I never wanted to be around again. I never wanted my 

brother to be around her. I didn’t want the dogs to be around her. She was a scorpion and 

she would strike without warning because that is what she did. 

 Elena said she would take me to airport but I didn’t trust her. I had Rose on standby 

but Elena called a cab for me that was there at the right time. She kept telling me she would 

always be my mother and I could come back whenever I wanted. Why would I ever come 

back? I didn’t look at her and I said nothing. I hugged the dogs tight and kissed them. Elena 

rode with me to the airport. When it was time for me to get on the plane she told me to stay 

good. I walked away from her without looking at her. I couldn’t. I was relieved when I got 
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on the plane and sat in my seat. This time, they didn’t give me wings and pin a note on me. 

Maybe I was too big. As the plane took off I cried bitterly leaving the dogs and my brother. 

I didn’t cry over Elena. I did like Mummy when people got on her nerves and she never 

spoke to them again. As far as I was concerned Elena could die where she stood and I 

wouldn’t care. 
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Stuyvesant Heights: Elena’s Secret

Misery 

 When I got off the plane at JFK international airport in New York City, I was 

frightened. I was frightened like first time I flew. Suppose I couldn’t find Mummy? When 

I came out of customs she was right there. As beautiful as ever; I had forgotten her beauty. 

She was dressed in a crisp pink and white stripped dress that cinched at her waist and white 

shoes. I could see her scanning the crowd and straining her neck to see me.  Her eyes settled 

on me struggling with my suitcase cart. She walked toward me and opened her arms. 

“Come Child, you had an experience.” I sank against her, relived to be safe. 

Helen was behind her dressed in shades of beige. She looked like a dull bird to Mummy’s 

bird of paradise. 

“I heard you have giving nothing but trouble” Helen said. 

Mummy snapped at her, “Can’t you keep from being miserable for one minute? Dis child 

had a terrible time.” 

“Dat’s not what I heard.” Helen said. 

“I doone give a fuck what you heard. Hush up!” 

I opened my mouth, shocked.  I had never heard Mummy curse. I was too numb all over to 

pay attention to Helen’s complaining. I had given all my energy to getting back to Mummy. 

I didn’t care what Helen said. Mummy took my luggage cart and we walked outside of the 

airport by the road.  
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Mummy told Helen, “Make yourself useful and get de car please. We will wait right 

here.” After Helen walked away Mummy rolled her eyes. “I doone know where I got her 

from. She is pure misery. Dat’s is my nickname for her, Misery.” 

“You really call her dat?” 

“Yeah I call her Misery, cause she’s so damned miserable. I only say it behind her 

back doe.” She laughed and I did too. As we stood there waiting for Helen to drive around 

I leaned against Mummy. When we were in Barbados and I cuddled up to her she would 

shoo me away and complain at me. She would say “Girl get off me. Wat ya doing? Carry 

yourself.” She didn’t complain at me now. She let me lean. She had her arm around me to 

keep me close. It was a moment that later, we might pretend did not happen, because it was 

not in her nature to be affectionate. I knew that being back with her meant that she would 

protect me at all cost. I thought of the time she stood between Masie and Adrian and when 

she ran out into the street in her underwear to save me. She would do anything to protect 

her children. I knew she would stand between me and all harm. In the shadow of her 

protection I was safe. 

We stood in silence waiting for Helen to drive around; me leaning and Mummy letting me. 

I wondered what Helen’s car would look like. I knew she had a different car than when I 

had visited before. 

“Der she is.” Mummy said. She pointed to a light purple car. 

“Dat’s a funny colored car.” I said 

“I know.” Mummy said. “It must have been on sale.” We both laughed. Helen got 

out of the car and put my suitcase in the trunk. Then she told me to get into the backseat. 

The car was a two door Pontiac Grand Am. To get into the backseat one of the front seats 
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slid forward; Helen slid the passenger seat forward and I climbed into the back and Mummy 

followed me. 

Helen asked her, “Why you goin back der?” 

“Because she is my daughter,” Mummy erupted. “I brought you; you didn’t bring 

me. You doone rule me. Stop being so Goddamned miserable and drive us home please.” 

I was surprised Helen and Mummy were fighting like that. Everyone knew you didn’t mess 

with Mummy. You wouldn’t win and it wasn’t worth fussing with her. But Helen kept 

fussing and Mummy kept snapping at her. 

 Helen parked the car on the street outside of where Mummy lived. She lived in the 

second floor apartment of a four story house called a brownstone. My new home was at 

109 Bainbridge Street in Brooklyn. This was three blocks away from where Helen lived 

when I visited her two years before. Helen had moved too and lived three houses away in 

a different brownstone. 

 Helen carried my suitcase up the stairs to the front door. She said, “I’ll leave you 

to it,” and she left.” I wanted to know why she wasn’t being nice. 

I asked Mummy, “Wat happened to Helen? She’s being so nasty.” 

“Child I dunno wat happened to her. Fer some reason she’s jealous of you. She 

didn’t want you to come back. She’s as miserable as hell. But she doone rule me. I wanted 

you back wid me.” She paused for a minute and looked at me sternly. “Since dis trouble 

how long did it take you to get up here?” 

“About two weeks Mum.” 

“Dat’s pretty fast. Did you ask your Granny for help?” She asked 

 It didn’t seem fast to me at all. It seemed like a very long time. 
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“Yes Mum I asked Granny for help.” 

“Good girl.” She said. “Dats why you got through so fast cause Granny was 

working hard to help.” 

I was going to argue back because I was the one who walked in the middle of the 

night. Granny wasn’t there. I didn’t hear her voice. But my mouth stayed closed. I 

remembered how good Winnie was with me. I only knew Winnie for a few months, yet 

when I showed up unexpected and desperate she treated me as if I was her own. I didn’t go 

to to Mrs. Wendell or Uncle Ralph or Masie, all of whom I knew better. I knew to go to 

Winnie and she took care of me. How did I know Granny wasn’t watching over me and 

guided me to Winnie and told Winnie to watch over me? The Winnie business was a little 

mysterious and I didn’t argue with angels over my good luck. 

 Mummy, as strong as ever, lifted my suitcase up the stairs to what was now our 

apartment. The apartment had beautiful wood Parquet floors just like our house in 

Chancery lane. The apartment was small but impossibly tidy just as Mummy liked. She 

showed me my room which as in the front of the apartment next to the living room. My 

room was very small. There was a twin bed and a small bedside table both of dark wood; 

they were the only things in the room. The room was barely three feet wider and five feet 

longer than the bed. The bed butted up against a window that looked out on the street. 

Mummy said it was cozy. She was right, and I was happy with it. 

When we were Colored 

The day after I arrived Mummy took me downstairs to meet our landlady, Mrs. 

Walker; she was a beautiful older white lady with soft curly grey and brown hair and green 

eyes.  
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“Dis is my daughter Missy.” Mummy said. 

“Oh isn’t she sweet,” Mrs. Walker said. I was shy and holding back. “We don’t bite 

here in America,” She smiled at me. 

I gave her a small smile.  

“If you are good I’ll make my specialty, spaghetti and meatballs.” 

“That sounds nice,” I said. 

When we went back to our apartment I asked Mummy why Mrs. Walker lived in this 

neighborhood mummy had told me this was a Black neighborhood and she was White.  

“Cause she is Black,” Mummy said, which ended the conversation. 

I thought on that for a while. I realized Mrs. Walker must be like Granny; they both 

looked white but they were not. But then Mrs. Walker should be Colored, not Black 

because we were Colored in Barbados. I swiftly learned that in the United States Colored 

was not a good term to use and we were now considered Black.  

I knew that Granny looked different than me and Mummy but I never thought about 

what that meant. We were family; we were Colored, just different shades; we were all 

together. In New York the word Colored was tinged with fear. I couldn’t be Colored 

anymore and I didn’t like it. I missed being Colored. Being Black didn’t make any sense 

to me. I wasn’t Black. Black was such a dark color. I don’t think I had ever seen anyone 

whose skin was that dark. Mummy wasn’t Black either, she was Brown like me. It didn’t 

make any sense. America was a strange place and I had to learn the rules. 

Granny told me a story when we were at Ventnor Gardens that frightened me. It 

was about her visit to America. I was in her bed playing with her hair. I brushed her hair, 

parted it down the middle and made two plaits, pigtails like how Mummy did my hair. I 
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put in the large barrettes in because her hair was so thick. I would have to undo the plaits 

before I left her room because if Mummy saw her hair like that she would yell at both of 

us. Granny told me the story about when she went to visit her brother, Uncle Sellie. in the 

southern United States. She was riding on a bus and sitting in the back. The driver stopped 

the bus, walked back to her and told her she could come to the front because she was white. 

He could tell she was foreign from how she spoke when she asked him a question and 

maybe she didn’t know the rules. She told him she would stay where she was because she 

was Black. He said nothing and went back to driving the bus. 

She laughed and laughed after she told me that story but I did not laugh. I had a 

cold terrible feeling; all of the hair on my body stood up. That was the first time I was 

frightened to the bone. I did not understand what she meant when she said she was Black. 

She did not explain what it meant to me. She was not Black. I could see that. I knew she 

meant there was something different about her that could not be seen, something that made 

her Black. The bus driver could not see it and I did not dare ask her what that was. The fact 

that this invisible thing kept her in the back of the bus terrified me. There was danger in 

that story and I could feel it. Mrs. Walker was like Granny; she was Black but you couldn’t 

tell. In Barbados people like them were called high color. Mrs. Walker would have been in 

the back of the bus with Granny. 

Bedford Stuyvesant  

Before we came to America, Mummy measured time in houses we had lived in and 

their location. Before I was born there was the Decons House era, then it was the Ventnor 

Gardens time, then Chancery lane era. She didn’t list the rendezvous house because we 

hadn’t been there long enough. She stopped doing this when we moved to America; we 
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just lived in America now. The neighborhood we lived in was Bedford Stuyvesant, Bed 

Sty for short. It was considered a Black neighborhood and the ghetto. I didn’t know what 

a ghetto was but I learned quickly that it wasn’t good thing. When I told people that I lived 

in Bed Sty they would say – Oh, – then pause, not knowing what to say, and then they 

would say that they were sorry. Mummy, Helen, and I lived in a two block wide, one-mile 

long historical swath called Stuyvesant Heights. I got tired of people judging where I lived 

so I started to say I lived in Stuyvesant Heights. No one knew where Stuyvesant heights 

was and I didn’t tell them. I would tell them it was in Brooklyn and they didn’t ask any 

more questions. 

Mummy wouldn’t let me play with the kids that lived next door. 

She said, “Stay away from those nay nay children.”  

I wasn’t sure why she didn’t like them. She wouldn’t tell me. What seemed to 

bother her the most was that there were too many of them; there were nine children and 

they looked poor. I didn’t see anything wrong with them and I wanted to know them but I 

didn’t dare disobey her. She didn’t even want me to talk to them but I nodded and said 

good morning or good afternoon when I saw them. If I didn’t I would be disobeying her 

standing order to be polite. 

Junior High School 

Mummy enrolled me in Holy Rosary Junior High school. We went to Holy Rosary 

Roman Catholic Church every Sunday. I had been to their summer camp when I was visited 

Helen. Mummy really liked their uniform, a blue, red and white, plaid skirt, a white shirt, 

a blue vest, and a blue sweater. I could wear white, blue, or black socks, tights, and brown 

or black shoes. Mummy bought me everything so I could mix and match. She loved clothes 
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and was trying to get me interested but I didn’t care. I tried to care but I couldn’t manage 

it. 

I made three friends right away at school. They lived on my street and we walked 

to school together. Mummy accepted them without really knowing them because they went 

to Holy Rosary. I didn’t argue with her because I liked them, but I knew she wasn’t being 

fair. Holy Rosary made my friends acceptable in her eyes but she wouldn’t give the children 

that lived next door a chance because there were too many of them and they looked poor. 

It was a small tragedy that I didn’t get to know those kids. I am not sure why, but that broke 

my heart.  

My friends and I were all in the seventh grade. There was Anita, she and I were the 

closest; she was the shortest, just five feet tall, and the prettiest. Like me, she didn’t have a 

father and neither of us saw much need for one. Ladona lived the closest to me; she was 

the tallest and the toughest. She lived in an apartment with her parents. She taught me how 

to crumple up chips ahoy cookies in milk to make a delicious completely unhealthy desert. 

Denise lived the furthest away, three blocks away across Utica Avenue. Our neighborhood 

started to get bad over there. If we knew better, we would have been nervous when we 

crossed Utica to reach her house but we were too young and over-confident to care. Denise 

lived with her parents and her brother. She had a vicious dog that she would put in the 

bathroom when we came visit. Anita, Ladona, and I went over to her place every week yet, 

we had no idea what that dog looked like. 

Antia was the shortest and the prettiest. In our little click we were the closest. We 

spent a lot of time together. She lived around the corner with her mother in a brownstone 

like me. Also, like me she didn’t have a father and did not see the need for one. 
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I lived the closest to school, so my friends would pick up me last and we would 

walk the mile to school. If we were early enough we stopped at a corner shop they called a 

bodega for candy. Anita loved a sugar candy called Nerds; she always got that. Ladona and 

Denise would get different types of candy, sometimes Swedish fish, gummies, or skittles. 

I wasn’t used to any of those sugar candies. I just had chocolate back home so I would get 

M&Ms, sometimes with peanuts, and sometimes without. 

I made all kinds of mistakes at school without trying. The kids laughed at me when 

I talked because they thought my Barbadian accent sounded funny. I purposefully let my 

sing-song accent slip away to fit in. And I didn’t know the right words for some things. My 

class erupted into hysterics when I asked someone to pass me a rubber. In Barbados it 

meant an eraser; in New York a rubber meant a condom. 

The school work was another problem. It was easy for me, I had done the work 

before in Barbados so I did well on my assignments and tests. A group of four tough girls 

didn’t like that I was doing so well. They told me I was showing off and they would grab 

me after school and beat me up. I knew I was supposed to try my best in school and that is 

what I did. Every week near the cafeteria they posted a list of students and their standings 

in each grade, and the overall standing in the school. The listed the top one hundred 

students. Soon I was listed as number one in my grade and number one in the school. That 

was not a good thing for me; that list only attracted more attention. One of these girls, 

Shonda, told me she would do better than me and take over the number one spot. She 

wasn’t able to. If they would have talked to me I could have told them that I had studied 

everything before and I wasn’t especially smart. But they wouldn’t talk to me like a person; 

they just threatened me. 
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My favorite subject was biology because a lot of things we learned were new to me. 

The teacher, Mr. Rushika, was also my favorite teacher; he was very funny. Once, when 

he was returning our tests he looked at me and said, “Another hundred for Ms. Aldana. 

What a surprise.” The tough girls were glaring at me. I knew it was just a matter of time 

before they caught me and beat me. I told my friends what was happening. We didn’t 

always come home together because sometimes they had tutoring or dance class or 

basketball practice. I didn’t have any of these activities and I went straight home. They 

were all upset and wanted to challenge the tough girls, but we weren’t tough except 

Ladona—she was very tall and strong; she was tall even for a grown woman, five feet nine 

inches. Ladona was furious and she changed her schedule so she could come home with 

me every day. I didn’t want her to because there was four of them and only one of her and 

I would be useless. I was resigned to take my beating or beatings. She wouldn’t listen and 

was waiting to walk home with me every day. Only one thing happened—Ladona and 

Shonda got into a glaring contest, which settled things. They stopped threating me and 

Ladona went back to basketball practice. 

Mummy’s job 

Mummy told me she was going start training for a job. Her news was so unexpected 

I almost laughed in her face. She didn’t work. To me, the concept of her working was 

ridiculous. I couldn’t imagine her going to work. All my life she had been at home 

maintaining a ridiculously tidy house, cooking picture perfect food and keeping us, her 

family, in order. Helen’s friend Sara worked at a company called Self-help. This company 

sent trained women out to old people’s homes to help them cope. These women helped 

them take their medicine, have baths, make their meals, and tidy up. They called these 
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women home health care aides. She was training for this job. I was incredulous. The way 

this job was described, it was a glorified maid. She had talked all of her life about being an 

upper-class woman. Mrs.Wendell and Rose were right, she was stuck-up and considered 

herself above other people. That’s why she wouldn’t let me talk to the kids next door, 

because they weren’t good enough. And here she was training to be a type of maid. I 

couldn’t believe it. 

She diligently went off to her training every day and wrote notes in a black and 

white composition notebook. I waited for it to all go wrong and for her to quit. I thought 

she would quit during her training when she found out she had to do some things that were 

beneath her. She didn’t quit but happily sailed through her training. I thought she would 

quit when she got her assignment. I was sure once she was on the job she wouldn’t want to 

do this or that.  

The lady she went to help was called Mrs. Levine; she lived in Bensonhurst, 

Brooklyn. Mummy had to take three trains in the subway to get to her. Mummy and Mrs. 

Levine soon became fast friends. Mummy enjoyed taking care of her. Mrs. Levine would 

send little things home for me, chocolate covered jellies and hard candy. Mummy liked 

what she sent better than me and she ate them. She became close to Mrs. Levine’s family 

and would call Mrs. Levine on the weekends to check on her.  

As I watched her navigate this new part of her life easily, it struck me that she was 

a charmed person who made her own luck. Everyone except Elena liked her. It was a 

strange thing to watch her bend life’s circumstances to her will and create the outcome she 

wanted. This was a talent I had seen in no one else but her. Life happened to other people 

and they struggled beneath its yoke and smarted at its unfairness. But she always created 
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her own happiness, time after time no matter what the circumstance. It was a skill I hoped 

I would learn but never did. 

Downtown Brooklyn 

On Saturdays we would go down to the Dime bank in downtown Brooklyn. It was 

a beautiful building with classic style columns and built to resemble a soaring Roman 

rotunda. She would deposit her paychecks and then we would walk over to the A&S 

department store. She would shop for new church clothes slowly and methodically, trying 

on everything. Her slow manner drove me crazy. I didn’t dare hurry her but waiting for her 

to finish shopping was a form of torture. 

 After she bought what she wanted we would go upstairs for lunch. We always got 

the same thing, a quarter glazed roast chicken, mashed potatoes, and peas. I would have 

soda, she had tea. I always had chocolate pudding which they served in a tall glass with a 

dollop of whipped cream. She would have cake. I loved to eat there with their white table 

cloths and elegant silverware. I felt grown up and fancy. Sometimes the chicken tasted a 

bit like Clorox. That bothered me a bit but it didn’t lessen the pleasure I took in these 

delightful meals. 

Every six weeks Mummy and I went to the hair salon at A&S to get our hair done. 

In its natural state my hair was thick, wooly, and unruly; Mummy called it nappy. In 

Barbados, every month she would wash it and then detangle it with a comb, a detangling 

spray and her strong hands. I would cry and as she combed my head would go every which 

way as she pulled on my knots. When I was ten, she sent me to her hairdresser to get my 

hair straightened. It was a lot easier to handle although it was still thick and bushy. Every 

six weeks my new unruly growth had to be tamed and I would return to the hairdresser to 
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get my roots straightened. Mummy did this too but her hair was softer, finer, and not as 

problematic as mine. 

Getting my hair straightened in Brooklyn was a totally different experience for me. 

The chemicals they used on my hair were stronger than what they used in Barbados. My 

hair would get much straighter but the chemicals would burn my head. After they applied 

the straightening chemicals they would leave them to sit on my hair. I knew if it started 

burning my head I was supposed deal with the pain and let it sit. Sometimes it would be 

too painful and too much for me. I would tell the hairdressers my head was burning. They 

would always argue with me that I had to leave it on. I would have to really fight with them 

them to wash the chemical out early. Like a lot of people, they didn’t listen to me because 

I was a child but soon my head got hard. I could bear the pain and I did not have to beg 

anyone to wash the chemicals out early. I could take it. I would leave the salon with my 

hair beautiful, straight, curled just at the ends, and floating on the breeze. I also left with a 

few scabs on my head from chemical burns, but no one could see that so it didn’t matter. 

The Secret 

Mummy and I lived on in the house on Bainbridge street. I finished Junior High 

school and I went to Bishop Loughlin’s Roman Catholic High school. Anita, Denise, and 

Ladona found out I had never had a birthday party and insisted I have one. I didn’t care but 

they were horrified. They lured me over to Anita’s and refused to answer the door. I rushed 

in, sure I would find Anita in a heap on the floor. They jumped out from everywhere and 

yelled, “Surprise.” They almost frightened me to death; I stayed mad for a while but Anita’s 

mother had and cake and snacks. I got over myself and had a good time at my first birthday 

party. 
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After the Elena business, I did not want to talk to her at all. I never told Mummy 

the details of what happened and she never asked. But Mummy needled me to keep talking 

to her. Elena called periodically and was very conciliatory. Mummy made me take the 

calls. Elena was still saying things like, “I will always be your mother. You can always 

come back.” I only talked to her because Mummy made me. My heart was cold to her and 

I did not care what she said. I had an unpleasant understanding of who she was. She was 

like a wounded animal. She spent a lot of time lulling you and being nice but she would 

strike out at any time for any or no reason. That was just the way she was, like the scorpion; 

she could not help it. It was her nature to lash out and if you were near her she would take 

you down with her. 

 One day when she called she was very hesitant, which was unusual for her. I waited 

impatiently and silently. I would not help her along by saying anything.  

“Your father…” She started. I rolled my eyes and waited for another lie. So far she 

had told me that my father was a Native American and/or a Canadian tourist. I went with 

the Canadian tourist story in case anyone asked me, not because I believed it was true but 

because that is the last thing she told me. As far as I was concerned I had no father. I 

pictured myself bursting from my mother’s forehead as Athena had from Zeus’. Elena did 

not seem capable of this divine feat but perhaps she was a pawn in a greater story. Maybe 

the story was connected to the child Mummy lost in the years before I was born. Her baby 

had slipped away from her and returned to the stars. Suppose I was a soul that was destined 

for Mummy? Supposed she had called me back to earth? Mummy had the iron will to do 

such a thing, to bring a soul back to her from the ethers. I was sure she had called me back 

and that is why we were together. 
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“Your father, “Elena continued.  

“Yes, my father?” I answered I was fed up. 

“Well, Mr. Williams, my adopted father, Winnie’s husband.” She stopped again. I 

forced myself not to sigh in exasperation. 

“Yes, Winnie’s husband.” I was trying to move things along. 

“Well, he…” She tried again. “He interfered with me. He might be your father,” 

she said quickly. “I am sure that bastard is your father.” 

I went cold and silent. What could I say? 

“Oh,” I said, “How awful.”  That was all I could manage. I remained quiet and let 

the conversation wind down without me. 

I was in shock and I wanted to get away from myself. I was the physical embodiment of 

evil, rape, abuse, betrayal of a child. It was too much for me to handle. I went to my 

guidance counselor at school.  

 I sat in her office, a broken fourteen-year-old. An incarnation of evil, a walking 

crime. I wanted to tell her everything and unburden myself. I was having trouble figuring 

out a way to move forward and live. She was a white middle aged woman with frizzy hair 

and she could not understand what I saying. 

I started by saying, “I am child of incest.”  

“You mean you are victim of incest.” She said. 

Yes and no.” I said.  

“I am a product of incestuous abuse.” 

“So you experienced incest?” 

“No, I am a child born of incest. My birth mother was the victim” 
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She finally understood but I was exhausted from explaining myself to her and I did not 

want to talk anymore. How could it take her that long to understand? Wasn’t she a 

therapist? Wasn’t it her job to deal with these things? I left early, dissatisfied and 

disappointed. I would not go back. I would have to handle this myself.  

 I didn’t go straight home; I went on a walk. I didn’t call Mummy to tell her I would 

be late. I didn’t want to hear the sound of my own voice. When I got home, late, I was still 

lost. Mummy was in bed. She was not feeling well. I walked into her room. 

“You are late. Where were you?” She wanted to know. 

“Out.” I was rude to her, something I had never been before and never thought of 

being. 

“Did you know Mr. Williams interfered with Elena and he might be my father?” 

I spat the words at her. I was angry and she was the only person in my vicinity. She would 

have to deal with my anger. 

Shocked, she snapped back at me, “He is from a good family.” She turned her face 

and was done. She wouldn’t talk anymore. That’s how she ended the conversation when 

she was angry. She turned away. I went to my room and I prayed to Granny. I needed her 

to help me deal with this terrible reality.  I went to sleep early. I tried not to be awake any 

more than I had to. 

The next day was Saturday. I stayed in bed late and Mummy didn’t come to harass 

me out of bed. One of the things that Mummy always said was “Pull yourself up by your 

bootstraps.” She meant that we all needed get a handle on the things that happened in life 

and to help ourselves, no one else would do it for us. I shortened her thought to a single 

word “Bootstrap.” I repeated that word to myself, over and over “Bootsrap! Bootsrap! 
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Bootsrap!” – Pull yourself up –. 

 I understood why Mummy bore the burden of Elena, rallied for her, and was always 

on her side no matter what she did. She knew what had happened with Mr. Williams.  

Mummy was not a subtle person, yet, no hint of this secret escaped her lips. She believed 

the most sacred relationship was between a mother and child. I don’t think she could bear 

the thought that Elena was without a mother’s protection and alone. Elena was younger 

than both Maise and Helen. Mummy would have gladly taken Elena under her protection 

but Elena hated her. Mummy could feel that but she still tried to help as she could. She 

didn’t want to take away the daughter she felt could keep Elena human. She struggled to 

preserve our relationship through me, although I wanted nothing to do with Elena. I 

understood why she did all these things. Now, Mummy’s burden was also mine. We would 

both try to keep Elena’s head above the water of her damaged soul and not let her take us 

down with her.  

 I sat in the living room. There were three large windows in our brownstone 

apartment. Mummy had beautiful ivory lace curtains made that were three hundred dollars 

each. I watched the curtains slowly moving with the slight breeze. The only thing that could 

save Elena was her people on the other side where Granny was. She didn’t know who they 

were but I was sure Granny could find them. I asked Granny to look for her people and tell 

them she needed help. That way when she was sleeping they could come to her and help 

to soothe her soul. So, she would find some peace in this world and stop hurting everyone 

around her. 

Mummy was doing what so many Colored women had done before. She was 

putting everything aside, and living. She put aside all tragedy, all drama, all heartbreak, 
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and living. She triumphed by living, breathing, opening her eyes to see another day. I would 

do the same; I would pull up my bootstraps and live despite the tragedy of my parentage. I 

had found a mother that was an alchemist. She had turned the water between us into blood 

and yet would not let me cut the blood tie to the broken woman who gave me life.  

I called out, “Mummy, dese curtains really cost nine hundred dollars?” I was 

making peace. 

Mummy came in the living room, “Yes, child, nine hundred of my hard-earned 

money.” 

“I will try to be better about Elena,” I told her 

“Dat’s good. She had such a hard life.” Mummy had said that phase to me so many 

times about Elena’s hard life. Sitting there, the first time, I knew what Mummy meant. She 

went back to her room and I kept looking at the curtains. I was sure Granny would find 

Elena’s people and help her. She never failed us.
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Analysis: My Mother’s Daughter

Introduction 

Motherhood is one of our most important human relationships that traverses 

biological and kinship ties. I had the unique chance to experience mothering in a biological 

and an adoptive context simultaneously. Many children who are adopted have no contact 

with their biological family, but I have known and had contact with my biological mother 

all my life. My childhood gives me a unique perspective to speak to the experience of 

having a mother within outside of a biological context. 

I use the theories and thoughts of Mary Chamberlain, Gloria Anzaldúa, Patricia Hill 

Collins, William Zinsser, Watson, Watson-Franke, Alice Walker, Toni Morrison, Anne 

McClintock, and Ruth Behar to enhance my understanding of my memories and how they 

fit into a boarder cultural context.  I am adding my testimony to the knowledge that we 

have of Caribbean motherhood and daughterhood in order to increase our understanding.  

Growing up with the women in my family, I experienced a pluralism of cultural 

spaces, identities, and knowledge. Gloria Anzuldúa’s New Mestiza is an articulation of how 

I was taught to live. Her mestiza is a mixed raced woman who combines her multiples races 

and identities in one body and is able to stand on multiple shores of identity simultaneously. 

We never spoke of this way in my family; we just lived it. Anzaldúa helps me to find the 

words that speak to the multiplicity that was part of my daily existence.  

Anzaldúa also speaks to the importance of the other sources of knowledge provided 
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by her indigenous culture. In my family we hold our ancestors close and pass them down 

as precious knowledge from generation to generation. Ancestors are a source of knowledge 

outside of school and books. Toni Morrison and Alice Walker speak of a similar knowing. 

Morrison notes that if ancestors are lost so are we (Morrison, 1984, p. 343).  Walker calls 

to a long dead author to help her find she is laid to rest (Walker, 1983, p. 105). With their 

work, Anzaldúa, Morrison, and Walker have opened a door that I can walk through and 

acknowledge the secret ways of my family that lay at the heart of what bound us together.  

Patricia Hill Collins describes a common practice in the African American 

communities of an unrelated woman taking over care of a child when the biological mother 

cannot or is unable. These women are called othermothers. In my case an othermother 

stepped in to care for me when I was three months old. Collins’ exploration of kinship ties 

and othermothers has direct bearing to an experience that shaped my early life. This 

phenomenon of othermothering she describes in the African Diaspora sheds light on why 

a stranger was so willing to care for me for years (Collins, 2000, p. 193).  

I use the technique of memoir and creative nonfiction to bring my story and stories 

of these women into the light. There is a tension between memory, perception, and 

perspective. Anne McClintock and Ruth Behar actively probe the power dynamics between 

the teller of a story and the subject. I have used their work to scrutinize the fraught 

relationship between my memory, myself, and my family as subjects. Although my story 

is reconstructed from memory, a personal and sometimes amorphous source, following 

William Zinsser’s insights I have crafted and shaped my life into a cohesive narrative that 

is interesting to read and that makes sense to an outsider. Through the process of writing I 

have kept the subjectivity that is inherent in such an undertaking at the forefront of my 
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mind as Watson and Watson-Franke suggest. 

The women in my family all had different personalities and experiences. Besides 

being a unique representative of themselves, their different personalities and experiences 

are an opportunity to examine how they fit within their society and the cultural forces that 

formed their lives. As I wrote about their lives, this examination started with simple 

questions.  Why was she like this? What happened in her life to lead her to this place? What 

happened in the history of our island to create this circumstance for my family? Their lives 

are gifts that offer opportunities for meaningful examination. 

My adoptive mother, Clara, was not a typical gendered representation of a woman 

in Barbadian society. She was privileged by her status as a mixed raced Colored woman 

and her family’s economic prosperity. She was a financially independent woman. The 

privilege of how she looked and her financial independence allowed her freedom to make 

choices that were not available to most Barbadian women. She unapologetically did what 

she wanted and was completely confident in a way that was rare among men or women.  

My adoptive grandmother was old and frail when I came into her life. She was 

suffering from dementia and had become childlike. She was forgetful and unable to care 

for herself, but still good natured and loving. She and I were very close, as we were like 

children together. Seeing her through my child’s eye I did not know she was the original 

financially independent woman in our family who, like my adopted mother, did what she 

wanted. Her daughter was following a trail of independence that Granny had showed her 

how to walk. I only learned as an adult about the powerful woman Granny was and that it 

was her who secured our financial future.  

My biological mother, Elena, had an incredibly difficult early life that she never 
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recovered from. She was separated from her mother at four years old and was adopted into 

an upper class and endured repeated sexual abusive. When she became pregnant with me 

at sixteen her future prospects were effectively destroyed. She drifted in and out of my life 

as she was able, periodically making overtures towards motherhood. She was never able to 

muster a maternal instinct and remained resentful of my adoptive mother, the othermother 

raising her child. My adoptive mother, however, remained kind and sympathetic towards 

her. Clara was uncharacteristically soft hearted towards the woman that gave birth to me. 

Clara was usually harsh and judgmental towards other adults. She showed this softness 

only to Elena. 

In this memoir I have strived to infuse each person with humanity as well as 

illustrate the complexity of their lives, putting flesh on their bones. I hope this work 

provides a small counter balance for the generations where stories of Black and Colored 

women like those in my family were simply absent or told by others in work that has treated 

them like dehumanized subjects. They deserve a voice and I aim to give them one. The 

idea of mothers and motherhood is not a simple concept. The complex nature of my family 

offers an opportunity for me to examine my relationship with these women as well as to 

scrutinize the ramifications of biology, womanhood, mothers, othermothers, femininity, 

race, class, sex, and the alternative knowledge of Barbados and the Caribbean.  
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Background:  History of Colored17 Women in Barbados 

My grandmother and mother enjoyed privileges that were built on the history of 

Colored women in Barbados. Barbados is a small and easternmost Island in the Caribbean 

Sea. After British Colonization, it quickly became an important source of sugar production. 

Enslaved Africans were used to fuel the lucrative sugar production on the island (Dunn, 

1972, p. 189; Beckles, 1990, p. 75). The power-driven sexual interplay between White 

British colonists and Black African women produced mixed race children the British called 

Colored. Many of these children gained immediate advantages over their African cohorts, 

and seeds of Colorism were planted. Some of these children became house servants. They 

were freed from field work, and many were literally freed by their British fathers (Beckles, 

1989, p. 134; Sheperd, 199, p. 66). They became part of the Barbadian community of freed 

people. Colored women were exoticized and sexualized in their lives and in popular 

literature at the time. This treatment can be seen in the novel, Ceoleanna: Or, Social and 

Domestic Scenes and Incidents in Barbados in the Days of Yore and the Fair Barbadian 

and Faithful Black, written by J.W. Orderson (McClintock, 1995, p. 24; Fuentes, 2016, p. 

47). Its subject, a real colored woman named Rachel Pringle Polygreen, became one of the 

most well-known figures for Barbadians from this era. However, her fictional depiction 

had little to do with her real life. She is depicted as an erotic bosom heaving figure in 

                                                

17	There is a marked difference in the mean of the word “Colored” in the United States versus in Barbados. 
In the United Sates the word “Colored” is a derogatory term, that was used to identify people of African 
descent in the context of being less than white. In Barbados the term Colored was first used by the British 
to identify someone as a mixed-race person (African and European). The term was retained by these mixed-
race people and the term became an indication of their elevated status from those of with full African 
heritage who were referred to as Blacks. Colored people were able to marry, own property, and vote before 
Blacks. Therefore, to say you were “Colored” in Barbados was to say you were part of a privileged group. 
(Malesky, 2014; Oxford English Dictionary, 2013; Shepherd, 1999)	
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desperate need of rescue by a valiant white officer (Orderson, 1842, pp. 77-76). Anne 

McClintock called this process of depicting New World Women as open for white male 

sexual and cultural conquest porno tropics. These women are portrayed as available for the 

sexual taking and civilization of the European men that ruled the island (Beckles, 1989, p. 

134; McClintock, 1995, pp. 21-24).  

Some of these women formed economically beneficial relationships with White 

men. What resulted from this racial interplay was a higher social capital and cultural status 

for Colored women. They were able to establish businesses with assistance from their 

White partners, and this fraught path was one of the few successful avenues for Colored 

women to gain financial success (Shepherd, 1999, p. 72).  Colored men were unable to 

establish similarly beneficial relationships for two main reasons. First, relationships 

between Colored men and white women were discouraged. Second, White women were 

not as socially or economically advanced as were White men and could not provide their 

partners with comparable advantages. In this dynamic, Colored men were left behind 

economically and socially and were not considered to have as high a social status as 

Colored women. A social strata of Colorism was established in which the lighter a woman’s 

skin the higher her societal standing (Beckles, 1989, p. 134; Shepherd, 1999, p. 72). 

Like many Colored women, Mummy and Granny’s Colored foremothers gained 

economic stability through their relationships with white men. But unlike most, these 

relationships were forged through marriage. The earliest of these marriages I could locate 

took place five generations ago. Generation after generation the Ince women married White 

men and became mistresses of farms in the northern rural part of the island. Each generation 

lightened the family line and established economic stability with these unions.  
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  My adopted grandmother, May Ollie, broke this tradition. Unlike her foremothers, 

she married a dark-skinned man, moved close to the urban capital of Bridgetown, and 

bought a hotel with the money that she inherited from her father’s death. Interestingly, she 

took up the occupation of hotelier, common among earlier generations of freed Colored 

women. The prosperity of her family provided her with financial independence and the 

privilege of her light skin allowed her freedom to make choices that were not available to 

most of her fellow Barbadian women. She left her first husband and had three children by 

two different fathers, as she was able to support her children and did not have to concern 

herself with what other people thought of her. She passed her financial independence and 

sense of social freedom to her daughter Clara, my adoptive mother. Although Clara was a 

darker skinned Colored woman she was very conscious of the advantage that she held by 

not being “too Black18.” (Shepherd, 1999, p. 71)  Her attitude reflected the colorism present 

in Barbados. This acute consciousness of color impacted me concretely before I could even 

talk. When I was presented to my adoptive mother, she evaluated my skin color before 

deciding to take me. She told me later in her life that she would not have taken me if I was 

“too black.” So, for a moment, my future hinged on my skin color and it was to my benefit 

to be a mixed-race child that was not considered too dark. 

As noted by several scholars including Dunn, Beckles, Fuentes, and Shepherd, the 

seeds of the struggle along color lines were sown in the early history of Barbados. The 

ramifications of these struggles still exist and touch our present lives. It is important to 

acknowledge history and take it into account when examining our present. The financial 

                                                

18	My Adoptive mother Clara frequently used the term “too black” to describe a skin color that is too dark 
and in her opinion socially disadvantageous.	
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independence of my adoptive Grandmother and Mother that fueled their freedom to make 

choices originated with their White forefathers. They were further privileged by the color 

of their skin and a system of Colorism that gave light skinned Colored women a higher 

status than most. Thus, the ripples of things that started hundreds of years ago can still be 

felt. As Paula Gunn Allen reminds us, we must remember where we have been so that we 

know where we are going (Allen, 2016, p. 193). 

Background/ Theory 

 Memoir, while rooted in one’s memory, still requires a means of presentation and 

interpretation.  The task of bringing forward one’s own and someone else’s life in the full 

complexity in which it was lived is daunting. This work takes the form of a memoir, a work 

of creative nonfiction, a technique which Watson and Watson-Franke note lends itself to 

effectively placing flesh back on the bones of one’s subject (Watson & Watson-Franke, 

1985, p. 97).  

Watson and Watson-Franke suggest that the techniques used in fiction and creative 

writing are ideal to gain nuanced understanding of a life fully lived (p. 97). The process of 

interpretation is the sorting, editing, and weaving into a narrative that makes sense (p. 21). 

A dialogue is entered when bringing lives forward through memory as well as the 

interpretation, as this process is imbued with subjectivity. As Watson-Franke suggest, as 

my relatives lived they did so with their own “pre-understanding” of their lives and their 

positions in it (p. 21). As I bring their lives forward, I do so with my own pre-

understandings and perspective. These pre-understandings are a part of the subjectivity of 

the process and can be overlooked if one is not looking for these influencing forces. My 

relatives’ understanding of their world served as a context in which they oriented 
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themselves. As I seek to understand their motivations and views, I bring my own 

perspective, which I cannot cast off but instead must remain acutely aware of. The 

influence of subjectivity is present and must be acknowledged as a part of the process (p. 

21).  

Ruth Behar’s Translated Woman is a book that serves as a stylistic guide as I write 

my own. Behar writes an ethnographic portrait of Esperanza, a woman from Mexico. In 

her telling, Behar places herself in the story. She is not a detached observer but a character 

in her own story. Her telling is an example of how I too could tell the story of my mother 

and my family with myself as a character. When characterizing what I wanted to write, I 

resisted the concept of a memoir, but Translated Woman led me to the accept memoir as 

the vehicle for the story I wanted to tell. Most significant in her techniques of writing are 

her reflective chapters. In these chapters she bares her soul while simultaneously creating 

critical discourse for her life and Esperanza’s.   

From Behar’s example I have use a similar technique, telling the story of growing 

up in my family, with myself as a character. I then step out of this younger self in my 

reflective chapter. This allows me to analyze our lives within the significance of a cultural 

context. This reflective chapter also allows my adult self to make sense of my childhood 

experiences. 

Gloria Anzuldúa’s book Borderlands La Frontera is an important model for this 

work for more than one reason. Central to her writings is her new mestiza, a mixed Chicana 

woman who is at peace with all of various parts, races, and heritages. “She [does] not hold 

concepts or ideas in rigid boundaries” (p. 101). She knows how to stand on more than one 

shore at once (p. 100). Her new mestiza is a mirror for the pluralism of my childhood. 
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Growing up I was more than one woman’s daughter, born of more than one race, from 

more than one country. My adoptive mother taught me to keep all of these things in my 

head at one time. As the mestiza does, I was taught to embody all identities and leave 

nothing behind. The multiplicity of my life was innate, and while it was never spoken about 

by my adopted mother or myself it was a silent knowledge that was passed between us. 

Anzuldúa’s new mestiza gives me the vocabulary to speak to a reality that I lived but never 

formed the words to speak. 

The technique that Anzaldúa uses to write Borderlands La Frontera also served as 

a guide for my efforts. Her book is a combination of creative-autobiographical and 

scholarly writing. She interweaves the experiences from her life with critical interrogations 

of these experiences. I share a similar goal with my writings, and her book is an important 

model that I use as inspiration. William Zissner notes in his essay, Writing and 

Remembering, “that a good memoir is also a work of history, catching a distinctive moment 

in both the life of a person and society.” Mary Chamberlain made a similar observation 

(Chamberlain, 1995, p. 92). I have an opportunity with my and my family’s story to 

contribute to the limited literature on Barbadian women’s lives and experiences with 

motherhood.  

For several reasons, Mary Chamberlain is the most crucial scholar referenced for 

this work. Her areas of study intersect with the major themes of this memoir. She studies 

the relationship between Caribbean mothers and daughters, oral history shared between 

mothers and daughters, and the Caribbean practice of handing down ancestors among a 

family’s female line (Chamberlain, 2000, p. 124). Her integration of these subjects 

enhances my understanding of the cultural influences present in my family interactions. 
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She also speaks of individual memory as being collective and both a product of a larger 

culture and a reflection of that culture’s time and place. In her thinking, my memoir will 

be both a product of Barbadian culture and a portrait of it. 

In her book of essays, In Search of our Mothers’ Gardens, Alice Walker, like Gloria 

Anzaldúa and Ruth Behar, combines creative writing with scholarship. In the chapter, 

Looking for Zora, she beautifully tells the tale of looking for Zora Neale Hurston’s grave 

in a weed choked Florida field. In the chapter that the book is named for, In Search of our 

Mothers’ Gardens, she acknowledges that as part of the African Diaspora our foremothers’ 

histories are fractured and scattered and lost in slavery’s cruel wake, and that our 

grandmothers and great-grandmothers focused on the need to survive. They had no time 

for themselves and were without the energy to preserve stories and express themselves. 

She reminds us that these women, who although wedded to pots and chores, have 

knowledge that we need to preserve. “Black women whose spirituality was so intense, so 

deep, so unconscious, that they were themselves unaware of the richness they held” 

(Walker, 1983, pp. 231-232). She encourages us to scratch for this knowledge and rebuild 

it for ourselves and our children. Walker’s thought on ancestors deepens my own. As 

Walker, Anzaldúa, and Behar have done, I straddle the line between creativity and 

scholarship, to meld the two and create a work that contributes to both genres and creates 

a hybrid form of expression. 

Other Knowledge, Ancestors and Legacy 

We are a very practical people, very down-to-earth, shrewd people. But within that 

practicality we also accepted what I suppose could be called superstition and magic, 

which is another way of knowing things. But to blend those two worlds together at 
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the same time was enhancing not limiting. –Toni Morrison, Rootless: The Ancestor 

as Foundation 

 An important aspect of Motherhood in the Caribbean is the passing down of other 

knowledge, knowledge that is not found in books but that flows from ear to lips. 

(Chamberlain, 2000, p. 124; Donnell, 1999, pp. 131-2; Minh-Ha, 1989, pp. 121-2). To me 

and my adoptive mother, family is not just considered to be those who are living but 

stretches past the boundary of death to include generations of those who have passed.  My 

Mummy Clara passed down to me the experiences and memories of my adoptive Great 

Grandmother Tete who died over twenty years before my birth. I thought that this was just 

a quirk in my family, but in her article ‘Praise Songs’ of the Family: Lineage and Kinship 

in the Caribbean Diaspora, Mary Chamberlain documents that this is a common cultural 

practice in the English speaking Caribbean. Our people do not die. They were carefully 

tended through stories and interaction and handed down through generations. Toni 

Morrison, Alice Walker, and Gloria Anzaldúa all note the importance of this other 

knowledge. Walker calls out to Zora Neale Huston when she is looking for her grave. She 

calls to her to ask her where her body lay. Walker does what my mother did when she 

would call to my dead Grandmother to help with my insolence. They both expected an 

answer and they both received one. After Alice Walker called out Zora to know where she 

was buried she fell into a depression that she felt was Zora’s grave. In this way, she received 

her answer from Zora (In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens, 1983, p. 105). My mother felt 

strongly that she was guided by my Grandmother. She often spoke to her aloud and felt she 

received additional guidance through her dreams. 

 Anzaldúa learns from her visons connecting to the Goddess, Coatlicue. These 
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ancestors steady us, guide us, and watch over us. Toni Morrison notes what happens when 

these guardians are missing. “It is the absence of an ancestor that was frightening, that was 

threatening, and caused huge destruction and disarray.”  (Morrison, 1984, p. 343). My 

birthmother Elena, had not inherited any people. She had no one to turn to for help, living 

or dead. She was alone. Her life was one disaster after the next. She was not taught about 

the power of ancestors. She did not know that although her people were unknown, if she 

had called to them they would have answered. A way has been paved for me by those brave 

enough to speak and write of the significance of this hidden knowledge, Anzaldúa, 

Morrison, Walker, and Chamberlin. I too offer my own testimony and contribute to what 

was previously secret. 

The Method of Memoir 

Like the dead-seeming, cold rocks, I have memories within that came out of the 

material that went to make me. - Nora Neale Huston, Dust Tracks on a Road 

These “memories” within me are the subsoil of my work. But memories and 

recollections won’t give me total access to the unwritten interior life of these 

people. Only the act of the imagination can help me. - Toni Morrison, The Site of 

Memory 

Memoir is defined by the Oxford English dictionary as, “A historical account or 

biography written from personal knowledge.” That “personal knowledge” can be called 

memories. My objective is to create a memoir of motherhood based on memories of my 

own life. How is that best accomplished? In his essay, Writing and Remembering, William 

Zinsser notes that although memories can be unwieldy and lacking structure, an effective 

memoir must contain structure and should be formed into an interesting story. Anne 
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Dillard, William Zinsser, Watson, and Watson-Franke all suggest that the way to shape a 

text lies in deciding what to leave in and what to leave out.  The author who is editing their 

lives in a strategic way creates a scaffold on which an engaging story is built. (Zinsser, 

1987, p. 24).  Zinsser notes that writers of memoir must be careful to fashion their story 

into a larger narrative and warns that, although we think that the story of our lives will 

fashion itself, “It will not.” Following Zinsser’s model, it is my duty as a writer to form my 

memories and my life into a tale that others want to read.  

However, editing is not enough to form an interesting story. As Toni Morrison 

suggests, there is room for imagination and creativity in nonfiction where memories end 

(Morrison, 1987, p. 113). Scott Russell Sanders finds that there is a spectrum between 

fiction and nonfiction that is hard to define and that most “writers will accept the filling in 

of memories’ blank spaces with vivid details” (2007, p. xvi). Creativity and imagination 

are a part of my process in writing and forming this story. However, memoir and creative 

nonfiction are not simply tools of creative license. Watson and Watson-Franke suggest that 

the techique employed by the artistic imaging of fiction and creative non-fiction are useful 

tools to flesh out the complexity of a life story (Watson & Watson-Franke, 1985, p. 97). 

Within that line of thinking, I have used my imagination in the spaces where my memory 

has failed or where I had no access. For instance, when I interpret the intentions behind 

Clara’s actions. Although imagination is a tool in this work, it is one that I used sparingly, 

preferring the memories to speak for themselves. As I noted earlier, memories can be 

subjective and inaccurate but I have to trust my recollections. As Zinsser notes, what is true 

to us is the only truth we have (p. 25).  

The reader will not be able to tell were in the story my memories blend with my 
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imagination. The details I add are an example of what that person would be inclined to say 

or do based what I have known them to have said or done before. For instance, when I 

recall the moments a physical fight broke out in our home. I remember my cousin and I 

were in my bedroom but I do not remember exactly what we are doing. In my written 

recollection I combine another memory in which he was standing on the bed telling me 

that he was taller than me. In so doing I create a complete scene that was true to those 

involved, myself and my cousin, but might not have happened in that exact way. 

The Concept of Motherhood in My Family 

 In the Caribbean, the chief accomplishment of womanhood is motherhood 

(Mohammed & Althea, 1997, p. 11; Osirim, 1997, p. 43). In my family motherhood was a 

plural concept shared by two women. It was common for my adoptive mother to tell me 

that my “mother was coming to see me.” She meant my birthmother. As I grew up with 

these overlapping relationships, it was normal for me to call both women Mummy. The 

presence of more than one mother is an example of motherhood extending among kinship 

ties, a phenomenon that Patricia Hill Collins and Gloria Wade-Gayles call othermothering.  

Collin observes, “historically, when needed, temporary child-care arrangements 

often turned into long-term care or informal adoption” (Collins, 2000, p. 193; Stack, 1974 

Gutman, 1976). Following this pattern, for eleven years there were no formal ties between 

my adopted mother and myself. She simply stepped in to care for me because my 

bloodmother could not (Collins, 2000, p. 197). I was legally adopted when I was eleven 

years old primarily because she was emigrating to America and wanted to take me with 

her. Our ad hock relationship needed to be official for her to move me to another country. 

She could no longer simply show up as an othermother, with her elevated social status and 
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a birth certificate with another woman’s name. For her to maintain her status as my mother 

we needed a legal tie to authenticate our relationship. 

It is my own observation that within Barbadian families, women’s female kinship 

ties are important for support and success among women.  This phenomenon of women 

being the emotional heart of families is termed matrifocal19 and has been noted several 

times in Barbados and the Caribbean (Mohammed & Althea, 1997, p. 7; Momsen, 1993, 

p. 1). Mothers are at the center of the family and crucial to family structure. However, 

Barbados is also a patriarchal society that places women, as Janet Momsen notes, in the 

“double paradox.” Women find themselves in authority at home but have to navigate a 

discriminatory second-class citizenship in public (Mohammed & Althea, 1997, p. 7). While 

I was growing up men seemed distant and mysterious to me and an unknown quantity to 

me, as there were only women in my immediate family.  

One of the question Safa asks in her article, The Matrifocal Family and Patriarchal 

Ideology in Cuba and the Caribbean, is if the matrifocal family structures are present 

across class lines or just present among the lower classes. From my personal observations 

my upper-class family was matrifocal in structure. This small observation might be a 

significant to the matrifocal literature. 

 There is no equivalent study or scrutiny of the perception of the adoptive mother 

versus biological mother in the Caribbean. It is possible that there is a lack of interest in 

these relationships because on Caribbean islands like Barbados this is a non-issue. That is, 

                                                

19 A Matrifocal family is one in which mothers and Grandmothers are the emotional center of the family. 
This true whether men are present in the family or not. This type of family structure is frequently found in 
the English speaking Caribbean.  Matrifocality began in Africa, remained through times slavery and can 
still be seen in modern Caribbean families like mine. (Beckles, 1989; Herskovits, 1958; Safa, 2005; 
Shepherd, 1999) 
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there is no perceivable difference between a biological mother and an adoptive mother. 

However, a clue to this perception comes in the language used by Mohammed and Perkins 

in their book, Caribbean Women at the Crossroads. The term “childbearing” is repeatedly 

used as a synonym for motherhood. This is a sign that they also view motherhood as 

biological construct with “childbearing” being a prerequisite. However, it is an opportunity 

for further study to establish if such differences in perception exist. 

Significance 

How long shall the fair daughters of Africa be compelled to bury their minds and 

talents beneath a load of iron pots and kettle? - Maria W. Stewart, We are Your 

Sisters: Black Women in the Nineteenth Century 

If they are thrown away, it is our duty as artists, scholars, and witnesses for 

the future to collect them again for the sake of our children, and, if necessary bone 

by bone. - Alice Walker, In Search of our Mother’s Gardens 

Patricia Hill Collins contends that part of the intellectual legacy of Black Women 

lies with “ordinary women.”  Women who have lived everyday lives, tending to children 

and pots are also extraordinary women who are part of the intellectual fabric of women of 

color and our human story. They are not mere subjects for others to study and dissect based 

on faraway theories born in academic canons. Their stories are part of the fabric of 

humanity and are significant as mirrors of their culture and class. As each woman’s story 

is uncovered, another corner of our human story is revealed. Each woman in my family has 

a contribution to our human story. Every woman’s story is another layer of knowledge to 

the pool (Collins, 2000, p. 13). 

 The stories of women like my adoptive mother, my birth mother, and my 
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grandmother have been missing from history for generations or been told for them by those 

in power. In my adoptive mother’s family the line of proud Scotts stretches back to the 

1700s. Stories and traces of the African side of her family are silent and missing, in contrast 

to the extensive Scottish paper trail. There is nothing readily accessible to document the 

African side of her family; it is as if they do not exist. There is no equivilent record of the 

Blacks’ side of the family. Perhaps there are some notations buried in property documents 

noting the age and sex of a slave ancestor on a farm roster, but that record would be attached 

to someone else’s life as a piece of property. When did Africans enter the Ince family line? 

This is an unknown quantity, unrecorded as it was not considered important.  

The arrivial of the first Africans in Barbados was duly recorded in 1627. Ten 

Africans were picked up “at some point between Guiana and Barbados” along the way and 

arrived in Barbados. The stories of their English contemporaries are told with detail and 

flourish. The English men have names and details to accompany their experience. These 

Africans have no names; they are identified only in number, that there were ten of them. 

They had no names, they were from no where in particular, picked up “ at some point;” 

they are not allowed the luxury of identification. Their conquerors and owners simply left 

them out, as you would not tell the story of a sheep or a pig. The history of the enslaved 

and colonized is voiceless and missing. My high-yellow adoptive grandmother and her 

Colored family seem to appear in the twentieth century with no history besides Scottish 

ancestors, their ties to Africa lost (Beckles, A History of Barbados, 1990, p. 18). 

 The women in my family are likely the first women in their African line to have 
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their stories told20 and to occupy the space where their white male relatives have occupied 

so comfortably, in their own lives, relevant and important. There is room for the stories of 

my family. Their stories fill some of the space missing for women of color and come with 

knowledge of a culture that is little known outside of our island. 

Plan 

I have used the works of two authors as models for my work, Ruth Behar’s 

Translated Woman and Alice Walker’s, In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens. These books 

both meld creative writing with scholarship. The early chapters of this thesis will form a 

memoir, recollections of my childhood. The last chapters will be analytical and reflection 

chapters. This analytical chapter I explore how the circumstances of these women’s lives 

relate to the larger context of concepts like women’s history, gendered roles, class, and 

colorism to name a few. The final chapter of the work is a reflection, where I look over the 

process of writing this thesis and explore what the process meant on a personal level. In 

this chapter I am able to step out of the child character whose story I have been telling and 

look over this early life as an adult to make sense of my early experiences. 

 The stories of my female relative’s lives are important, not only to me but to the 

knowledge of the experience of Caribbean women of Color and the broader experience of 

                                                

20 The History scholar Marisa Fuentes set out to tell the stories of the enslaved women of Barbados. She 
noted there was scant information in the Barbadian and British records, including official records 
documents and newspapers. Much of the information she found referred to the escape of female slaves 
rather than details their lives. (Fuentes, 2016) The most well-known Barbadian woman of Color was 
Rachael Pringle Polygreen. Her life was fictionalized in a popular British novel by J. W. Orderson. 
However, this work is fiction. My own research has shown that very few facts are known of her life. Very 
little was recorded of the lives of enslaved and freed women of African descent in Barbados. Although 
there are currently many avenues to discover genealogical details as on websites like ancestry.com, these 
avenues do not have information on all populations. Specifically, there is little information on the enslaved 
and freed people of Barbados. Some information is available on this population in Barbadian and British 
archives and have to be reviewed by hand. As Fuentes realized, information in these sources is very limited 
(Fuentes, 2016). 
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women in the Americas. Also attached to their lives are the cultural aspects of our small 

island. Our stories touch on the history of Africa, Spain, Colombia, and the United 

Kingdom. This global association means that their stories not only belong in these confines 

but have relevance in much of the modern world. The mothering relationships are not 

typical in my family and as a result they contribute to a greater knowledge of motherhood 

in the Caribbean and beyond and expand on the concept of what is a mother. 

Conclusion 

 In a larger context, the lives of ordinary women like those in my family might 

appear to be unremarkable however their lives are reflections of hundreds of years of 

history and cultural forces brought to bear. Their lives are vessels through which we can 

explore these various historical and cultural forces. Significantly, the difference between 

in the meaning of Colored between Barbados and the United States is exposed. In this 

memoir, the importance of other knowledge and ancestors is again mentioned and seeks to 

find acceptance and importance in the company of Anzaldúa, Morrison, Walker, and 

Hurston. The concept of motherhood is expanded to embrace the concept of othermothers. 

This extends the concept of motherhood from one woman to many. This work as a memoir 

tells the story of a few women’s lives but has been crafted into a narrative revealing their 

significance with the cultural context of Barbados.
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Reflections: The Consciousness of the Bones

Do you not know that a man is not dead while his name is still spoken? ― Terry 

Pratchett  

I’ll break open the story and I’ll tell you what is there. Then, like the 

others that have fallen out onto the sand, I will finish with it, and the wind will 

take it away. ― Nisa & Marjorie Shostak 

I thought this memoir would be easy to write; I thought that I had dealt with my life 

experiences and I would be able to neatly arrange them into a compelling narrative. But as 

I started writing I realized I that I had never thought about many experiences beyond the 

passing through them in childhood. Life happened to me and I had watched it go by without 

thinking about what anything meant, especially the actions of my adoptive mother. At the 

beginning of this project I had a different view of Clara; I thought of her as a stern, self-

centered woman with some kind tendencies and several inexplicable and annoying habits. 

After examining her life and her choices, I realized that she was a different person than I 

had thought. When I started writing I thought this story would be about me, but as I wrote 

I realized it was really about Mummy Clara.  

I had the same view of Elena as when I started, that of a completely broken human 

being. I was finally able to be examine my interactions with her when I started writing; 

they were so painful; I could not bear to think of them until I had to. All my life I had 

watched her rage by like a storm and simply tried to survive her. 
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It is no coincidence that I am writing about my mother in my forty-sixth year. When 

I refer to my mother, I mean Mummy Clara. While writing this memoir, it has been a 

struggle to refer to her as my adoptive mother. From the time I could speak, Clara was 

simply my mother. There was no light between my and Clara’s relationship as daughter 

and mother. In my family we do not believe in coincidences.  We believe in cycles and 

signs that we need to pay attention to. Mummy Clara was forty-six when she adopted me, 

and it makes sense that I am contemplating what it meant to her to have me thrust into her 

life when she was my same age. She seemed so much older. In 1971 when she took me in, 

a forty-six-year-old woman was considered old. Now as I am forty-six the concept of being 

old is a mental one, and can be held at bay by one’s attitude and anti-aging treatments.  

Slipping Away 

In her later years, Mummy started to become forgetful like Granny had been. The 

condition is no longer called senility but dementia. She was loyal to Elena until the end. 

Clara was my mother but she also was the caretaker of another mother’s place in my heart, 

a role she never relinquished even as dementia stole her grip on reality. 

One morning Mummy called me in a panic. “They can’t find your mother,” she 

said. 

I was thirty-four years old. I had just given birth to my son, and I had not seen Elena in 

fourteen years.  

“No one has seen her,” she continued. “Elena turned in her keys at work and nobody 

has seen her since. I am worried somethin has happened to her. We will try to find her,” 

she said with certainty.” 

With Elena missing, the cobwebs cleared from Mummy’s mind. I knew what she would 
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do. She would pick up the phone, call Barbados, and summon people to action with her 

unstoppable will. She put Helen and her brother, my Uncle Ralph, to work to find out what 

they could and she leveraged her contacts on the island to find Elena. 

I was torn; Mummy was far more interested in finding Elena than I was. I thought 

that if Elena was dead, I would be free of her and maybe she would be at peace. I did not 

want any harm to come to her but my experience with her was emotionally exhausting and 

I wanted nothing to do with her. Again, Mummy was showing her softness for Elena. If I 

told her that I never wanted to see Elena again, Mummy would say what she always said. 

“Cu-dear21, don’t be like that. Elena had a hard life, have sympathy for her. Don’t turn your 

back on her.” I had tried, but my resolve was not as strong as Mummy Clara’s. 

Elena and I had a final incident; fourteen years before, after much cajoling from 

Mummy, I went to Barbados to celebrate my college graduation. I stayed with Elena. I was 

twenty, and this was the first time I had seen her since I was eleven. As could be expected, 

this reunion ended in disaster. Elena stole all of my money and cast me out of her house. 

Clara, who was trying to have her own vacation in England, had to move heaven and earth 

to get me money and out of the country weeks earlier than planned. Mummy called and 

pleaded with a bank manager she knew to give me money from her account because I was 

her daughter and I was stranded. The woman gave me money based on Clara’s sweet, firm 

voice. It was a move that could have cost the manager her job. I had not spoken to Elena 

since. 

A few days after noting that Elena was missing, Mummy called. Relieved, she told 

                                                

21 Cu-dear is a Barbadian colloquialism meaning “have mercy.” 
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me Elena was listed as traveling to America. How had this old lady with dementia 

leveraged a country to access immigration records in a few days to find out where someone 

traveled? I contemplated the question. Knowing her, I was not surprised that she was able 

to accomplish this feat. This was the kind of thing she did time after time because she 

decided to. My question was how did she do these things? How was she always able to get 

the result she wanted? I didn’t view her ability as an asset. I found it very annoying. She 

seemed charmed. As regular people like myself struggled to make their way in life, Clara 

would smile and get her way. It came down to her lifelong imperceptible skill at handling 

people. As her daughter, I had never learned this skill but I accepted it as a part of her 

magic. 

Becoming an Adult 

Mummy Clara died when she was eighty-one years old, and then I started to speak 

her name. When she died I walked down to the beach near where I lived in Florida. I wanted 

to walk into the sea and follow her. As Barbadians we consider ourselves people of the sea; 

we are surrounded by the sea, and we believe in the sea. I had no idea how to live without 

her. Her presence anchored me into this world. My intense despair called me into the sea 

but there was a new presence that kept me firmly rooted on the shore: I had a son. He had 

just turned one-years-old, and I had to live for him.  

Clara died in a way you would expect of her. She turned away from life and decided 

to die. She said was tired and she wanted to go home to Granny in heaven because home 

was where Granny was. She stopped taking the medicine that stabilized her memory and 

she stopped eating consistently. She could only be tempted to eat if the food was from her 

favorite Chinese restaurant or from Denny’s. She would also drink nutritional shakes. We, 
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her daughters, would trick her into consuming more than she wanted. We used her 

dementia against her. She would have a shake and then forget. She would ask us if she had 

her shake and we would always say no, even if she had one only a few minutes before, and 

give her another one. We were trying to get as much nutrition into her as possible and keep 

her with us. 

She was temporarily distracted from her plan of slipping away when I became 

pregnant with my son. At first she was irritated. She complained at me that she was too old 

to deal with a baby and that I had bad timing. She told me that she would not help me at 

all; it was my own fault for waiting until she was so old to have a child. As far as she was 

concerned, I would be on my own and then he was born. 

Her Little White Boy 

When my son Joshua was born Mummy was fascinated with this new creature in a 

way that surprised me. She treated him differently that her other two grandsons, Maise’s 

sons. To her, he was not a boy; he was The Boy. She treated him as if he was the most 

important person she had ever known. She treated him differently because of how he 

looked and the promise that brought him. Joshua was very light skinned and looked white. 

I was very disappointed that he did not look like me and did not inherit my brown skin. He 

was so light skinned that when people saw us together they did not think I was his mother. 

Strangers would ask me if he was my child, and other mothers at the park assumed I was 

his nanny. The subtly of racism slipped out and our difference in skin color started to 

separate us. It was assumed that because I was a darker skin color than him that I was in 

his service, and he was not my son.  

Mummy immediately saw the significance in his skin color and the advantage it 
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brought him. I did not; I was too busy lamenting the fact that he did not look like me. I did 

not want to admit that I still lived in world where my light skinned son had a social 

advantage over my brown skinned self. Mummy was not so naive. She recognized that, as 

a male who appeared white, he had advantages no one else in the family possessed. She 

was delighted with him in a way that I found embarrassing. He became the obvious favorite 

of her grandsons and she gave him what I considered a horrible nickname: My little White 

Boy. I begged her not to call him that. Ignorant and oblivious to the categories in which my 

son and I were already being placed, I argued with her that American society was past 

archaic White and Black categories. I told her that I would raise him outside of these 

outdated perceptions. I was desperate for her to stop calling him that name. I was afraid 

someone might overhead her and consider our family backwards. 

She told me I was an idiot and said, “I brought you! You didn’t bring me. You can’t 

tell me what to say. Dis child will do everything we can’t. He is a man and he looks white. 

Dey won’t be able to tell he’s not one of dem. He will succeed in a way none of us could. 

Stop being such a stupid girl. You don’t know de ways of this world.” 

When she told me this I was deeply embarrassed by her. I thought she was being 

ignorant. But as with most things, she was right. I realized this nine years later when I was 

driving down a Florida road with my son. I saw a gorgeous dark brown boy walking on the 

side of the road. He was handsome boy in a way that reminded me of my brother, a beautiful 

child. At this time, the police had recently killed Michael Brown and Eric Gardner, and as 

the mother of a mixed-race son their deaths weighed heavily on my mind. As my son grew, 

he maintained his white appearance and people continued to question his parentage. In that 

moment, seeing that brown boy on the road with my son sitting in the back of the car, I 
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realized that my mother was right. My son, Joshua, had an advantage over this child 

walking down the road because of the difference in their skin color. Because Joshua 

appeared to be white, he represented less of a threat to whites. He appeared to be one of 

them (Wilson, 2017). In a confrontation with the police, my son might have more of chance 

to live than that beautiful dark-skinned child walking down the road. Mummy had been 

right about her little white boy, and it broke my heart. 

Granny’s Boy 

Strange things started to happen around Joshua after Mummy died, things only I 

would notice. I denied the significance of these occurrences until there were too many to 

ignore.  They started before she died. Joshua was born four weeks before he was due on 

her birthday day, the 13th. They were born in different months, him in August and her in 

October.  

I called her from the hospital, in labor, and I teased her for being selfish and 

willing her Grandson to be born on her birthday. “Only you could do something 

like that,” I said. She laughed knowingly. 

“He’s like an early birthday present to me.” She said “Its better dat he’s is born in 

August. He’s a Leo, a king.” 

I admonished her, “Oh Mum, he’s a baby he’s no kind of king.” 

“He will be. I, his Granny will see to dat.” I thought she was talking nonsense but 

as with most things she was way ahead of me. 

When Joshua started to talk Mummy was already gone, but he sounded suspiciously 

like her. His baby accent sounded remarkably like her melodious Barbadian lilt. As soon 

as he could make his will known he was as stubborn as she was, unyielding, stubborn for 
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stubborn’s sake. At one and a half he refused to call me Mummy as I had called my mother. 

He insisted in calling me the more American “Mommy.” I wondered how a child so small 

could be so obstinate. I started to describe him in the way that Granny had described 

Mummy. I would say, “You can’t do anything with him.” I did not know anyone else could 

be as stubborn as Mummy had been but Joshua was easily her equal. I knew how Granny 

must have felt trying to raise a child that could not be reasoned with.  

As Joshua grew, he looked more and more like Clara. Friends and strangers alike 

would readily tell me that Joshua looked nothing like me but when they saw his and Clara’s 

pictures hanging side by side on my wall they would say, “He looks just like his Granny”. 

I did not bother to tell them that they shared no blood. Somehow he looks just like her but 

doesn’t look like me.  

Just as I had felt that Granny remained close to me after her death, I was sure that 

Mummy stayed close to Joshua. As she talked to Granny and Tete. I talked to her. I asked 

for her advice. All of the signs that she remained close to Joshua were anecdotal and 

although I believed them, to someone else they would be mere coincidence. Then, came an 

unmistakable sign. While I was helping Josh clean up, I took a plate from his room. There 

was small pile I did not recognize of what looked like fine dark brown dust on his plate. I 

asked him what it was. He told me that was chicken bones that he had chewed up. I stood 

staring at the bone dust. There was just one other person I had ever seen that chewed bones 

to dust, his Granny Clara. It was as if when leaving this world, she touched him and left 

him the best parts of herself, making him a clone of herself. Joshua looks more like her 

than anyone else in the family; like her he is exceptionally good looking, he sounds like 

her, he acts like her, and most importantly he has her ability of handling people. As she 
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did, he does it naturally. He smiles and people want to please him. In every sense, he is his 

Granny’s boy. 

Recently, he and I had an interesting conversation while in my car. He is twelve 

and does not like to go to school or do his schoolwork. I told him that I would talk to his 

Granny and she would come to him in a dream and straighten him out. He argued that she 

would not because he was her favorite. He added that he thought she would come and yell 

at me for not being a good mother. I agreed that in most things she would be on his side 

but not about school. I would ask her to straighten him out. He shrugged, unfazed at the 

prospect of his dead Grandmother coming to talk to him about school.  

As Mummy passed Granny TeTe down to me, I have passed his Granny Clara down 

to him. She died when he was only one but he knows her well. We talk about her frequently. 

He knows what she sounded like, that she was beautiful and fussy, stern but kind. He knows 

that he was her favorite person. He knows that she is watching over him. I tell him the same 

things Mummy used to tell me– that if he’s in trouble, call Granny first. “She can get to 

you before I can.” I tell him if he needs to talk to someone and he doesn’t think he can talk 

to his father or me, talk to Granny. He accepts his Granny in heaven as a part of his 

everyday life. Although she is not physically here, he feels close to her. When he is upset 

he puts her glasses on for comfort. To him she is a part of his life, watching, protecting, 

and there when he needs her. 

About Elena 

 My son has another Grandmother by blood, Elena. I had not spoken to her since my 

graduation fiasco. After I had Joshua it was on my mind to find her and let her know she 

had a grandson, but I couldn’t bring myself to act beyond thinking about it. I couldn’t face 
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dealing with her. Joshua’s first year was Mummy Clara’s last. My life was so filled with 

caring for my new son and keeping my mother alive that I only had fleeting thoughts of 

my other mother Elena. Mummy periodically asked if I had spoken to Elena. Mummy knew 

Elena represented a lot of pain for me and she did not push me to contact her, but still 

reminded me that she was out there somewhere.  

I knew I would eventually find Elena and tell her about Joshua, but I kept putting 

it off. Joshua was six years old and I was still trying to gather my courage when Elena 

found me. I tolerated her so that she and Joshua could get to know each other. She floated 

in and out of his life as she had mine. She was the same old Elena. She alternated between 

being loving, caring, and generous and then angry and belligerent. Joshua took her coming 

and goings in stride. Her erratic appearances were not enough to establish her as his 

Granny. He was content with his Granny Clara in heaven and his other Granny, his father’s 

mother. He gave her no weight in his life but was polite when she appeared. Without my 

influence, she had alienated herself from Joshua. Her behavior had alienated yet another 

person from whom she was seeking love. 

Elena is a very sad and sympathetic figure. Her life has been very difficult, her early 

years filled with rejection and abuse. Unfortunately, her behavior as an adult had not 

encouraged anyone to get close to her. She seemed to me like a drowning woman. She was 

always struggling and causing chaos. If you get to close to her she will take you down with 

her like the scorpion in my childhood fable. I am still in touch with her today and maintain 

a tentative relationship. My son is old enough to be wary of her behavior. I find myself 

repeating to Joshua what Mummy had said to me, that Elena had a hard life and we should 

be as kind to her as we can despite her behavior.  
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When the Villain Became the Hero 

 Winnie Williams, Elena’s stepmother, called the child welfare authorities and threw 

us out of her house without caring where we went. This was the same woman that 

welcomed me into her home in the middle of the night when I needed help.  Ironically, I 

found refuge in the same house Elena, and I had left so many years before. It was hard for 

me to believe that she was the same woman who had been so unsympathetic when I was 

born. When I arrived on her doorstep she was as caring and as protective as Mummy Clara 

or Granny. She was happy to be an othermother when I needed her. Life came full circle. 

She was the reason I ended up with Mummy Clara initially, and she helped me get back to 

her when I was in trouble. She had obviously changed considerably. There was no hint of 

the unkind woman that threw us out when I was an infant. 

Secrets and Nicknames 

 When I started to write about my adoptive family, a tangled web of nicknames and 

secrets thwarted my research. When I was thirty-two Mummy was talking to me about 

someone named Charles. She was talking about this Charles like I should know him, but I 

did not know who she was talking about.  

“Who is Charles?” I had asked her. 

“Don’t be stupid! Dat is your Uncle Tonic.”  

I was stunned. Charles was her brother and my Uncle. In my whole life I had never heard 

his given name Charles. My world shifted and I did feel stupid. How could I not know his 

legal name? Tonic was not a normal name but I never questioned it. How much did I know 

about my family when I didn’t know my uncle’s name? I also found out that Great 

Grandmother TeTe’s legal name was Leticia.  
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There was a lot I did not know about the women I was closest to. Granny had also 

changed her name; she was born Mary Olive and she had changed her name to May Ollie. 

Granny was the original fearless woman with money in our family. She passed her sense 

of independence, fierceness, and financial resources down to her daughter Clara. When I 

knew Granny, there was no hint of her past in the sweet childlike woman I knew. It was 

she who had carved the path that Mummy and I followed. 

The Lost Child  

I learned that Mummy was pregnant a few years before I arrived based on one 

conversation with her and scant clues. A relative mailed over some pictures of her. As 

usual, she was not interested. As beautiful as she was she had no affinity for pictures. I was 

fascinated. I had never seen these pictures. In one she was outside smiling in a flower print 

dress. The fact that she was smiling was a revelation; she never smiled in pictures. I showed 

it to her.  

“You are smiling in this one,” I said  

She looked at the picture. “I was pregnant in that one,” she said. 

I was stunned. Where was the baby? I asked her what happened but I she was done and 

would say no more. I pieced what had happened by talking to my sisters and a cousin. 

There was a problem with the pregnancy. It was ectopic. The baby was growing in her 

fallopian tube. At the hospital she had a hysterectomy to save her life. 

This is the one time in her life when she didn’t get what she wanted and her will 

was not enough to make it right. She had lost her child and she could never have another. 

She was devastated and her marriage fell apart. This loss readied her for my arrival. She 

lost a child and I arrived a few years later in need of a mother. 
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The Missing Man 

There was another person in our family who was responsible for our financial 

success but who was completely forgotten. Granny’s father Charles. He was never 

mentioned, and his absence illustrates the woman-centric nature of our family. He was not 

passed down like Granny TeTe. When he died, he was forgotten. His name was no longer 

spoken and he faded from memory. Yet Granny’s money came from him. He was a member 

of the Planter Elite. Granny’s father Charles is a forgotten man. His memory was not passed 

down like his wife Tete’s, but he should have lived on in name. His son, Granny’s brother, 

and Granny’s youngest son were both named after him but were both known by their 

nicknames. As I knew well, no one ever called them by their legal names. My Uncle was 

known as Tonic and my great uncle was known as Uncle Sealie. I only learned that Sealie’s 

legal name was Charles while I was researching this book. Granny TeTe lived longer than 

he did but he was excluded from our tradition of passing the memories of our people down. 

So far we have only passed women down, the female line TeTe, Granny, Mummy. I have 

skewed this tradition. I have passed Mummy down to my son because he is the only child 

I have. I wonder if my American son will continue our tradition and pass our memory down 

to his children. That is left to fate but it is not in her nature to be forgotten. 

Facing the Little Girl 

 What surprised me most about writing was how little I had processed some of my 

experiences. Some of the memories that I thought I had dealt with as an adult were as raw 

and painful as when I had lived them. When I stirred the memory of the stolen money it 

erupted with all the fear and shame of my eight-year-old self.  Disturbed, the memory was 

like a sealed membrane, as fresh and painful as when I had lived it. I had not dealt with any 
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aspect of this memory. I covered it over like a grave and it remained raw and biting until I 

brought it to the surface. For the first time I realized that I had been heavily manipulated 

and that, as a child, it that it was not my fault. This thought had not occurred to me before. 

I had not thought about the circumstances under which I took the money from my 

uncle, save the guilt I felt, until I sat to write it down. I maintained same simple childish 

feeling of guilt and responsibility for the whole incident. My thought remained that of an 

eight-year-old because I could not face the memory and had not processed it. Writing about 

the experience caused me to examine it for the first time and from adult eyes. I recalled 

how strenuously Elena had leaned on me to take the money, but due to my guilt I focused 

on my own actions and not on hers. Thinking of the fight that came out of the theft, I could 

see only how I had caused it, not how Elena had manipulated me. In my mind my actions 

and her actions remained separate and I bore the responsibility. It was only through writing 

and reflecting that I came to the obvious revelation that an eight-year-old cannot bear the 

responsibility for an action that was initiated by an adult. 

Everyone’s Mother 

To Mummy Clara, the most important human relationship was that between a 

mother and a child. She was happy to be everyone’s mother; that was her instinct. She 

protected Granny, Elena, and me as much as she could. What she did was invisible and 

thankless. In her mind, life had delivered its cruelest blow to Elena; she was severed from 

her mother and was left without a protection. Clara never stopped trying to right that wrong. 

She would never give up because she was Elena’s only advocate. What Clara had for Elena 

was love, as tenacious as any mother’s. Elena will tell you that she never knew a mother’s 

love, but she did. The tragedy is that she could not see or appreciate Clara’s affection, when 
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she was the only one who was always on Elena’s side. Mummy continued to care for her 

until her dying day. “Don’t forget Elena, she had a hard life.” Mummy Clara lives on in 

Joshua. He is everything that she wanted her descendants to be. He is exactly the legacy 

she wanted. He is gorgeous, charming, stubborn, and soft hearted. Somehow he is her boy. 

Joshua and I continue to care for Elena as much as we can because that is what Clara taught 

us to do.  

I was looking at my middle name, Elenalita. It is rather beautiful. In Spanish it 

means little Elena. Elena named me after herself. When I was born, Elena was struggling 

in her life and still had hope that something good might come from her existence despite 

what she had suffered. Mummy taught me that love is stronger than death and still connects 

us across the gulf that separates life from death. She taught me how to be quiet and hear 

the murmurings of ancestors. I can hear her because I know how to listen. Mummy 

struggled to bear Elena up, and now Joshua and I continue that struggle. We are linked 

across time, space, life, and death to hold on to this woman who was broken by life. We 

struggle with Elena so she will not be consumed by the darkness of this punishing life. As 

near as I can tell, she hates all of us. In her mind we have taken much from her and not 

given her enough. I stay an arms-length away from her, as she will still swat viscously at 

me as she thrashes around in her own anger. So far Joshua has avoided her anger. I send 

her kindness when I can, while trying to avoid her attacks. Sometimes she is able to connect 

and hurt me, but I don’t take it personally. She is a scorpion; that is what she does. Joshua 

and I still try to be kind because this is what our family does; we don’t let anyone go.
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Appendix  

Dialect Terms and Definitions 

Bacchancal –  A colloquialism meaning all hell is breaking loose. 

De – The 

Den – Then 

Der – There 

Dey – They 

Dis – This 

Doe – Although 

Doone –  Don’t  

Fer  – For  

High Color – A person who is very light skinned, of complexion and features that are 

much more European than African.  

Nay Nay– A Barbadian colloquialism that means trifling or not important. 

Tanks – Thanks 

Ting – Thing 

Vyrager – A colloquialism referring a crazy violent person 

Wat – What -  

Wid –  With
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